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ABSTRACT 
EST, a sub-field of ESP, has now grown independently 
into a fast-moving discipline. Its origin is attributed to the 
unprecedented increase in scientific and technical endeavour. 
The remarkable explosion of knowledge in Medical and 
Physical Sciences and many other scientific and technical 
developments have necessitated the acquisition of greater 
proficiency in English because the aforesaid scientific and 
technological achievements are more accessible in English than 
in any other language. Therefore English has emerged as a 
potent means for the students of science to pursue higher 
education and communicate their findings worldwide. 
In addition, English also plays an eminent role in the 
professional careers of doctors and engineers because it 
substantiates their professional performance and hence enables 
them to catch up with the time. EST is thus, linked with the 
changing social, academic and professional needs of the 
learners and hence it has given rise to the purpose oriented 
forms of language, which depend largely on a specialist subject 
matter. In other words, EST has emerged to eater to the 
immediate and specific needs of the students. 
The present study seeks to explore two aspects of EST, the 
theoretical and the empirical. Linked with the theoretical 
aspect of EST is the study of its theoretical framework. Hence 
THESIS 
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the major issues pertinent to the theoretical framework of EST 
have been examined in the first three chapters. 
The first chapter deals with origins, divisions and distinct 
features of scientific English. An appraisal of EST, its major 
trends and current approaches have also been put forth. 
The Ilnd chapter encompasses the detailed discussion on 
the basic concept of scientific discourse, scope of discourse 
analysis, nature of EST paragraph and rhetorical techniques. The 
views of Barber, Widdowson and Trimble have been cited in order 
to delineate the aforesaid theoretical frameworks of EST. 
The Illrd c h a p t e r is p r imar i ly c o n c e r n e d wi th t h e 
rhetorical functions which are commonly used in EST discourse 
to o r g a n i s e scient i f ic and t e chn i ca l i n fo rma t ion . These 
rhetor ical functions represent different writing styles and 
mul t ip le organiza t iona l frameworks t ha t a re r e c u r r e n t in 
scientific texts. 
The rhe to r i ca l func t ions and the i r s u b - f u n c t i o n s a s 
discussed by Selinker, Lackstrom and Trimble have also been 
incorporated in this chapter . Thus, the first three chap te r s 
c o n t a i n an e l a b o r a t e d i s c u s s i o n on the s t r u c t u r a l a n d 
d i s c o u r s a l a s p e c t s of EST which e n c o m p a s s s y n t a c t i c a l , 
semantic, grammatical and lexical aspects of scientific English. 
The second aspect of EST which is based on empirical 
s tudy h a s been d iscussed in chapter IV. It i l lus t ra tes how 
scientific Engl ish is used in scientific j o u r n a l s and wha t 
d is t inc t format the ent i re scientific communi ty follows in 
wri t ing scientific r e sea rch a r t ic les . Therefore, 8 scientific 
research articles written by non-native users of English have 
been drawn from Natural and Medical Sciences. These articles 
have been analysed to substantiate the empirical findings. 
Though there is little need to reiterate the whole findings 
in abs t rac t , it will be the right moment to recap i tu la te , in 
brief, the findings and some essential features that characterise 
scientific English used in scientific research articles written by 
non-native users of English. 
It ha s been found that the format of scientific research 
ar t ic les by non-na t ive u s e r s of English is based on such 
distinct const i tuents which incorporate Introduction, Method, 
Result and Discussion sections. The format, also called, IMRD 
sections is, infact, followed by the entire scientific community. 
The stat is t ical analysis indicates that the sc ient is t s , in 
order to remain , objective and impersonal , choose pass ive 
forms in their scientific research articles because the important 
idea is not who did something but what was done and what 
methods and procedures were adopted for the resea rch . In 
addition, the scient is ts shun Active Voice because they feel 
TTTCSTS 
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t h a t it will be too s t rong and hence it will no t fit the i r 
professional needs. Therefore, the overall ratio of active voice 
used in IMRD sections of 8 scientific research articles is only 
140 (35.3) where as the overall ratio of Passive Voice is 256 
(64.6%) of the total number of 396 running verbs. 
Hedging, the expression of tentativeness has been found 
to be an important feature of Scientific English. The scientists 
tend to use hedging device where exact reference or precise 
numerical is unobtainable or unnecessary in view of the needs 
of audience. 
It h a s also been found that novice-non native u se r s of 
English are incapable of writing English with ease because 
they have n e i t h e r r ich vocabulary nor they can inna t e ly 
acqu i r e g r a m m a t i c a l a ccu racy . Owing to t h i s , n u m e r o u s 
mistakes and pitfalls have been found in scientific research 
articles written by non-native users of English. They are as 
follows: 
1. Faulty parallelism 
2. Mistakes in making proper agreement between subject 
and predicate 
3. Overuse of noun clusters 
5. Mis t akes in the use of active verbs with i n a n i m a t e 
subjects. 
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6. Excessive use of abbreviations and footnotes. 
With a view to overcoming the aforesaid language 
inaccuracy some innovative remedial measures have also 
been suggested to the learners. In addition, pedagogical 
strategies have also been offered in order to enhance the 
overall language competence of the students. 
The major concern of chapter V is with the discussion of 
the development and expansion of scientific vocabulary. I have 
also analysed the lexical elements by classifying the different 
types of technical terms on the basis of their opposition to 
their vernacular meanings. Therefore, words have been 
classified into general, specialized and sub-technical categories 
against the perspective of the teaching of scientific vocabulary. 
With regard to the teaching materials it has been 
recommended in chapter VI that besides literature oriented 
lessons, technothriller should also be introduced in the 
language class to instill motivation in the students of science. 
As a matter of fact, the students of science take least interest 
in literature oriented materials because they feel that the 
fictitious stories and plays are irrelevant and do not eater to 
their scientific and social needs. So the inclusion of 
technothri l ler based on scientific facts and findings, in 
academic curriculum will prove to be much rewarding 
One of the major obstacles in acquiring communicative 
competence is the learners' poor vocabulary. The students of 
science who are less exposed to English language have poor 
vocabulary so they manifest their inability to decipher the 
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writer 's intended meaning in the given text. Besides , they 
cannot speak and write with ease. 
There is no doubt tha t the knowledge of s u b s t a n t i a l 
vocabulary assists the learner's proficiency in all the integrated 
skills but vocabulary teaching has never been undertaken as a 
part of curr iculum. Therefore different s trategies have been 
sugges t ed in t h i s c h a p t e r in order to develop e x t e n s i v e 
vocabulary of EST students. They are as follows: 
1. The l e a r n e r s should be given p rac t i ce to g u e s s the 
meaning from the context. 
II The teacher should teach s tudents the word formation 
process and derivational morphology 
III Teaching of vocabulary through collocation, hyponymy, 
word network, synonyms and antonyms. 
IV The s t u d e n t s should also be given p rac t i ce to form 
several two-word and several three-word compounds. 
An essential part of the teaching of any language is the 
teaching of its grammar. It includes a total mechanism that a 
language possesses or which determines the ru les t ha t the 
learners use while speaking or writing a language. Hence the 
knowledge of grammar is indispensable for obtaining deeper 
level competence in language. 
Keeping th is in view it h a s been sugges ted t h a t the 
teacher should evolve his own innovative methods based on 
generative grammar in order to develop language competence at 
higher level so that the learners can produce infinite number 
of correct sentences. 
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The teacher can also select passages from the text in 
order to analyse and illustrate certain grammatical principles. 
Editing is also an important means for improving 
grammatical accuracy. The students should be given to write a 
paragraph on the spot. The grammatical mistakes that they 
commit should be rectified on the black board. 
To sum up, the pedagogical suggestions that have been 
given in chapter vi with regard to the development of 
vocabulary, course materials, and grammatical accuracy, are 
indispensable for promoting the communicative competence of 
the students of science. It has been suggested that the skill of 
writing, vocabulary of learners will increase substantially if 
they are taught and monitored tactfully in the class itself. The 
use of technothriller as the course materials will substantiate 
the motivation of the learners . Meticulous ins ights into 
grammar may also be instilled if the students are motivated to 
examine grammatical devices very carefully in the given text. 
Hence a considerable degree of competence in English will be 
obtained if the remedial measures offered in chapter vi are 
carefully applied in the class. 
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PREFACE 
EST: English for Science and Technology is a major 
subdivision of ESP. Its origin is attributed to the unprecedented 
increase in scientific and technical endeavour. The remarkable 
explosion of knowledge in Medical and Physical Sciences, and 
many other scientific and technological developments have 
necessitated the acquision of greater proficiency in English 
because the aforesaid scientific and technological achievements 
are more accessible in English than in any other language. 
Therefore English has emerged as potent means for the students 
of science to pursue higher education and communicate their 
findings worldwide. In addition, English also plays an eminent 
role in the professional careers of doctors and engineers 
because it substantiates their professional performance and 
hence enables them to catch up with the time. However, it is 
generally admitted that the present course materials for 
language teaching are literature oriented, hence less conducive 
to the development of the communicative competence the 
students of Science should acquire in their academic and later 
in their professional careers. So the ELT specialists have felt 
a need for evolving innovative methods of teaching and 
producing such course materials that may prove to be more 
rewarding and relevant. EST is, in fact, the result of the services 
that the linguists have rendered in the field of analysis of the 
V! 
specific discourse of science and technology in order to 
design adequate course materials that do cater to the 
immediate needs of the students of science. 
The basic aim of EST is to develop the communicative 
efficiency the students of science really need in pursuit of 
all their academic and professional careers. EST learners are 
especially concerned with utilitarian purpose of language use 
in science and technology. Thus the specific needs of the 
students are of paramount importance in EST curriculum. 
EST has two major aspects. The first is its pedagogical 
aspect which is concerned with the teaching of English to 
the students of science. Another is its structural and 
discoursal aspects which are the main thrust of the present 
study. 
In fact, this study began with an effort to analyse the 
essential nature of scientific and technical English by 
identifying its major characteristics as distinct from other 
forms of written English. Attempt has also been made to 
bring under critical assessment the specific format the entire 
scientific community strictly follows in writing scientific 
research articles. 
It has been explored that there are some conventions 
that govern the writing of scientific research papers; thereby 
rendering them so stereotypical in nature. 
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The first three chapters deal with scientific language 
in terms of rhetorical functions of description, definition, 
classification and the rhetorical techniques of time order, 
and causality. 
The iv,h chapter entails our practical analysis of 
scientific research articles followed by elaborate discussion 
on the use of tense and aspect in EST texts. This has been 
further exemplified by analyzing some of the recent 
scientific events and some of its linguistic and conceptual 
frames from both a general and a specialist perspective. 
The iv,h chapter also concentrates on some of the 
features that characterize English used by its non-native 
users for scientific purpose. Some of the errors committed 
by them at various levels in sentence formation have also 
been explored. Several remedial measures have also been 
discussed therewith at length to prevent the occurrence of 
the grammatical errors as committed by the non-native users 
of English in scientific texts. 
The major concern of chapter vth is with the discussion 
of the development and expansion of scientific vocabulary. 
I have also analyzed the lexical elements by classifying the 
different types of technical terms on the basis of their 
opposition to their vernacular meanings. Therefore, words 
have been classified into general, specialized and sub-
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technical categories against the perspective of the teaching 
of scientific vocabulary. 
The conclusion focuses on the pedagogical aspects as 
well as on the preparation of course materials. I have 
suggested the use of interactive and result oriented methods 
of teaching in the class in order to develop the language 
competence the students of science really need in the pursuit 
of their professional careers. With regard to the course 
materials I have recommended the introduction of 
technothrillers in EST classrooms. Technothrillers are 
stories and plays based on scientific facts and findings. The 
students of science may enthusiastically learn English 
through such course materials as are science oriented 
because such materials are inherently relevant to their 
present needs. 
I have discussed those characteristics of scientific and 
technical English writing that make them different from 
other forms of written English discourse. On this account 
this study offers greater insight into the nature of scientific 
and technical discourse. 
In fact the idea of my research on scientific English 
was conceived during my association with Muslim 
Association for the Advancement of Science (MAAS). There 
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I served as editor of a science newsletter and therefore, had 
the advantage of working closely with eminent scientists who 
were also well versed in English. To them I record my deep 
obligation. To be more specific, it was while discussing 
academic matters over with Prof. Ziauddin Sardar, a prolific 
British researcher and writer, that the idea of research on 
this aspect occurred to me. 
The final motivation for a systematic study of 
scientific English within the framework of EST came from 
my esteemed supervisor Prof. F.U. Khan, Chairman, 
Department of English, A.M.U., Aligarh. His book, ESP 
Vocabulary and Medical Discourse consolidated the idea of 
my research and aroused in me a keen interest to pursue 
research in this domain. 
From the very beginning of my research, Prof. Khan 
has been the motivating force behind the application of 
multiple-level research principles, specially adopted for this 
study at which EST discourse can be researched and taught. 
It was a pleasure and privilege to work with him. In spite 
of his very busy schedule he always found time to guide my 
research. I must place on record my heartfelt gratitude for 
his indigenous and brilliant suggestions. 
For his immense encouragement, I am indebted to 
Prof. Abdur Rahim Kidwai, Department of English, A.M.U., 
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Aligarh, Without his selfless support, both in terms of 
providing materials and insights, I would have found putting 
my pieces together hard in this thesis. 
I am also indebted to Prof. S. Wiqar Husain, Ex-
Chairman, Department of English, A.M.U., Aligarh, for his 
sustained encouragement and support at every stage of this 
research. 
I owe a great deal to my teachers and well wishers and 
particularly to Dr. Syed Asim Ali, Reader, Department of 
English, Prof. Amino Kishore, Principal, Women's College, 
Prof Riyazuddin, Dr. Ikram^Department of Radiology, Mr. 
Abdul Mannan, Dr. Mohd. Rashid, Dr. Mohd. Yaqub and 
Mr. Khwaja Iftikhar Ahmad who immensely inspired me to 
undertake the writing of this thesis. 
I am equally grateful to my friends and colleagues such 
as Mr. Suhail Ahmad Khan, Mr. Ahul Fazal, Dr. Jauhar, 
Mr. Shahzad Ahmad, Dr. Arif Ali Khan, Dr. Amirullah 
Khan, Mr. Tayyab, Mr. Mohd. Anwar, Dr. Haseen Ismail and 
Mr. Haider. Our thanks are also due to my predecessors and 
contemporaries whose works have been directly or indirectly 
consulted. 
I must place on record my deep obligation to the 
eminent scientists such as Prof S. Masood Ahmad, 
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Dr. A.L Bilgirami, Dr. Wijihullah, Dr. Shahid Jameel and 
Dr. Humara Khatoon whose research papers have been 
analyzed thoroughly to make the present thesis more 
empirical and to find out the features that govern scientific 
English and make it stand out from other pieces of writing. 
I am immensely grateful to my family members whose 
patience was commendable in allowing me to concentrate on 
my work by driving hassles away from me. The cooperation 
of my wife deserves a special appreciation in this regard. 
The blessing of my father remained a strong spiritual support 
throughout. 
Last but not least, I owe my thank to Mr. A.K. Azad 
(Computer Professional), Mr. Abdul Irfan and Saglteer 
Ahmad whose diligence and care has gone into seeing this 
thesis in presentable shape. 
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CHAPTER! 
ENGLISH FOR SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY (EST) 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
CHAPTER-1 
English for Science and Technology (EST) 
Theoretical Framework 
1.1 Origins of EST 
1.1.1 The last two decades have marked a new era of 
enormous expansion in scientific and technical activities at a 
global scale. This expansion created a world mainly dominated 
by science and technology which soon generated a demand for 
an international language that might lead to viable 
communication in academic and professional activities of 
science and technology. For various reasons, most notably due 
to the the emergence of the economic power of the United 
States in the post World War era, English became a potent 
means for learning science and technology. As a link language 
it has been playing since then an eminent role in communicating 
scientific findings, fulfilling professional needs and holding 
viable scientific discussion. These factors in the main 
motivated the students to take a greater interest in learning 
English not for pleasure or prestige but because English became 
the key to the international currencies of science and 
technology. Previously the reasons for learning English had not 
been well-defined. Students were learning English only to 
develop a general capacity for language use. It was cynically 
referred to as English for exam as if it aimed to cater to the 
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examination requirement only. The courses were literature 
oriented, hence less adaptable to the learners' specific 
needs. In addition, knowledge of English had been generally 
regarded as a sign of higher social status. Its practical utility 
had not been known to students. They had been learning 
English but very few had really been cognizant of its real 
benefits. 
As English emerged as a predominant medium for 
learning books of science and technology, it created a new 
generation of learners who looked at English from 
utilitarian viewpoint and considered it as an important means 
to meet their identifying profile of needs. This led to the 
emergence of EST within the umbrella of ESP which is more 
oriented to the courses designed to meet particular needs 
of learners. 
The emergence of this phenomenon may hence be 
attributed to the practice of using English as a predominant 
medium of scientific discussion and progress. The demand 
for mastery over the language used in scientific 
communication has thus increased with the rapid 
advancement of scientific knowledge. To respond to this 
demand and to explain interesting linguistic phenomena, 
Widdowson1 (1975) has defined distinctive features of the 
1. Widdowson, H.G. (1975). EST in Theory and Practice; British Council, 
ETIC; later in Explorations in Linguistics (1979). OUR, pp. 37FF. 
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variety of English used in scientific contexts and termed it 
Scientific English or English for Science and Technology. (EST) 
1.1.2 Linguistics had earlier been concerned with 
mere description of the rules of English usage but now it 
has developed from defining the formal features of language 
usage to discovering the wavs in which language is actively 
used in real life communication. The language which is used 
in real life communication varies considerably from one 
context to another and makes it possible to determine the 
features of specific situation and then to make these features 
the basis of learners' course. English needed by a particular 
group of learners could be identified bv analyzing the 
linguistic characteristics of the learner's specialist area of 
work or study. Robinson i lc)80) has asserted the importance 
of needs analysis in English language teaching. Needs 
analysis, according to him. determines the variety of English 
that has to be needed or that has to be used in specific 
context. Robinson (1980) observes: 
Tell me what you need English for and 1 will tell 
you English that you need. 
This, henceforth became the guiding principle for the origin 
of EST. The need to carrv on varied academic activities in 
2. Robinson. PC. (1980). Needs Analysis in English Language Teaching 
ESP (English for Specific Purposes) Pergamon Institute of English. 5(4). 
12. 
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the field of science and technology has motivated the 
students of science to learn English to meet their specific 
needs. They felt that a certain degree of competence in 
English will ward off any hindrance and pave the way for 
considerable attainment in the pursuit of higher studies. Thus 
their awareness of the demand of English in science has 
increased. However the course materials that are available 
for English language teaching are literature oriented, hence 
less conducive to the development of the students' language 
competence because, while teaching such materials teachers' 
main thrust is usually on the teaching of literature rather than 
on language. Therefore ELT specialists have felt a need to 
design such specific course materials that are exclusively 
meant for EST students. Such a need for specification 
became an important factor for the origin of EST which is, 
in fact, an innovative idea for EST course planning and 
materials. 
1.2 EST: A Definition 
1.2.1 EST embarks on the specific aspect of language 
use and marks a departure from the view that learning of 
English must necessarily be accomplished through traditional 
teaching of literature or other culturally oriented language 
courses. It, thus, skirts culture bound materials and relies 
on the courses catering for the specific needs of learners. 
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It restricts learners to the acquisition of particular 
repertoire of formulae which can be applied directly to the 
solution of a particular range of problems. It fulfils their 
vocational requirements and makes them exclusively 
concerned with the utilitarian aspect of language acquisition 
which is perceived as successful performance in works in 
which English plays an auxiliary role. They want to gain 
proficiency in English in order to cope with their 
professional and occupational careers. Learning of English 
for them is not an end in itself, rather an essential means 
to obtain a clearly identified goal. EST becomes a 
prerequisite for the students of professional courses who 
are pursuing their careers in science but owing to language 
deficiency they are faced with the inability to understand 
textbooks, lectures and scientific discussion. English 
language programmes are, thus, made to train them for the 
language skills they really need to develop for their 
professional careers. A reasonable competence is equally 
important for the researchers who want to carry on their 
research activities and put their findings across the world. 
Besides, they need English to be operationally effective 
while communicating their scientific views with the 
specialists worldwide. 
1.2.2 EST aims to develop the required competence in 
learners in order to enable them to communicate adequately 
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and effectively in target situations. The learners, hence, 
proceed by identifying the target situation which leads to 
needs analysis in EST. The needs analysis in EST 
incorporates a detailed analysis of learners' immediate 
demands for language learning and production of appropriate 
language materials which result in a well-defined syllabus 
and techniques for realizing the predetermined objectives. 
MunbyV (1978) work on needs analysis is of paramount 
importance. His work, in broader sense, represents a socio-
linguistic model for defining the content specific to the 
target communicative competence. Thus his model builds up 
a profile of students' needs and converts them into syllabus 
content. From the foregoing discussion it follows that the 
EST students study English not because they are interested 
in English language or English culture as such but they need 
English for study or work purposes. They specify as closely 
as possible what exactly it is that they have to do through 
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the medium of English. Richterich (1973) also concentrates 
pointedly on the target course requirements. His definition 
of needs is worth quoting; such as: 
What seems crucial ultmately is that courses are 
designed with particular students and their 
3. Munby, J.L. (1978). Communicative Syllabus Design. Oxford: OUR 
4. Richterich, R. (1973). Definition of Language Needs and Types of Adults. 
Council of Europe. 
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immediate requirements in mind. 
Here needs can refer to students' study or job 
requirements, that is, what they have to be able to do at the 
end of their language course. This is a goal-oriented 
definition of needs which may be appropriately described as 
objective. 
1.2.3 Needs analysis is, thus, a prerequisite for 
producing EST course materials. This is, in fact, a 
preliminary step in preparation for EST syllabus content 
because it identifies what the students of science urgently 
need to master in order to acquire communicative 
competence. This is undeniably true that once a profile of 
students' needs has been built up the task for producing EST 
materials becomes easier to accomplish. 
An EST course materials aim to develop in students 
who are entering higher education an ability to handle the 
kind of written English that they will be concerned with in 
pursuit of their academic careers. It also makes them aware 
of the way English is used in written communication and 
thereby helps them develop language competence that has to 
be used in scientific context. 
Therefore an innovative EST syllabus relevant to the 
students' immediate needs should be designed and taught to 
EST learners because they will learn effectively only through 
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materials that are inherently interesting. For EST learners 
English is instrumental, serving as an auxiliary role to the 
learning of their speciality. Through such course materials 
students will learn not only language but also how to apply 
this language to their own specific contexts. 
1.3 Subdivisions of EST 
EST. a prestigious sub-field of English for specific 
purposes (ESP) has now grown into an independent discipline 
for English language teaching. On the basis of Strevens's 
(1977) division of ESP. EST may also be divided into 
English used for educational purposes and for occupational 
purposes. Thus EST seems to belong to both the educational 
and the occupational uses of English. English for Educational 
Purposes (EEP) deals with the language needed by students 
in a study setting to cope with their own subject specialism 
such as to read books, journals, to follow lectures, to 
prepare laboratory reports and projects and to communicate 
their own views. They prefer the language courses to be 
subject specific rather than general. Such specification leads 
to the exclusion of other aspects of language use which do 
not serve the immediate needs of the students. English for 
Occupational Purposes (EOP) includes the acquisition of 
5. Strevens, P. (1977). New Orientations in the Teaching of English, OUR 
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English to get on far better with professional life such as 
English used by doctors to communicate with patients, 
scientists who want to publish their scientific achievements 
in reputed Journals or present their papers in international 
seminars and conferences and engineers who want to 
accomplish their tasks in English. EST further fits in with 
several other disciplines and consequently micro languages 
such as English used in Natural Sciences, Physical Sciences 
and Computer Science. In addition, unprecedented scientific 
and technological advances such as heart bye-pass surgery, 
gene transplant, cloning and electronic mail have opened up 
new frontiers of knowledge. It has, in turn, led to the 
creation of new technological semantic fields, each with 
their specific lexical structures which are increasingly 
getting more specialized and complex. On account of such 
profound and dramatic improvement new terminologies are 
coined to name the scientific and technological equipments 
and to assign new terms in new ways to activities, processes 
or subjects resulting from research and investigation. These 
technical terminologies have a complex relationship which 
cannot be defined in isolation from their contexts. They 
are used in scientific and technical discourses to organize 
information and to change the nature of more common sense 
meaning. 
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1.4 Some Features of Scientific English 
1.4.1 From the above discussion it follows that the 
quest for conceptual growth leads to new discoveries through 
which common words are charged with new meanings or are 
employed to represent newly established entities. This 
process gives a distinct identity to scientific discourse and 
makes learners ascertain its distinguishing features. Bradley 
(1968) has termed this process 'technicalizing process'. As 
a matter of fact he has evolved this device to interpret and 
reclassify the word in a different way from its normal 
practice in the natural spoken language. This device has made 
it interesting to note how the extension of meaning takes 
place in scientific compound words such as 'cold fusion'. 
This term may be clarified by considering a scientific event. 
An announcement was made about success in achieving 
"thermonuclear fusion". This occasion gives a glimpse of 
how a scientific discourse is developed, interpreted and 
reinterpreted. The scientists found the news astonishing 
about 'thermonuclear fusion' because the event did not fit 
in with scientific theories and models with which they were 
familiar. Hence, before accepting it as fact they wanted to 
know more about both the procedure and the result on which 
such a remarkable accomplishment was made and to test the 
evidence reported. Consequently researchers throughout the 
6. Bradley, C. (1968). The Making of English, London, Macmillan, P. 79. 
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world started to duplicate "electro chemically induced 
nuclear fusion of deuterium" and dubbed it as 'cold fusion'. 
It is also worth mentioning that words when they are 
compounded and reformulated in the scientific domain, their 
meanings undergo complete change. Such as 'cold' here 
qualifies neither the phenomenon fusion' nor the process 
which generates it. According to Encyclopedia of Science 
and Techlonogy1, during the cold fusion experiment 
temperature upto 1554 C is reached. The term 'fusion' in 
this context does not mean 'melt' Join, change of state or 
the like. It refers to definitive transformation of one 
chemical substance into another. This process involves the 
collision of particles brought about by chemical agents and 
heat energy and results in a chemical discharge with the 
release of radiation and heat energy. 
The communicative potential of scientific discourse is 
thus located in the shared conceptual networks, methods, 
procedures and goals which underlie and generate scientific 
activities and which charge language structures with 
informative values. 
The 'black body' is another compound, which gives 
different meanings if it is analyzed separately. According 
to Oxford English Dictionary, black means sky colour and 
7. Graw, Hill, M.C. Encyclopedia of Science and Technology. 
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body means physical parts but in scientific context it marks 
a departure from its commonly understood meaning and is 
charged with a new scientific meaning intelligible only to 
the specialists. Thus in science its meaning is not the same 
as it is understood in its everyday use. In scientific 
discourse it is a body which absorbs all the heat-rays and 
light rays which fall on it and reflects none. If it is heated 
it gives out the greatest possible amount of heat and light 
at that temperature. The problem of the black body was 
to find out how much energy on each wavelength is given 
out. The results found by experiment can be explained by 
the quantum theory. 
Similarly "Cloud chamber" has different meaning if 
it is analyzed separately. Cloud generally means a mass of 
water and chamber means a large room but it has also a 
scientific meaning entirely different from its connotations 
in common parlance. 'Cloud Chamber' in scientific 
discourse is a container with gas (e.g. oxygen) and water-
vapour in it. When an electrically charged particle (e.g. 
from radium) passes through the chamber it leaves a track 
of ions (electrified atoms or molecules). The gas is 
suddenly expanded. This makes water-vapour condense and 
form drops of water on the ions, thus making a white path 
which shows up the track of the particle. 
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Absolute Zero - 0°C on a centigrade thermometer, 
according to Encyclopedia of Science, is the temperature at 
which water freezes; but ice has some heat, e.g. ice is hotter 
than liquid air. At absolute zero there is no moment of the 
molecules and so no heat at all -: 273.13° centigrade: 
K degrees. 
Hard water - : water containing salts of magnesium 
and calcium (as from a chalky soil); soap does not easily 
form lather in it. 
Heavy water: consists of heavy hydrogen + oxygen 
Annual ring: is a circular mark inside the trunk of 
a tree made by winter stopping and spring increasing the 
growth. 
In addition to these scientific compound words, there 
are many other words such as gravity, tension, pressure, 
speed and velocity which do not have the same meanings for 
the laymen as they have for the scientists because they 
convey entirely different meanings within the ambit of their 
scientific studies. 
As a matter of fact, the process of building up a 
technical vocabulary involves naming the phenomena and then 
making that name technical. This step aims to find the name 
for the phenomenon. Much of the technical taxonomizing 
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is a process of renaming in order to reclassify the vernacular 
meanings. Once they are reclassified, the vernacular 
becomes technical and specific to a field. Whether they are 
borrowed from the vernacular language or the language of 
another field. Once these words are set up as technical 
terms within a specific field, they acquire a meaning specific 
to that field. For example, the words cake, buttering, cavity 
and rubber have vernacular meanings that differ from the 
technicalized words in the following ways. 
Cake: (most general meaning) a sweet, baked, bread-
like food made with or without shortening and usually 
containing flour, sugar, baking powder or soda. 
Specific meaning: a compact mass (to form into). 
Buttering: (general meaning) to put butter on or in; 
spread or grease with butter. 
Specific meaning: to give a substance butter-like 
consistency, like some plastics, or the act of covering a 
surface with a natural or other material. 
Cavity: (general) any hollow place 
Specific: a hollow in a piece of plastic due to a bad 
injection process 
Rubber: (general) a highly elastic light cream or dark 
amber coloured solid substance polymerised by the drying 
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and coagulation of milky juice of rubber trees and plants 
Specific: a material made by chemically treating and 
toughening this substance. 
From the foregoing discussion it has now become 
evident that the scientist in order to evolve a scientific 
terminology either coins a new word best suited to his 
purpose or takes the word from ordinary native speech and 
gives it a special dress for scientific use. Such technicalizing 
process has been further discussed at length in chapter 5.1. 
1.4.2 Another typical feature of scientific English 
is its nominalization which plays a key role in constituting 
technicality in scientific discourse. It frequently occurs in 
scientific texts thereby representing events and qualities of 
objects not as verbs, adjectives and adverbs but as nouns. 
For example 
noun verb adverb 
(I) The temperature increases sharply 
In this sentence the subject is a noun and the verb a 
material process which may also be expressed as: 
Adj N NA 
A sharp increase in temperature 
Where the verb 'increase' has been nominalzed and the 
adverb 'sharply' has become an adjective in theme position 
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(II) Qualities can also be nominalized: for example, 
'The thermoplastic is atactic' becomes The atacticity of the 
thermoplastic. 'An electron moves in an orbit' becomes 'the 
orbital motion of an electron'. 
Thus nominalization is used to pack together a great 
number of events and states, leading to the formation of 
technical terms which stand for complex phenomena. It also 
allows the scientist for packing and compressing of complex 
information into a compact unit. For example the terms 
'reaction injection moulding' (RIM) or 'glass reinforced 
plastics (GRP) moulding' describe, in the plastic domain, a 
great number of complex phenomena and interrelated events. 
Nominalizations are also used to develop abstract 
scientific and technical concepts. As scientific knowledge 
advances and becomes more specialized, the complexity of 
the information requires the linguistic resource of nominal 
groups in order to put high level abstraction into words. For 
example, the title of a scientific research article often 
consists of a nominalized form plus one or more nominal 
groups of the type such as Classifier + Thing + Modifier, 
which represents a high level of abstraction. For instance, 
the nominalized form of the title "The Curvature of 
Material Surfaces in Isotropic Turbulence "8 compacts the 
8. Weisman, F. (1998). The Curvature of Material Surfaces in Isotropic 
Turbulence. Scientific American, 18(6), 20. 
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information to be elaborated upon in the article into 
taxonomies of interrelated terms, e.g. curvature of material 
surfaces, isotropic turbulence; constant density 
homogeneous isotropic turbulence, meansquare curvature, 
large curvatures, cylindrical in shape, nearly straight lines, 
thus building up its technicality. 
Nominalization, according to Halliday (1985)9 is an 
important resource for grouping meaning into theme and 
consequently, it is also a tool for organizing scientific texts. 
This may be illustrated by the following short text: 
When the rubber is stretched, the 
polymer molecules uncoil or unwind 
due to rotation around the carbon-to-
carbon bonds in the polymer chain. 
Such an uncoiling action puts the 
bonds into an extended or unnatural 
state of high energy. This state causes 
the polymer to retract on being 
released, i.e. it returns to a lower 
energy state10 
In the above paragraph the scientist has used 
nominalized subject 'such an uncoiling action' which is 
9. Halliday, M.A.K. (1985a). An Introduction to Functional Grammar. 
London: Edward Arnold. 
10. Beck. J.W. (1992). Polymer Molecules, Down to Earth, 5(14), 24 
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strongly associated with the theme that he wants to convey 
in the very beginning of the text. With the use of this 
grammatical device the scientist wants to add a new 
information to the preceding theme in the paragraph. So the 
predicate 'puts the bonds into an extended or unnatural 
state' is the new information that the scientist has presented 
by using nominalization which is in the subject position. 
It is also worth noticing that the organization pattern 
in the above text is strongly associated with cause and effect 
relationships. Such as: 
Cause Effect 
1. The rotation around carbon Polymer molicules 
to carbon uncoil 
2. The uncoiling action bounds into unnatural 
state of high energy 
3. This state Polymer retracts 
One thing more that needs to be mentioned here that 
topicalization has occurred in linear progression developed 
around a cause and effect chain, where the causes correspond 
to old information and the effects to new. This effect is 
mainly achieved by nominalization in theme position. 
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1.4.3 In writing on scientific or technical subjects, the 
writer often chooses scientific and technical (ST) syntactic 
structuring rather than common language structure (CL). CL 
versions are characterized by content verbs, active 
construction and the use of clauses, whereas ST Language 
versions stand out for the use of nominalization, participles, 
infinitives and a passive construction. In ST texts, some 
syntactic structures occur with greater frequency than they 
do in CL text. They include the use of passive, 
nominalization and participle constructions. Such syntactic 
structures are used frequently for a specific rhetorical 
function of scientific or technical subjects which determine 
the grammatical choice of the writers. However a writer must 
be sure whether or not the syntactic forms chosen are well 
suited to express a specific meaning. This process is called 
textualization. Textualization is the way a particular language 
realizes the concept and function of a particular type of 
discourse. It is concerned with the relationship between 
linguistic form and rhetorical function in the written 
language. In a more restricted sense it may be defined as 
the process of describing how grammatical structures match 
up with meaning. 
It follows from the above discussion that scientific 
English is marked by technicalizing process, grammatical 
metaphor, ST lexical and syntactic structuring and the 
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complex relationship within technical compound words. The 
scientist in scientific text also prefers accuracy, highest 
degree of precision, exact and intellectual language and 
avoids, at all cost, the use of editorializing and non-logical 
arguments. 
One more prominent feature of scientific English is 
its universality. That is to say the terminologies used in 
scientific text are universally acceptable because they are 
based on experiment, reason and rationale. In fact scientists 
shun all such perception and interpretation that have no 
empirical validity. They present only those findings which 
are proved by experiment. Scientists while communicating 
their findings are not. at all, governed by impulse and 
personal temperament. So the language they use gets rid of 
personal colouring and hence it becomes universal. In fact 
scientists use English to realize universal sets of concepts, 
methods and procedures which are indepedent of social and 
cultural influences. This, further, leads to the unity of 
scientific rhetoric which is accepted worldwide. The views 
of Widdowson (1977) in this regard are quite relevant. He 
regards scientific English as a powerful means to realize 
universal notions associated with scientific enquiry. 
Widdowson (1977) observes.: 
11 Widdowson, H.G. (1977). The Description of Scientific Language, in Explo-
rations in Linguistics. (1979) OUR p. 37. 
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Scientific discourse is a universal mode of 
communicating or universal rhetoric which is 
realized by scientific text in different languages 
by the process of textualization. 
Thus Widdowson (1977) believes that every scientist 
has to perform certain acts like the making of hypothesis, 
the calculating of results, writing of descriptions, 
instructions, reports, making of deduction etc. These are 
some of the basic rhetorical and methodoloical processes of 
scienfitic enquiry which are independent of the primary 
cultural systems associated with different societies. 
It also seems worthwhile to discuss the distinction 
between scientific and literary English because it is likely 
to bring to notice some more inherent features of scientific 
English. 
1.4.4 Distinction between Scientific and Literary English: 
Heterogeneity of subject matter gives rise to the 
varied textual and discoursal patterns in writing system. 
Hence the scientific language is not a variety in the same 
way as the language of literature. In its nature and function 
the scientific language has proven markedly different from 
literary language. The scientific language is accurate, precise 
and experimental. It is an objective interpretation of facts 
and findings. It needs external and experimental evidence 
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to consolidate its validity. On the contrary, the literary 
language is subjective interpretation of life. It represents 
the artist's inner self. It does not, at all, need external 
components and evidence to put forth the artists' spontaneous 
expression. 
According to Savory'2 (1953) "the language of science 
is primarily concerned with efficiency and intelligibility not 
so much with beauty." The language of science unlike 
literary language has, hence, realistic and logical implication. 
It is not governed by poetic or aesthetic impulse but whatever 
findings are explored or tested by valid experiments are put 
into exact magnitude. In contrast to this, the literary language 
is not assumed to put forth exact information because its 
prime aim is not to disseminate information as such but to 
stir readers' aesthetic sense. Thus Milton*s Paradise Lost 
is read generally as literature and not for accurate religious 
information because Milton has artistically presented the 
theme of'mans's first disobedience' and tactfully formulated 
'Satan's rhetorical speeches. Similarly we don't read Keats's 
famous poem "'Ode to a Xightingale for any information 
about that particular species of bird but we read it to explore 
symbolic implication associated with the bird. In fact, the 
bird has not been described in the poem in realistic terms 
but in imaginative terms. The description of imaginative bird 
12. Savory. T.H. (1953). The Language of Science, London: Andre Deutsh. 
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metaphorically draws our attention to trial and tribulation 
of life that the poet wants to overcome with the help of 
imagination such as: 
Away! Away! For I will fly to thee 
Not charioted by Bacchus and his pards, 
But on the viewless wings of Poesy.13 
In the above stanza Keats has delineated an imaginative 
theme which needs no external evidence or experiment for 
its validity. He longs to withdraw himself from the stern 
realities of life on the viewless wings of poesy. To fly on 
viewless wings of poesy has symbolic significance. His 
ultimate resort for relief is poetic imagination. Poetry is 
his companion which will bring him beyond the worldly fever 
and fret. In addition to this, the 'viewless wings of poesy' 
is devoid of scientific and logical implication. In science, 
it will be wrong to say that poetry has invisible wings. The 
use of such words and interpretation is admissible only in 
poetic language because poetic language is imaginative language 
which may not be essentially supplemented by logic, reason 
and argument. In science the entire situation is other way 
round. Here Newton's laws of Motion, Kepler's Laws of 
Planetary and Galileo 's discoveries of hydrostatic balance 
are not, at all the result of poetic imagination but their 
13. John Keats. Ode To Nightingale. 
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findings and discoveries are based on experiments, reason, 
evidence and logic. Literary artists take full liberty to 
distort and to recreate reality, because literature is not the 
element of truth or falsehood in which the assessment of 
its value is based. Whatever truth literature may yield its 
assessment is never based on whether it is true or false. On 
the contrary, scientific language tends to communicate the 
exact information because the validity of information is 
prerequisite in scientific composition. The aim of scientific 
language is not to arouse aesthetic pleasure and delight but 
to popularize new scientific findings. Thus the use of 
language in science is not the end in itself but it is just a 
potent means to the end. 
1.4.5 The use of linguistic features is well maintained 
in scientific composition because any deviation from lexis 
and syntax in scientific English will, really, mar the easy 
grasp of the text, hence it is inadmissible. On the contrary, 
radical deviation from conventional norms tends to be the 
common core of poetic language. Grammatical and syntactic 
deviations which may be considered errors in scientific 
language become the expression of extraordinary worth in 
literature. Thus literature may be said to have autonomous 
linguistic structure. Leech14 (1965) has called such deviation 
14. Leech,G. (1965). This Bread I Break... Language and Interpretation (ed) 
Teaching Literature overseas 
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'foregrounding' and claimed it to be the principle of aesthetic 
communication. Foregrounding is achieved therefore by the 
purposeful concentration of certain lexical or syntactic 
feature. In the following lines the foregrounding is achieved 
through unusual syntactic order. 
(i) Slept Rip Winkle twenty years (Longfellow) 
(ii) The door is strange to be unlocked (Dylan Thomas) 
(iii) When will your round me going end (Hopkins) 
In the normal expression these lines would probably 
read: 
(i) Rip Van Winkle slept for twenty years. 
(Longfellow) 
(i) It is strange that the door is unlocked (Dylan 
Thomas) 
(ii) When will you end your going round me? (Hopkins) 
In the lines above the usual syntactic order is disturbed 
because the correspondence between subject and predicate 
is not regular. The literary artists have taken full liberty 
to violate the accepted rules of language and created their 
own rules which are not considered non- language within 
their own contexts. It is also worth noting that in scientific 
language no such liberty is permissible because in scientific 
composition findings are more important than artistic and 
metaphoric presentation. So to communicate well the findings 
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worldwide is the prime objective of the scientists. They do 
not seek to arouse emotion and present beauty or imaginative 
exploitation of language. They rather seek to make themselves 
understood. 
Hunting rhymes are unnecessary and the 
association of ideas which contributes so much 
to the appeal of the language of poetry is a 
nuisance to the scientist15 
To sum up, the language used in poetry is metaphorical 
and it itself becomes the object of study. The accent, 
tonality, rhythm and the cadence are all essential to create 
poetic effect but they are all irrelevant in scientific 
language. 
1.5 EST: An Appraisal 
The most satisfactory efforts to define and describe 
the EST variety may be grouped into three main strands which 
in turn reflect the evolution of language analysis models 
over the last few decades. The first finds its orgin in the 
works of Barber (1962).16 It applies register analysis scheme 
to sample of scientific texts and provides statistical data 
on mood, voice and length of sequences; occurrence of 
vocabulary; verb forms, verb-tenses, modal-verbs, clause-
types and non-finite verbs. 
15. Brook, G.L. (1981). Words in Everyday Life, London, Macmilian, P.48. 
16. Barbar, C. (1962) Some Measurable Characteristic of Modern Scientific Prose 
in Contributions to English Syntax and Philosophy, Stockholm. 
The second has its roots in the works of Widdowson 
(1974)'7. He delineates the speech and rhetorical acts which 
are recurrent in scientific texts such as; "definition, 
classification, generalization, explanation, making 
hypothesis and drawing conclusions. The third has its source 
in the works of Trimble (1985)18. He describes rationale or 
rhetorical considerations underlying paragraph formation and 
textual organization in EST texts. Trimble (1985) has further 
quantified and qualified grammatical patterns and speech and 
rhetorical acts used to express a large number of concepts 
and to describe a number of intellectual processes. 
In dealing with scientific text Trimble (1985) has again 
focused his analysis on scientific rhetoric which he defines 
as follows: 
Rhetoric is the process a writer 
uses to produce a desired piece of 
text. This process is basically one 
of the choosing and organizing 
information for a specific set of 
purposes and a specific set of 
readers. An EST text is concerned 
only with the presentation of facts, 
17 Widdowson, H.G. (1974) Literary and Scientific Uses of English, ELT Journal, 
28 (4), 282 
18. Trimble, L. (1985) English for Science and Technology, A Discourse Approach, 
London, Cambridge University Press. 
hypothesis and similar types of 
information. It is not concerned 
with the forms of written English 
that editorialise, express emotions 
or emotionally based arguments or 
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are fictional or poetic in nature. 
In other words, the rhetoric of scientific discourse 
is the way of using English to realize universal notions 
associated with scientific enquiry such as making hypothesis, 
calculating results, writing description, instruction, in which 
the information is organized. These notions constitute a 
specific format for EST writing. Trimble (1985) further 
classifies EST rhetoric that exists at several levels in 
scietific texts, such as: 
Level A. The objectives of the total discourse 
Example: 1 .Detailing an experiment 
2. Making a recommendation 
3. Presenting new hypothesis or theory 
4. Presenting other types of EST 
informaiton 
Level B: The general rhetorical functions that develop 
the objectives of level A 
Example: 1. Stating purpose 
19. Ibid, p. 10. 
2. Reporting past research 
3. Stating the problem 
4. Presenting informaiton on appratus used 
in an experiment 
(a) Description (b) operation 
5. Presenting information on experimental 
procedures. 
Level C:The specific rhetorical functions that develop 
the general rhetorical functions of level B. 
Examples: 1. Description: Physical, funciton and 
process 
2. Definition 
3. Classification 
4. Instruction 
5. Visual verbal relationship 
Level D:The rhetorical techniques that provide relatio-
nships within and between the rhetorical units 
of level C. 
Examples: 1. Orders (a) Time order (b) Space order (c) 
Causality and result 
2. Patterns: (a) Casuality and result 
(b) Order of importance (c) Comparison 
and contrast (d) Analogy (e) 
Exemplification (f) Illustration 
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The aforesaid rhetorical process chart gives an idea of 
the kinds of information each level contains and exhibits how 
various units of information are related to one another. 
Level A gives the purpose of the total discourse which is 
usually found in the introductory section of a technical 
article. Level B consists of those major pieces of text, 
which, when added together make up the complete discourse. 
This level is usually marked in scientific and technical 
writing by section, headings or sub-headings. In addition, 
the detailing of an experiment in a scientific article as 
referred to at level A, also includes a description of the 
apparatus being used and a description of how that apparatus 
works. The writer then in developing his ideas is required 
to choose one or more of the general rhetorical functions 
at level B in order to obtain the objective of Level A. In 
this case, the required function is presenting apparatus used 
in an experiment such as description and operation. 
The rhetorical process is best seen operating at levels 
C and D. Level C is made up of the specific rhetorical 
functions that are found most commonly in written EST 
discourse such as description, definition, classification, 
instructions and visual-verbal relationships between a visual 
aid and its accompanying text. Most commonly the 
discourse at this level is presented in groups of closely 
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related paragraphs or in single paragraph. Information on the 
description and operation of apparatus can only be presented 
to the reader through the specific rhetorical function of 
description at Level C. Similarly, the use of rhetorical 
function of description requires the writer to choose one or 
more of the rhetorical techniques listed in level D. By its 
very nature, discourse concerned with the physical 
description of an object demands the use of the rhetorical 
technique of space order. The writer also chooses the 
rhetorical technique of process time and with it, the 
relational pattern of causality and result. In sum, the 
function chosen at one level almost inevitably determines 
those to be chosen at the next level. 
CHAPTER-II 
BASIC CONCEPT OF SCIENTIFIC DISCOURSE 
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CHAPTER-II 
BASIC CONCEPT OF SCIENTIFIC DISCOURSE 
2.1 Scope of Discourse Analysis 
2.1.1 Discourse analysis is the most recent trend in ELT. 
It grew out of heterogeneous disciplines such as Linguistics, 
Psychology, Anthropology and Sociology in the 1960s and early 
1970s. It is now increasingly forming a back drop to research 
in Applied Linguistics and hence gaining a key importance in 
second language learning and teaching. 
Discourse analysis is a way of describing and 
understanding how language is used at different levels. The 
different levels for the analysis of language, include most 
specially the elements of grammar and lexis. These two 
elements, infact, constitute the basic concept of discourse 
analysis. Without a command of rich and variable resources of 
grammar and lexis the study of discourse in any given text will 
be inadequate. 
Grammar deals with the grouping and classification of 
recurrent elements in the structure of utterances and stretches 
of writing. The recurrent elements such as sentence, clause, 
anaphoric and cataphoric reference and cohesive devices are all 
considered discourse features. These are important means to 
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analyse the internal features of the language. Grammar, 
according to McCarthy1 (1999) deals with closed system 
choices which carry grammatical meaning such as singular/ 
plural, present/future, this, that, these, those etc. Lexis on 
the other hand is concerned with open set choices which 
belong to the major word classes of noun, verb, adjective 
and adverbs. 
Bioomfield2 (1993) described lexis as an appendix of 
grammar and a list of basic irregularities. That is to say lexis 
deals with the part of the functioning of language that cannot 
be treated under the general categories of grammar. It is, in 
fact, an important means for linguistic statement which deals 
with the deepest part of language. 
Halliday (1964)3 has frequently used the term grammar 
with an enlarged meaning referring to the total system of 
language and its description. Hence, according to Halliday 
(1966) grammar is that part of the system of a language 
which can be described in terms of generalization or rules. 
On the other hand lexicon has often been characterized as 
a list of all the particular facts about language which cannot 
be generalized into rules. 
1. McCarthy Michael (1999). Discourse Analysis for Language Teachers. 
Cambridge University Press. 
2. Bioomfield, L., (1993). Language. New York. H.R. and Winston. 
3. Halliday, M.A.K. et al. (1964). The Linguistic Sciences and Language 
Teaching, London, Longmans, pp. 22-23. 
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Lexical studies also deal with the formal aspect of 
vocabulary organization. Lexical description of specialist 
discourse has always been an exciting area for research. 
Vocabulary and its various aspect will be discussed at length 
in chapter V. 
2.1.2 Discourse analysis, at the level of lexis is 
concerned with the study of relationship between language 
and the context in which it is used. Encoding and decoding 
the meaning of a word depends almost on the context in 
which it is used. A word cannot be properly comprehended 
without taking into account the context in which it has 
occurred. In fact, no word has implicit meaning. It is the 
context that determines the meaning of a word. Therefore 
a word is like a chameleon. As a chameleon changes its 
colour to match the colour of its surrounding. Similarly a 
word acquires different meanings in different contexts. As 
a matter of fact, it is discourse analysis which assists the 
reader to draw the meaning of a word that does correspond 
to the context in which it has occurred. 
Discourse analysis is not only concerned with 
discription and analysis of spoken interaction but it is 
equally concerned with the organization of written language. 
More particularly in scientific writing discourse analysis has 
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become a recurrent phenomenon. It focuses on what norms 
or rules do scientists adhere to when creating scientific texts 
and on how the progression of the whole text is formed. In 
addition, the way discourse has been defined in scientific 
context is most significant because it unravels the entire 
enigma of scientific writing, such as Widdowson's (1975)4 
ideas in this regard are invaluable. Widdowson (1975) 
defines scientific discourse as the verbal and the non-verbal 
realization of communicative system of science. Both verbal 
and non-verbal devices, according to him, are equally 
important. Non-verbal devices are formulae, symbols, line 
drawing, tables, etc. Apart from verbal devices, these non-
verbal devices are also an essential part of technical writing 
because they enable scientists to communicate their findings 
effectively. Sometimes these non-verbal devices orient the 
reader to the topic before he or she begins to read the text. 
These non-verbal clues are, therefore, an intrinsic part of 
scientific text because they substantiate communicative 
value in the text. The second meaning of discourse analysis 
relates to the study of rhetorical functions in scientific text. 
These can be exemplified from Todd, Trimble and Trimble 
(1977)5 referring to technical manuals, such as: 
4. Widdowson, H.G. (1975) EST in Theory and Practice. Op.Cit. 
5. Trimble, L. and R.M. Todd Trimple (1977) . The Development of EFL 
Materials for Occupational English in British Council.English for Specific 
Purposes.2(3),21. 
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Thus we find commonly the rhetorical functions 
of descriptions, definition and classification and 
the rhetorical techniques of time order, space 
order and causality. In addition, manuals have 
two rhetorical features found less commonly in 
scientific and technical writing: the 
interpretation of illustrations and the rhetoric of 
instructions. 
Thus, Trimble and Trimble consider rhetorical 
function, rhetorical technique and rhetoric of instruction as 
the recurrent features which characterize scientific 
discourse and thereby constitute a specific format for 
sicentific text. Trimble and Trimble (1977) bring into focus 
the identification of the rhetorical function in scientific 
text. They also consider sequencing of functions and analyse 
grammatical patterns in scientific texts. In addition, their 
works on the relationship of tense and rhetorical function 
seem specially useful. The analysis of such discourse 
patterns in scientific texts has been further substantiated by 
Trimble's6 book English for Science and Technology; A 
Discourse Approach. In this book Trimble (1985) presents 
rhetorical functional approach to EST and outlines the 
methodology for it. His approach focuses on: 
6. Trimble, L, (1985) English for Science Technology, A Discourse Approach • 
OP.cit. 
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(i) Unit of discourse larger than the sentence. 
(ii) The rhetorical functions of units at various levels 
in EST texts. 
(iii) The impact of rhetorical functional considerations 
on the choice of specific grammatical phanomena. 
(iv) The interrelation and conceptual integration of skills 
needed for both reading and writing 
(v) Pedagogical issues and considerations inherent in a 
rhetorical functional approach 
Thus, according to Trimble (1985) EST discourse 
means a collection of connected language units such as 
sentences and paragraph that together make up a coherent and 
cohesive text. The basic assumption of EST discourse lies 
in analyzing the language of science and technology beyond 
the level of isolated sentences. EST discourse, according to 
Trimble (1985) is built around three main rhetorical 
concepts: 
1. The nature of EST paragraph 
2. The rhetorical technique 
3. The rhetorical functions that are frequently employed 
in written EST discourse. 
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2.2 Nature of EST Paragraph 
A critical analysis of EST paragraph gives a deep 
insight into the written discourse of scientific English and 
marks a distinction between EST paragraph and what is 
usually understood about non-EST paragraphs. The standard 
definition that a paragraph is a group of sentences which 
express a complete thought and which are set off on a page 
of text by indentation or spacing is not sufficient to 
ascertain the nature of EST paragraph, because it does not 
fit in well with the way the scientific and technical English 
is organized. The difficulty in applying this definition to 
written EST discourse is that it confuses two quite separate 
factors: the first half of the definition deals with concepts 
(... a group of sentences which express a complete 
thought..), while the second one is related to the physical 
nature such as to (..'set off on a page by spacing or 
indentation) of the paragraph. Thus, in a sense it contains 
a dual definition and gives rise to confusion and vagueness 
in understanding EST paragraph. On the contrary, the way 
Trimble (1985) defines EST paragraph is worth noting. 
According to him EST paragraph has distinct characteristics, 
hence it presents distinct phenomena. He analyses scientific 
text in terms of conceptual and physical paragraphs. This is 
really a distinct way of looking at scientific text beyond the 
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level of isolated sentences. In writing conceptual and 
physical paragraphs the scientist delineates interrelatedness 
and touches upon only those points which are relevant. 
2.2.1 Conceptual Paragraph 
Conceptual paragraph, according to Trimble7 (1985), 
consists of all the information chosen by the writer to 
develop a generalization, whether this is stated or only 
implied by the content. The physical paragraph in contrast 
is defined as that amount of information relating to the 
generalization which is set off from other parts of the 
discourse by spacing or indentation. The generalization of 
a conceptual paragraph, according to Trimble, in a written 
EST discourse is developed by a complex organizational 
pattern which contains the main idea that is further divided 
into two or more sub ideas. Each idea is represented in 
the text by a generalization on a lower level which is more 
specific than the level of main generalization. By the main 
generalization' Trimble means the 'core' generalization that 
he deals with in abstract information. He calls it the core 
statement of the paragraph when he discusses a concrete 
example. In addition, the way of looking at paragraph 
structure contains the idea of correspondence. When a 
7. Ibid;p.\6. 
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conceptual paragraph is developed by only one physical 
paragraph, it has a one-to-one correspondence. When it 
requires two or more physical paragraph for its development 
it has one- to more than-one correspondence. One 
conceptual paragraph composed of three physical paragraphs 
(One-to-more than one correspondence) is given below for 
further illustration: 
The components composing the urban systems 
can be categorized into two major categories. 
These are the land use configuration and the 
transportation system. These two categories 
interact with each other as well as with 
themselves. (Core of Conceptual Paragraph) 
Land use refers to the special 
configuration of supply and demand of 
opportunities for instance, the demand for 
interaction of opportunities is located in 
institutional, commercial and industrial areas. 
The supply side of opportunities is measured in 
terms of the intensity of attractiveness, which 
may be expressed by the number of jobs in the 
specific zone. The special location and 
quantities of these entities (supply and demand 
of opportunities) in relation to others are the 
major attributes of land use components of the 
urban system. (Subcore No. 1). 
The transportation systems determines the 
case of interaction between the supply and demand 
configuration. The transportation system has two 
attributes. One is the transportation network which 
determines the special coverage of its service, and 
the other is the level or service of quality of the 
transportation system. Both factors have an effect 
8 
on the interaction between activities. Sub-core No. 
The above text has been orginally cited by Trimble 
(1985). It serves as a model for analyzing EST paragraph 
beyond the level of isolated sentences. The way Trimble 
(1985) analyses EST paragraph is really concerned with the 
cohesive progression of the text as a whole. Earlier, 
paragraphs were analyzed by exploring grammatical patterns 
in isolated sentences but Trimble's (1985) analysis of 
paragraph is based on both the isolated sentences and 
pararaphs which are knitted together and hence make the 
scientific text more coherent and cohesive. On the basis of 
this analysis the above text may be divided into three 
8. Terman; L.M. (1994). The Trend in Engineering. Orginally Quoted by 
Trimble. L. (1985). in English for Science and Technology OP.Cit. 
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physical paragraphs that add up to one conceptual paragraph. 
The first physical paragraph which presents the major 
generalization is the core statement of the conceptual 
paragraph. Therefore 'land use configuration and 
transportation systems' constitute the two major 
components of urban system. They are the theme or the core 
statements which have been further elucidated in the next two 
physical paragraphs. In the second physical paragraph the 
writer picks up a key term such as land use configuration 
from the core statement and elucidates it at some length 
giving the reader the first sub-core. The second sub-core is 
found in the third physical paragraph and is an expansion of 
the second key term that lies in the core statement of the 
first physical paragraph. Thus the transportation system 
which is the key term has occurred as the major theme in 
the first paragraph. This has been further elucidated in the 
third paragraph. Thus for the core statement to be adequately 
developed three physical paragraphs are required. 
To sum up, the core statements in the preceding 
paragraph are the components such as land use 
configuration and transportation systems which compose 
the urban system. These two categories are the broadest 
generalization followed by lesser generalizations which are 
detailed in the second and the third physical paragraphs. Thus 
readers find direct support for major generalization (our 
core) given by the lesser generalization. These two 
categories interact with each other as well as with 
themselves. The other two physical paragraphs then develop 
the core statement and its supporting generalization. 
With regard to the placement of the core statement, 
it is interesting to note that the EST paragraph sometimes 
has the core statement as the first sentence and sometimes 
as the second sentence. A paragraph which contains the core 
statement in the first sentence is given below: 
Technology is undoubtedly a mixed package; It 
has its benefits and its disadvantages. It cannot 
be denied that advances in technology have had 
a tremendously beneficial impact on food 
production, health care, housing, education and 
other important sectors of life. Human life has 
been rendered easier and more comfortable by 
technology. Turning to the other side of picture, 
we find that technology has led to pollution of 
environment. The concentration of human and 
material resources at a few centres has resulted 
in large scale migration of rural population to 
urban areas. The import of technology at 
prohibitive costs has the additional 
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disadvantages of widening the gap between the 
9 
rich and the poor. 
The organization of the above paragraph is almost of 
a classic nature. The core statement in this paragraph lies 
in the first sentence which is supported by other statements. 
Thus, the sentence 'technology is a mixed package' is the 
core statement with which the paragraph begins. This theme 
has been further supported by other two statements: it has 
its benefits and its disadvantages. That too became specific 
in relation to the major generalization. Thus, in the paragraph 
'technology is a mixed package' is the topic sentence which 
is further elaborated by more comprehensive information. 
The paragraph of this type frequently occurs in scientific 
texts because the scientist very quickly wants to apprise 
readers of the central theme that he wants to discuss at 
length in the paragraph. 
Another worth-mentioning point in this context is that 
the 'core statement' can be sometimes, other than the first 
sentence in a paragraph or the major generalization of that 
paragraph. Such a paragraph is neatly rounded off by a 
concluding sentence which also relates to the core statement 
but less directly than the preceding information, e.g. 
9. Sharma, M. (1994). Technology: Benefits and Drawbacks. D own to Earth 
5(3), 20. 
Spectacular success of science and technology 
is based on the overall consumption of 
chemicals because without it no experiment is 
possible. On the other hand its adverse effect 
cannot be denied, such as chemical pollution is 
changing the structure of the earth's atmosphere 
resulting in the green house effect and ozone 
depletion. Several chemicals used in or 
produced by industry greatly affect the speed at 
which ozone is broken down. Changes of a few 
per cent in future ozone levels would be enough 
to let substantially more ultraviolet radiation 
reach the earth's surface which is responsible 
for sun burn, snow blindness, eye damage and 
skin cancer. Such an adverse effect of science 
10 
cannot be neglected. 
The core statement in the above paragraph is the 
second sentence, rather than the first one. This can be well 
perceived by examining the key information given in the 
second sentence which is concerned with the adverse effect 
of chemical pollution not with the larger topic of viability 
of chemicals. Such a structure as this can be very confusing 
to non-native readers, especially to those who have been 
10. Vandana Sheeba, (1984). Chemical Pollution and the Green House Effect. 
Down to Earth 4(3), 10. 
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taught that the first sentence is the generalization of the 
paragraph and that all other information in the paragraph 
supports this generalization. Hence it can be deduced from 
the aforesaid examples that the one important characteristic 
of EST paragraphs is that they are often deductive in nature 
because most EST paragraphs have their core statements 
either in the very beginning or near the beginning; that is, 
the governing generalization precedes most or all of the 
supporting information. 
In addition. Larry Selinker (1974) has explored three 
other structures which are also found in scientific text. They 
are the inductive paragraph, the hybrid paragraph and the 
implicit paragraph. 
2.2.2 Inductive Paragraph 
The core statement in inductive paragraph is found at 
or near the end and the supporting information precedes the 
generalizing following the rules of logical induction. This 
type of paragraph is usually found in the kinds of peer 
writing in which the events (physical or mental or both) 
lead to a discovery or new hypothesis etc). Such events are 
stated chronologically with the results which are presented 
11. Selinker, L. and Robert Biey-Vroman (1974). Presupposition and Technical 
Rhetoric in ESTldiscourse; English Language Teaching Journal (UK) 
October, pp. 61-65. 
as a kind of climax. An example of such a paragraph is as 
follows: 
Take any field from steel furniture to ship 
building, railway coaches to space vehicles, 
cranes, bridges, boilers and atomic reactors, 
there is hardly any industrial area which does not 
use welding. In fact, the efficiency and 
economics of these engineering products depend 
on the efficiency of welding. Correct and 
intelligent use of the principles of welding can 
slash the manufacturing cost of engineering 
goods. Thus when we look back we can see how 
much crucial welding is for joining metals. To 
a country frantically trying to raise its export 
of engineering products, this is particularly 
important.12 
The last sentence is the core statement in this 
inductive paragraph. This paragraph has developed inductively 
various uses of welding discussed through out the paragraph 
and hence led to a logical ending. Therefore a conclusion 
has been drawn after the logical development of the 
paragraph. If the last sentence 'how much crucial welding 
is for joining metals'is shifted to the beginning the whole 
12. Nad Kami, S.V.(1973). Welding Technology in India Today. Science Today, 
Septembe, 1973, p. 57. 
paragraph will be transformed into a deductive one. 
2.2.3 Hybrid Paragraph 
The hybrid paragraph contains both inductive and 
deductive structures. It has some specific information that 
leads to a core statement following some other information 
relating to the core. Since the core statement in such a 
paragraph is found in or near the centre, it has a kind of 
sandwich, made of specific information with the core in 
between. The 'core' statement that falls in the centre binds 
both the information that precedes and the information that 
follows together. Illustrative of this kind is the following: 
Technology is characteristic of all human 
socities, and it exists even among less developed 
tribes and communities. Even the Eskimo uses 
a number of techniques to make life more 
comfortable for him. He makes clothes; he 
builds an igloo and a boat, he uses needles and 
knives; he gets foods by means of fishing lines 
and harpoons. Above all, though, we must 
understand that technology is the application of 
scientific knowledge to human problems. Like 
all knowledge, it can be applied for good or evil-
and even when applied with best of intensions, 
it can have evil results. In short every human 
advance carries with it not only automatic 
benefits but also inherent dangers. So we must 
remain constantly aware of the dangers that lie 
in the possible misuse of enormous skills. Who 
can forget the automisation of Hiroshima-and 
later of Nagasaki. But if properly used 
technology can also lead to the better life. 
It has now become evident that sometimes the 
scientist uses the core statement in the middle, such 
as in the above paragraph the topic sentence 'the 
dangers that lie in the possible misuse of our skills' 
has occurred in the middle though the paragraph opens 
and ends with the viability of technology 
2.2.4 Implicit Paragraph 
The implicit paragraph has compact information, which 
calls for the readers' ability to make a generalization. Since 
the meaning in such a paragraph is not explicit enough to 
be understood readily the readers had to make meticulous 
efforts to derive workable meaning and then to apply their 
own generalization to the details presented in the paragraph. 
The complete grasp of such a paragraph depends on how 
13. Kirmani, R. (1994) Misuse of Technology. Science Reporter. May 1994, p. 6. 
much knowledge and ability the readers possess to correlate 
the things for reaching a reasonable generalization. A 
paragraph with an implicit core is illustrated below: 
When the Kings Bridge in Melbourne. Australia, 
collapsed in 1962. it stirred the engineering 
world. It was a welded steel bridge and a span 
had given away. Earlier, in 1935, the Hassett 
bridge in Belgium had similarly collapsed on a 
cold winter dav. And between 1942 and 1945. six 
of the 2.700 welded liberty ships mass-produced 
in the I S to meet the emergencies of the war 
broke completely in the sea. These are some 
major nuances that have been recorded. But they 
stress how crucial is the technique of welding* 
14 
the art and science of joining metals.-
Several examples of welding failure have been given 
in the above paragraph which are clear pointer to the fact that 
several bridges have collapsed due to some defect in welding 
system. Therefore the writer implicitly proposes that a new 
method of welding should be adopted to prevent such welding 
failure. 
14. Nad Kami, S.V. (1973) Welding Technology in India Today. OP.Cit, p. 58. 
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2.3 Rhetorical Techniques 
Rhetorical Techniques are the rhetorical elements that 
bind together the information in a piece of EST text. They 
may also be called as cohesive ties or the semantic elements 
both explicit or implicit that forge the items of information 
within the units of discourse and show the relationships of 
these items to the core idea. The most frequently used 
rhetorical techniques, according to Trimble (1985) are 
time order, space order, causality and result. The other 
patterns we call "logical' patterns which are treated below 
in the following order: order of importance, causality and 
result, comparison and contrast, analogy, exemplification and 
visual illustration. 
The term logical patterns refer to those sets patterns 
employed by the writers when they select one or more as 
the frame for their materials and choose a certain pattern 
for a particular kind of information. Such use of the 
specific pattern gives a distinct colour to the written 
scientific discourse. In this regard Trimble (1985) holds the 
idea that there are some semantic patterns that frequently 
occur in scientific writing and hence give a specific format 
to EST texts. They are given below in details: 
15. Trimble, L. (1985) English for Science and Technology, A Discrouse 
Approach, OP. Cit, p. 11. 
ORDERS (Natural Patterns) 
Time Order 
Chronology: dates and clock times 
Process: first, second, finally, last, now, then, 
after 
Space order: 
General: in, out, above, below, to the left, in 
the centre 
Specific : directly above, at a 450 angle, normal 
Causality and result: 
Both natural and logical patterns use the same 
terms such as thus, hence, therefore, as a 
result, causing, so that, such that as, since, as 
a consequence of 
Patterns (Logical Patterns) Order of 
importance: 
First, second, third, most important, least 
important 
Comparison and Contrast: 
Comparison (relates similarities): in 
comparison, similarly, in a like fashion as 
does X so does Y 
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Contrast (relates differences): in contrast, on the 
other hand, however, nevertheless, by way of 
difference 
Analogy (compares things basically dissimilar): by 
way of analogy, analogically, by analogy, in 
much the same fashion. 
Exemplification: for example, by way of example, for 
instance, as can be seen 
Illustration: Reference to a visual aid. 
2.4 Time Order (Chronology): 
Both chronological time and process time which 
determine the chronological occurrence of things are found 
commonly in written EST discourse. Chronological time 
occurs whenever the writer uses a framework of dates, clock 
times, etc. It is found in historical accounts and in reports 
of time controlled experiment. An illustration of a paragraph 
that has its chronological time framework determined by the 
nature of the materials is given below: 
Even when there is an apparently linear series 
of fossils, the true course of evolution is for 
more complex. The oldest fossils of modern 
humans (Homo sapiens) found in a cave in 
Qafzeh in Israel are about 92,000 years old. 
Pataeontologists had asserted, without sufficient 
evidence that modern apes had separated from 
Man about 20 million years ago (MYA). But in 
1967 Vincent Sarich and Allan Wilson of 
California university, Berkeley, USA showed that 
the many similarities between Man and the living 
apes could be explained if we and they had 
shared a comman ancestor no longer than 5 
MYA. 
The most celebrated of these fossils was a 
female, found in 1974 in the Afar region of 
Ethiopia by Maurice Taieb. Lucy was given the 
name Australopithecus afarensis. Since 1990, 53 
new A. afaransis individuals have been found at 
Hadar. In 1992, Morris Goodman (USA) proved 
by comparing human serum with serum from 
apes. The man, chimp and gorilla are closer to 
one another than previously imagined. 
The evolution of humans is the major theme of the 
above paragraph. The findings that have been brought up by 
the scientists on the evolution have been discussed 
16. Kumar, P. (1995). Cover Story. Science Reporter. May 1995, p.5. 
chronologically. Here the chronological framework is shown 
by the markers: 92,000 years old, about 20 million years 
ago, findings of Vincent Sarich in 1967, female fossils in 
1974, findings of 1990 and again of 1992. The chronological 
markers are indicative of the steady development of Man. 
The paragraph also contains the latest findings about Man in 
the concluding line. 
Time Order: Process (Descriptive) 
The first man to produce a practical steam 
engine was Thomas Savery, an English engineer 
(1650 - 1715). who obtained a patent in 1698 
for a machine designed to drain water from 
mines. The machine contained no moving parts 
except hand-operated steam valves and automatic 
check valves, and in principle it worked as 
follows: Steam was generated in a spherical 
boiler and then admitted to a separate vessel 
where it expelled much of the air. The steam 
valve was then closed and cold water allowed to 
flow over the vessel, causing the steam to 
condense and thus creating a partial vacuum. 
This vacuum pulled water from the area to be 
drained into the vessel. Then by a further 
J^'- "-- -,* 
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operation of the valves, steam was readmitted to 
the vessel to force water through a vertical pipe 
to the discharge elevation.17 
In this paragraph the process time markers are 'then 
and Juxtaposition of sentences describing the activities that 
make up the process. Along with the process time we have 
six sentences of causality and result which are marked either 
by Juxtaposition (for example, steam... admitted to separate 
vessel, where it expelled much of the air) or by lexical 
indications: for example, causing, thus, then and ' to ' . 
In addition, process time is also found in instructional 
discourse and occurs most often in technical manuals. The 
text usually consists of a series of numbered steps, such as: 
Loggin on the vax 
1. Flip on the power switch. It is on the back of the 
terminal to the left. 
2. Press the return key until ENTER CLASS appears on 
the screen. 
3. Type in "3" . The VAX is a class 3 option. 
4. Press the return key. The computer will respond with GO. 
17. Sandfort, J.F. (1992). Heat Engines, Science Series S27 New York: Double 
day, P. 11 
5. Press the return key once or twice until the computer 
displays WELCOME TO THE UW-STOUT VAX 11/18. 
The computer will then display USER NAME on the 
screen. 
6. Type in TS 1112220304. This is the training session 
user name. 
7. Press the return key. The word PASSWORD will be 
displayed on the screen. 
The core idea is indicated by the heading which 
is followed by instructions. Here the instructions are 
put serially, with each instruction as brief as is 
consistent with clarity. 
2.5 Space Order 
19 
By space order Larry Selinker (1975) means 
the precise and exact description of a technical 
instrument. He takes into account 'under this heading' 
the description and function of an instrument. Larry 
Selinker (1974) divides space order into two 
categories: 'general space order and 'specific-space 
order. 
In using general-space order writers try to give 
general information about how the instrument is made. 
18. Peter Coburn (1982), Practical Guide to Computer. Technical Press. 
19. Selinker, L. (1975) Nature of Scientific and Technical Writing. ESP, 
15(4),219. 
In case of specific space order the writers provide 
specific information about the instrument, such as: 
Space order General: 
The boomerang is a thin piece of hard tough 
wood which is left flat on one side but rounded 
on the other. It has sharpened edges, rounded 
ends and is bent in the middle. It can be steamed 
and bent to the required angle, or made from two 
pieces of wood joined together. This boomerang 
is held in one hand and thrown horizontally in 
such a way that it rotates rapidly. 
In contrast to 'Space Order General' we have specific 
order in which the descriptive information is almost as 
precise as any reader could wish. Specific order is a good 
basis for precise visual representation, e.g. 
Space-Order Specific: 
The frame of the paper micrometer is a cast 
piece of steel that provides a surface to which 
all the other parts are attached. The frame 
painted gray, looks like the letter C with a large 
flat disk on the bottom and a round caliberated 
20. Johnson, V.E. (1989). Mechnanics and Some of Its Mysteries.AEU 
International Journal of Mechanics. 21 (2),72. 
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dial on top. The disk is 4V2 inches in diameter 
and resembles a flat hockey pack. The frame is 
5'/g inches high and 7V2 inches long. Excluding 
the bottom disk, the frame is approximately 1 72 
21 
inches wide. The micrometer weighs 8 pounds. 
It follows from the above two paragraphs that in space 
order general the writer does not include any specific 
details, aiming instead at a reader who needs only a general 
understanding of the part. On the contrary, in specific space 
order, the writer uses very specific details to show the exact 
physical description of an instrument. The specific details 
in above example are 4V2 inches in diameter, 5'/g inches 
high. 7V2 inches long and i'/2 inches wide. These details 
enhance the description of an instrument thereby making it 
easier to understand. 
2.6 Logical Pattern 
In organizing a paragraph a technical writer adopts 
logical patterns. This makes the description more logical and 
hence appealing. The writer starts with the first action or 
step and continues in order until the last. He thus follows 
the obvious sequences of steps to communicate the things 
effectively. The most commonly occurring logical patterns 
21. Ibid., p 74. 
of a paragraph development are: 1. Order of importance 2. 
Comparison and contrast 3. Analogy and visual illustration. 
The examples of the above logical patterns are given 
below: 
Order of importance 
In the design phase, the developer designs a 
software system based on the requirement 
specifications and produces a software design 
document. This phase consists of three major 
steps: defining data flow, decomposing the 
system and constructing an algorithm 
description. First, the developer constructs data 
flow diagrams to document the way the system 
handles these documents. Secondly, the 
developer divides it into separate excutable 
units. Thirdly to construct an alogrithm 
descrition. the developer uses PDL/Ada, a 
design language that specifies a formal structure 
for algorithm." 
In this paragraph the logical pattern is represented 
through the order of importance. The coherence in ideas has 
been developed on priority basis. The explicit words that 
22. Kumar, P. (1986). The Mechanism of Software System. Science Reporter. 
April 1986. p. 20. 
refer to sequential order are as follows, e.g. first, second 
and third. 
Logical Patterns: Comparison and contrast. 
Communication satellites can be classified into 
two types: Passive satellites and active 
satellites. A passive satellite works just 
like a reflector. Another advantage of such a 
satellite is that it has no orientation problem 
because it is like a balloon whose surface 
reflects the incoming signals from ground. The 
biggest disadvantage of a passive satellite is the 
requirement of extremely powerful transmitter 
on ground. On the contrary active satellites 
donot need extremely high power ground 
transmitters as required in the case of passive 
23 
satellites. 
A comparison-contrast definition shows both 
similarities and contrast between two similar or dissimilar 
objects. The technical writer, in order to simplify his 
objects, chooses other similar objects for reference so that 
the objects he intends to explain can become crystal clear. 
23. Shankar, Kali (1986). Salient Features of a Communication Satellite. Science 
Reporter. October 1987. p. 13. 
If the writer compares two things he does so on the basis 
of features or parameters applicable to both. In the above 
example the writer has compared 'passive satellite' with 
'reflector'. While similizing one thing with another, the 
writer should also take into account the audience's level of 
understanding, otherwise the use of simile will not assist 
readers' understanding. In addition, the writer has also put 
a contrast between passive satellite and active satellite. 
Passive satellite requires extremely powerful transmitter on 
ground. On the contrary active satellite does not need high 
power ground transmitters. This pattern particularly 
characterizes scientific writing because a scientist or a 
technical writer needs more to explain in scientific texts. 
Logical Patterns: Analogy 
Sound waves are created by the comparison of 
the molecules of air, this compression 
generated by the origin of the sound. The 
resulting wave motion is analogous to that 
created in water when a rock, is thrown in a 
pond. By studying the properties exhibited by 
water waves, we can become familiar with the 
r 11 . 2 4 
properties or all wave motion. 
24. Kock, W.E. (1985) Sound Waves and Light Waves, Science Study Series. 
New York: Doubleday, 1965. P. 1-3 
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In this paragraph the writer has elucidated his points 
through analogy by using the term analogous in the second 
sentence. Thus, the creation of sound waves has been well 
defined by the wave motion created in water when a rock 
is thrown in a pond. 
Three times, the writer describes events connected 
with water waves. He defines a term associated with a sound 
wave. Thus the readers are presumed to apply the marker 
and follow the analogy each time. In addition to this, we 
have two instances by causality and result, the first and third 
analogies. The first is marked only by Juxtaposition (a rock 
striking the water produces waves) and the third by 'cause' 
(waves moving past a given point cause an up and down 
motion at this point). It is also interesting to note that the 
supporting information in this paragraph consists of lower 
level generalizations rather than specific statements. 
The last logical pattern is visual illustration which 
simplifies the information that is tedious to read in solid 
text or impossible to describe accurately in words alone. 
Some of the common visuals frequently used in scientific 
and technical discourse are tables, graphs, schematics, and 
flow charts. All of these visual details used by the writers 
facilitate the understanding of the students of science. The 
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details about scientific and technical equipments cannot be 
fully comprehended unless they are illustrated with visual 
forms. 
In addition, visual aids reinforce major points and 
clarify complex ideas in scientific texts. The use of good 
visual aids often makes the presentation more effective. 
Therefore if a technical wirter wants to familiarize the 
readers with machine, he should project first a photography 
and drawing of machine and discuss each part in details. If 
a section of writing contains a complicated expansion of a 
process or mechanism or an abstract relationship, the use 
of visual aids will always make them easier to understand. 
Thus, visual aids in scientific writing have proved to be 
substantially effective. 
CHAPTER-HI 
RHETORICAL FUNCTIONS 
CHAPTER-III 
RHETORICAL FUNCTIONS 
3.1 Rhetorical Functions in EST Discourse: 
The basic rhetorical functions commonly found in EST 
discourse are fundamental parts of organization of scientific 
and technical information. These rhetorical functions 
represent different writing styles and multiple organizational 
frameworks that are recurrent in scientific texts. In addition, 
the rhetorical functions are also related to certain grammatical 
elements. In fact, these grammatical elements provide the 
major bases for the procedures that allow students to discover 
which lexical, grammatical and rhetorical features writers have 
chosen to represent best their information. The use of 
specific grammatical elements which appear to be governed 
by the rhetorical functions that the writers choose to carry 
their information help readers understand why a particular 
piece of grammar, for example, a verb tense, mood or definite 
article is used in a particular text. Each rhetorical function 
provides readers with different kind and different amount of 
information. As a result, each function is clearly separable 
and identifiable. The determination of lexical items enables 
readers to get the full meaning from a piece of text and thus 
in conjunction with the other steps in the procedure, provides 
a clearer understanding of the unit of discourse being 
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analyzed. The rhetorical functions and their sub-functions 
as discussed by Selinkerand Lackstrom1 (1973) are outlined 
below. 
1. Description: it includes physical, function and 
process description. 
2. Definition : formal, semi formal, non-formal and 
expanded definition. 
3. Classification : complete and partial classification. 
4. Instruction : direct instructions, indirect instructions 
and instructional information. 
5. Visual verbal relationship : text information, text 
placement and placement of visuals. 
3.2 The Rhetoric of Description 
Description is an inclusive term. It is widely used 
in scientific and technical writing because it covers the 
major portions of scientific text. In EST discourse 
description is comprised of three major types of descriptive 
information: Physical description, function description and 
process description. It is interesting to note that when a 
text is developed mainly by physical description, it also 
contains some function description and when a text is 
1. Selinker, L.and Lackstrom, J. (1973). Technical Rehtorical Principles and 
Grammatical Choice: TESOL Quarterly. 7(2), 176 
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elaborated mainly by function or process description, it 
contains some physical description. 
3.2.1 Physical Description 
In physical description, the writer discusses at length 
the physical properties of machines or technological 
equipments. He also describes how various parts of a 
machine are linked to one another and how they function 
together to carry on the activities and expedite the 
procedure. The physical characteristics most frequently 
described are dimension, shape, weight, material, volume, 
colour and texture. These features are taken into account 
in order to give a clear picture of an equipment. As far 
as the linkages of various parts of a machine are concerned, 
they include for general description the position which is 
indicated by the terms such as above, below, the right and 
close to etc. For a specific description they include the 
position which is indicated by terms such as perpendicular 
to, from the centre, at an angle of 380 etc. An example 
of general physical-description is given below: 
An autorickshaw is a form of transport 
which does not depend on human 
muscles yet is cheaper than a taxi, both 
to run and use. It consists essentially 
of a motor cycle engine mounted on a 
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three-wheeled chassis, with space for 
passengers and a driver. 
The single steering wheel is at the 
front, below the windscreen with the 
two driven wheels at the back. The 
passengers are protected from the 
weather by a canvas hood, but there are 
no doors. 
The driver sits in front with the engine 
beneath his seat and the handle bars in 
front of him. The passenger 
compartment is at the back and has a 
bench type seat which can hold up to 
four people. Between the passengers 
and the driver, there is a steal 
framework which separates the two 
compartments and supports the canvas 
roof.2 
In the above text the writer describes the essential 
features that an autorickshaw must have to be an 
autorickshaw. The text contains the description of inside 
and outside of the vehicle. Such description of interior and 
2. Originally Quoted by Ghosh, R.N. (1988), in A Course in Written English. 
Core Course: Class XII, National Council of Educational Research and 
Training. 
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exterior parts of the vehicle is the logical pattern that the 
writer has used to illustrate the entire mechanism of the 
vehicle. In the first paragraph the writer compares an 
autorickshaw with taxi. In the second paragraph he 
describes the functions as well as the positions of the 
wheels, just by adding two adjectives such as 'steering' 
and 'driven'. In the same paragraph the writer mentions 
the function as well as the existence of the hood. 
Throughout the text the writer has used Simple Present 
Tense. 
3.2.2. Function Description 
Function description gives the reader information 
relating as a rule to the purpose and functioning of various 
devices of the machine. These bits of information are also 
associated with causality and result, for example: 
When the rotating chuck reaches the welding 
speed, the parts are brought into contact under 
a light axial load. As the abutting faces rub 
together, friction between them generates heat, 
and localized hot plastic zones are produced. 
With the end load maintained, heat continues 
to be generated until the whole interface has 
reached a uniform temperature When 
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sufficient heating has occurred, the relative 
rotation of the parts is stopped rapidly, and the 
end load may be increased . 
3.2.3 Process description 
Process description refers to a series of steps or 
stages to be undertaken to lead towards a definite goal. 
The purpose of such a composition is to describe how 
something is done, sometimes by using analogy to facilitate 
the understanding of the readers. Very often when a writer 
is describing a process he also needs to include sections 
of arguments in order to explain a series of steps to be 
taken for the completion of a task. It also needs to be 
mentioned here that technical writers often describe 
processes such as methods of testing or evaluating, methods 
of installing, flow of material through a plant, the schedule 
for implementing a proposal and the method for calculating 
depreciation. Manuals and reports contain many examples 
of process descriptions. Processes can be described either 
in Present Tense or in Instructional form. An example of 
process description where the writer uses Present Tense is 
given below: 
The combustion of a flammable charge 
3. Originally Quoted by Orient Longman, (1988) in Communication in English 
for Technical Students.. Curriculum Development Centre: Technical Teachers 
Training institute, Calcutta. P.83. 
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generates heat in an internal combustion 
engine. Most heavy combustion engines use a 
gas fuel or diesel oil. A spark ignites the fuel, 
and this produces heat energy. A piston 
connected to a crank shaft converts this heat 
energy into mechanical energy. Such engines 
use petrol. Petrol and air form the mixture for 
the charge. A spark from the distributor ignites 
this mixture, and the ignition of this mixture 
produces heat energy . 
3.2.4 Process Description in Instruction 
The description of process in instruction states a 
series of steps in chronological order. Imperative sentences 
are used to suggest a series of steps that have to be taken 
for performing a task. A simple example of the description 
of process in instruction is given below: 
Banana Puri: Peel and mash the banana. 
Sieve the maida and rub in the ghee. Add the 
banana pulp, sugar and salt and knead into a 
stiff dough. Keep aside for one hour. Knead 
again, and divide into equal size portions. 
Form into balls. Roll these out into puris and 
4. Terman, A. (1998). Combustion Engine; Combustion and Flame, The Journal 
of the Combustion Institute. 121 (l ),25. 
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fry in deep fat. Drain, sprinkle with a little 
sugar and cardamom powder. Serve hot . 
Here we have sequence of 14 steps in instruction 
form which can be rewritten in the usual style of a process, 
beginning with informative sentences, such as, bananas are 
peeled and mashed. Here it also needs to be mentioned that 
as compared to informative sentences, the use of imperative 
sentences is more direct and understandable. 
3.3 The Rhetoric of Definition 
There are two broad categories of definition: simple 
definition and complex (or expanded) definition. 
By simple definition is meant a definition in one 
sentence which may be further divided into three basic 
types : formal definition, semi-formal definition and non-
formal definition. Each of these provides information in 
different amounts and at different levels of precision. 
3.3.1 The Formal Definition 
The formal definition is one sentence that contains 
three parts: the term that needs defining, the class to which 
the item belongs, and the differentiation of that item from 
all other numbers of its class. To define a term, the writer, 
first, places it in a class. The class, which is the large 
5. Quoted by Ghosh, R.N. (1988). in A Course in Written English, Core Course. 
Op. Cit., P. 32. 
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group to which the terms belongs, can be either broad or 
narrow. For example, a pen can be classified as a 'thing' 
or as a 'writing instrument'. Similarly 'a carburettor' can 
be a 'part' or a 'mixing chamber'. The narrower the class 
the more meaning it conveys. Jordan (1984) illustrates the 
term by making an equation such as, species= Genus + 
Differentia or T = C+D. T is the term being defined ,C 
is the class and D is the sum of the differences which 
distinguish it from all other members of the class, for 
example. "An arachnid is an invertebrate animal having 
eight legs extending at equal intervals from a central body.' 
Three pieces of informations that emanate from a 
single sentence are; 
(1) T. the term = arachnid 
(2) C. the class = invertebrate animal 
(3) D. the differences (That is the difference between our 
term and all other invertebrate animals.) = 
a) an arachnid has eight legs and 
b) these legs at equal intervals or a central body. 
Both these differences are necessary since other 
invertebrate animals - the octopus - also have eight legs; 
6. Jordan, Michael, P. (1984). Fundamentals of Technical Description. Malabar, 
F.L. Robert, E. Krieger. 
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however the arachnid is (in so far as we know) the only 
eight legged invertebrate animal that has its legs extending 
at equal intervals from a central body. Thus the formal 
definition gives the reader three kinds of information: 
1. The theme of the term being defined 
2. The class to which the term belongs 
3. The difference(s) between the term and the 
other members of the class; these differences 
are essential characteristics of the term. 
3.3.2. Semi-Formal Definition 
A semi-formal definition in scientific discourse 
relatively provides the readers with less information. It has 
only two basic defining elements such as the term being 
defined and the statement of differences. It indicates that 
the information is not complete because one class is 
left out. As a rule the writer leaves out a statement of 
class because it is assumed to be either obvious or it 
is so large as to be meaningless, for example if we drop 
the class from our previous definition of arachnid, what 
remains is the typical structure of a semi-formal definition. 
An arachnid has eight legs projecting at equal intervals 
from a central body. This is clearly a definition by 
description of all the arachnidae, but it leaves out the 
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important definition given by the class, invertebrate 
animal. An arachnid has eight legs extending at equal 
interval from a central body and is invertebrate. 
3.3.3 Non-Formal Definition 
A non-formal definition aims to simplify the 
information by an easy substitute word rather than to 
provide basic and precise defining information. In other 
words, the information is elucidated by another word or 
phrase having the approximate meaning of the term, or 
giving an outstanding characteristic of the term. This word 
or phrase can be stated positively, as a synonym or 
negatively as an antonym. Hence, a non-formal definition 
or our previously defined term arachnid' would be ' An 
arachnid is a spider; this definition is not, strictly speaking, 
true. Thus , the definition is not substituting a term that 
is on the same level of generality. However, since, 
precision is not the writer's aim and since the spider 
is the most well known form of arachnids , the definition 
adequately satisfies its purpose of giving readers a clear 
idea of the meaning of arachnid, and they can continue 
reading with little loss of comprehension. 
Another frequently found method of defining non-
formal definition is to give a term and then define it 
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by its most common or most outstanding characteristic. 
We can define helix; in this way: A helix is spiral.; 
Although any spiral form or structure can be called a 
helix, not all helixes are spiral, some are cylindrical, as 
for example, our definition of helix; then gives a 
characteristic of the most common form of helix rather than 
an accurate synonym. 
3.3.4. Complex Definition 
A complex definition includes those special types 
that are found frequently in written EST discourse. These 
are definitions 1. By stipulation,. 2. By operation and 3. 
by explication,. As a rule, all three are forms of expanded 
definition and so are found in full paragraphs or in group 
paragraphs. 
3.3.5. Stipulation 
Stipulator)' definitions are found only in connection 
with other types of definition which are usually but not 
necessarily formal in form. The purpose of a stipulatory 
definition is to set limit-in time, in place, in field, in 
meaning to the main definition. 
In written EST discourse three types of stipulatory 
definitions have been explored; mathematical stipulation, 
legal stipulation and general stipulation . 
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The basic aim of mathematical stipulation is to 
identify the symbols in a formulae or an 
equation or the set values to variables: 
'In this formulae X represents the vertical 
vector; 'PI, in this equation, has the value of 
3.14159; 
Legal stipulation is found mostly in contracts 
and similar business documents: 'The term 
"'special tooling" as used in this clause, 
includes all jigs, dies, fixtures, moulds, 
patterns .... and other articles of equipment. 
General stipulation is governed by scientific 
and technological invention. New scientific and 
technological discoveries give rise to new 
words. The coinages of the terminologies are 
made in order to name the scientific and 
technological equipments and to assign new 
terms in new ways to activities, processes or 
objects resulting from research and similar 
investigations: for example entropy in formal 
English means a state of disorder or confusion 
but in scientific discourse it refers to the 
\ 
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relation between the total amount of heat and 
the temperature. 
heat 
Entropy = 
temperature 
3.3.6 Operational Definition 
An operational definition gives the meaning of an 
abstract word for one particular time and place. Scientists 
and managers use operational definitions to give 
measurable meanings to abstractions. According to 
Fahnestock et al. (1982). an operational definition creates 
a test for discriminating in one particular circumstance. For 
instance, to determine whether a marketing programme is 
a success, managers need to define success. If their 
operational definition of success is to increase sales by 
10% and if the increase occurs, the programme is 
successful. On the contrary, in science, the reader, with the 
help of operational definition, learns to know what to do 
in order to experience physical and mental activities while 
acquiring the actual import of whatever is being defined. 
Most operational definitions in written EST discourse refer 
to physical and mechanical activities. Often does the text 
of such a definition contain a set of instructions with verbs 
7. Fahnestock, Jeanne and Marie, Secor. (1982). A Rhetoric of Argument. New 
York: Random House. 
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usually in the indicative rather than in the imperative form. 
An example of operational definition is given below: 
The sound [F] is a voiceless, labio-dental 
fricative, formed by placing the lower lip 
lightly against the upper teeth, closing the 
vellum, and forcing the breath out through the 
spaces between the teeth or between the teeth 
and the upper lip. 
This example contains a single sentence definition 
with the 'operational' element coming in the statement of 
differences. This type of operational definition in a single 
sentence is not at all common. Most of texts of this type 
develop the information in, at least, one paragraph. 
3.3.7 Explication 
An explicated definition is a reader oriented definition. 
It aims to facilitate the understanding of the readers by giving 
additional information about a key term found in the original 
definition. 
The new information is usually in the form of 
synonym-words and phrases that substitute for the original 
defining words or the phrases that the writer wishes to 
8. Jones, Daniel. (1986). English Pronouncing Dictionary, Fourteenth Edition. 
Revised by A.C. Gimson. 
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explicate. The writer gives a simpler definition which 
explains the key term found in the original definition. The 
use of synonym is more effective as a definition only when 
it is better known than the term being defined. Such as 
people are more familiar with 'loudspeaker' than with 
'electroacoustic transducer', the technical term that has the 
same meaning. If audience knows less about the topic then 
common words may be used to clarify technical terms. 
While using synonyms the writer can put the common word 
or the technical term in parenthesis or set it off with 
dashes, as in the following examples. 
1. Parentheses: The maps are drawn in a 
projection that enlarges the areas near the 
edges (called limbs) of the moon, which are 
otherwise too foreshortened to be seen clearly. 
2. Dash: At the edges of some of the maria we 
find indentations, each known as a bag-or 
sinus. 
3. Many of the craters have central peaks - round 
9 
reaions at their centres. 
9. Menzel, Donald, H. and Jay M. Pasachoff. (1983). A Field Guide to the Stars 
and Planets. 2nd ed. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 
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3.4. The Rhetoric of Classification 
Classification is an important entity in the 
development of both describing and defining the paragraph. 
It is the main function of the paragraph and is capable of 
being isolated and studied on its own. Likewise definition, 
classification is basic to human thinking and so to scientific 
expression, but definition deals with only one member of 
a class while classification deals with all or the most 
important members. In written EST discourse classification 
is actually a two way process. If we have one or more 
members of a class, the procedure is to find the class 
to which those members belong. If we have a class, we 
then try to find out the members that make up the class. 
After finding a class for an item, we find it necessary 
to determine what other items, if any, are also the members 
of this class. In EST discourse, Close (1965) has 
identified three types of classification: 
I. Complete classification. II. Partial classification 
and III. Implicit classification. 
3.4.1 Complete Classification 
A complete classification provides the readers with three 
kinds of information. 
10. Close, R.A. (1965). The Language We Use for Science. London, Longmans. 
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I. The item (or items) being classified- i.e., the 
members of the class. 
II. The class to which the members belong 
III. The basis for classification. 
The first gives us the name of two or more terms 
and suggests that there is a relationship between them but 
it does not specify precisely what in fact this relationship 
is. The second names the class to which the members 
belong and gives the additional information on the 
relationship between them. The third tells us what way 
the members of the class differ from one another or how 
they are similar. An example of a complete classification 
with a finite number of members is given below: 
Abnormal beliefs usually denote the presence 
of a psychiatric illness. There are two major 
examples of abnormal beliefs (1) Paranoid 
delusions (2) Nihilistic delusions. Paranoid 
delusions are further divided into subparts: 
delusion of persecution, delusion of grandeur 
and delusion of poverty. Similarly nihilistic 
delusions are also divided into subparts: 
delusion of love, infidelity, influence and 
delusion of reference. These delusions are 
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further classified into abnormal perceptions 
and abnormal experience. Abnormal 
perceptions contain distortion, illusions and 
hallucination. Abnormal experiences, on the 
other hand, are reflected by Capgras syndrome, 
depersonalization and derealization. 
Two levels of classification have been adopted in the 
above paragraph. The largest class in the paragraph is 
'abnormal beliefs'. The abnormal beliefs have been 
classified into two major parts: (1) Paranoid delusions and 
nihilistic delusions which have become classes in turn. 
Each of the classes has further specified numbers of 
'abnormal delusions' as its members. Therefore the above 
paragraph is marked with complete classification. 
3.4.2 Partial Classification 
A partial classification does not incorporate the core 
basis for various classifying terms but it emerges from the 
context itself. The writer sometimes deliberately presents 
a paragraph of such classification that has no stated basis 
because he feels that it can be easily made out from the 
context itself. An example of such partial classification 
which does not possess explicit and absolute classification 
11. Michael, Swash. (1995). Hutchison's Clinical Methods. Twentieth Edition, 
Educational Low Priced Books Scheme Funded by British Council, P. 42. 
is given below: 
In considering speech disorders, it is 
essential to distinguish between 
defects of articulation and 
enunciation of speech called 
dysarthria, and disturbances of the 
structure and organization of language 
itself, aphasia. There are four main 
types of dysarthria: cerebellar, 
pseudobulbar, bulbar and cortical 
dysarthria. The word 'aphasia' means 
a disturbance of the ability to use 
language whether in speaking, writing 
or comprehending. There are several 
different classification of aphasia, but 
in practice, these are largely of 
12 
theoretical interest. 
The above paragraph starts with two major kinds of 
speech disorders: the first is called 'dysarthria' and the 
second is 'aphasia' in medical discourse. Dysarthria has 
further been classified into four major disorders: cerebellar, 
pseudobulbar, bullar and cortical dysarthria but the 
classification of 'aphasia' has not been mentioned. 
12. Ibid;?. 283. 
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Another example of partial definition is 'Razor 
blades, which can be classified as single edge or double 
edge. Here we have the name of the class and of its two 
members but no statement of the basis for classification 
has been mentioned. The basis for classification would be 
'Razor blades can be classified according to the number 
of the edges a blade has. These are single-edged and 
double edged blades. 
3.4.3 Implicit Classification 
Implicit classification contains only limited 
categorization which may be further enlarged through the 
repertoire of the readers" knowledge. The intensive 
knowledge of the reader makes him capable enough to 
explore some more qualities in addition to those already 
mentioned in the paragraph. The classification becomes 
more explicit when the reader has enough knowledge to 
analyse the paragraph thoroughly. Implicit classification 
possesses all classifying information inherently though 
explicitly they are not stated in rhetorical function. 
Classification information is present in the discourse but 
not in the classification terms. The reader applies his own 
insights to explore the classifying information in a 
paragraph that possesses no overt purpose. The reader can 
then extract information and rearrange them into a new 
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paragraph. The paragraph which is cited below gives a 
better idea of such paragraph: 
A similar need for research exists in the branch 
of hydrology that deals with the quality of 
water. In nature, there is no water like the pure 
water defined by chemists made up only of 
hydrogen and oxygen. River water, ground 
water and even rain water always contain other 
dissolved or suspended elements and these even 
when present in small quantities, play an 
important role. 
The above paragraph contains two levels of 
generality: the class of the first level is 'water' with the 
two members-"man made' and natural. 'Man-made' water 
is implied by the second sentence of the paragraph. The 
class 'man-made' is shown with only one member; however 
there can be obviously other kinds of water alongwith pure 
water such as impure water, saline water, heavy water etc. 
Also the water gives us only three members of the class 
'natural water, even though there are several other natural 
resources. Finally it will be worthwhile to mention that 
other forms of water can also be gauged from the context 
13. Grootaert, (1989). Different Qualities of Water, Resurgence, 05 (2), 91. 
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though the writer has failed to give us the bases for 
classification. 
3.5 The Rhetoric of Instruction 
The rhetoric of instruction is a common phenomenon 
in occupational English discourse. Its frequent occurrence 
has given a distinguishing feature to the practical manuals 
of engineering and medical sciences. Instruction may be 
defined as discourse that tells someone to do or not to do 
something. Hence it is used for a series of steps necessary 
to be undertaken for accomplishing a task. Instructions may 
be direct or indirect. Direct instructions are characterized 
by the use of imperative sentences in the form of vertical 
list that is often headed by a statement indicating the goal 
of instruction, such as: 
Procedure 
1. Select six rats weighing 120 to 150g. 
2. Administer sodium pentobarbitone 30 mg/kg. to five 
rats by different routes as shown in table below. 
The sixth rat is administered equal volume of saline 
and serves as control. 
3. At intervals gently place the rat on its back. Inability 
of the rat to resume upright posture indicates loss 
of righting reflex. 
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4. Note the time of drug administration, loss of righting 
14 
reflex and the time when the reflex is regained. 
This is an example of good instruction writing. Each 
instruction is closely separated from the others. Each is 
written in the same style 
In indirect instruction non-imperative verb forms are 
used. The most frequent forms used within direct 
instructions are passive verbs and modals. It is usually 
in the paragraph form. It assists instruction or 
instructional information by providing corollary 
information, cautions, warnings, specifying statements, 
description and theoretical consideration, e.g. 
The rating of the fuse should be equal to 
slightly higher than the rated full load current 
of the other power supply. The fuse is a 
protective device which opens the circuit if the 
load becomes shorted to prevent applying a 
continuing reverse voltage to 382 A. 
1. Cautions: This circuit will short out under any 
overload 
14. Singhal, K.C. (1996). Pharmacology Laboratory Manual, Vol. 2, P.8. 
15. Soliman, A.M. (1995) Fuse and Power Supply, AEU International Journal 
of Electronics and Communication, 5 (04), 31. 
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2. Warning: Do not use the intake duct as a shelf for 
tools. 
3. Notes: Ripple functions to provide a path for AC 
voltage 
To sum up, both imperative and non-imperative 
sentences are used in scientific discourse in order to give 
necessary information to the trainees. 
More particularly, imperative sentences are 
preferably used when it is to quickly bring to the 
knowledge of the users, the information about how to use 
an equipment. As a matter of fact instructional information 
gives an easy grasp of the procedures to the users. 
CHAPTER-IV 
A STUDY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
ARTICLES 
BY NON-NATIVE USERS OF ENGLISH 
CHAPTER- IV 
A STUDY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ARTICLES 
BY NON-NATIVE USERS OF ENGLISH 
4.1 Basic Format of Scientific Research Articles by 
Non-Native Users of English 
The format of scientific research articles by non-native 
users of English is based on such distinct constituents which 
incorporate Introduction, Method, Result and Discussion 
sections. This format marks an intrinsic formulation of 
scientific facts and findings. Hence it is followed by the entire 
scientific community. 
As a matter of fact, the conceptual frames and 
conventions that constitute the basic format of scientific 
research articles are shared by both native and non-native 
users of English. 
The set format of scientific research articles which is 
followed by the entire scientific community is indicative of 
objectivity, universality and uniformity. 
It also needs to be mentioned that whatever country or 
community the scientists belong to they are bound to follow 
the Journal's set patterns and conventions. Therefore their 
research articles hve to be in consistence with the Journal's 
requirements and 'Instructions to the Authors'. A corpus of 
8 scientific research articles by non-native users of English 
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have been drawn from Natural Sciences (refer to appendix). 
These scientific research articles have been analysed in the 
light of Swale's (1990) model in order to explore the set 
format and linguistic features which govern varied 
segments of scientific research articles. It was Swale 
(1990) who gave pioneering insight into the study of the 
format and termed it as 'genre convention' or IMRD 
sections. Examples from Medical research articles written 
by non-native users of English have also been cited to 
substantiate the findings. 
The aforesaid formatting pattern (IMRD) is a 
recurrent phenomenon in scientific research articles and its 
frequent occurrence is based on its conceptual framework. 
The conceptual framework of scientific research articles 
in its wider connotation means the occurrence and 
arrangement of ideas which are essentially supplemented 
by reason, experiment and objective interpretation. Hence 
the IMRD sections are indispensable to maintain objectivity 
and experimental validity. On the contrary to this, 
indispensability of objectivity has always been in lesser 
degree where subjectivity is a prime goal. Therefore in 
literary and creative writing the essence lies not in 
objectivity but in writers' deep thinking, observation and 
1. Swales, J., (1990). Genre Analysis: English in Academic and Research 
Settings, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, P.25 
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their individual perception. Literary and creative writing 
is not based on experiemental assessment. Hence IMRD 
pattern is not essentially followed in literary and creative 
writing. 
4.1.1 Introduction : 
From rhetorical viewpoint the Introduction Section 
encapsulates background information with special reference 
to the established knowledge and to the research problems 
in the field. It explains principles and concepts in the 
research being popularized and makes claims about the 
findings from previous researches. In addition to this, the 
purpose of research and its main procedures are also taken 
into account. An example of a typical discourse function 
that makes reference to the established knowledge is given 
below: 
The predatory nematodes process different mechanism 
to overpower their prey and to feed upon them. They 
also have characteristics hereditary or acquired to 
2 
defend themselves from predation." 
With the use of Simple Present in the text above the 
author claims the information to be correct for the past as 
well as for the future. That is, he is claiming the 
information in the supporting data to be some sort of 
2. Bilgrami, A.L. (1920) Resistance and Susceptibility of Prey Nematodes to 
Predation and Strike Rate of the Predators, Fundam Appl, Nematol; 15(3), 265 
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universal truth about the subject. Thus the universality 
of the notion is asserted in its entirety. The 'characteristics 
of nematodes' in the text above have been made timeless 
and non-temporal by the use of Simple Present Tense. 
Hence the 'predatory nematodes' perpetually possess such 
mechanism which help them overpower their prey. 
In the Introduction Section reference is also made to 
the main area of research by explicit prefacing and 
preparatory expressions which also fall within the ambit 
of Present Tense and signal the information from the 
context occurring later in the text. e.g. 
The present experiments are conducted to 
determine the degree of resistance and 
susceptibility of prey nematodes to predation. 
In the text above, the expression the present 
experiments are conducted is acting as a prefacing or 
preparatory statement which indicates the direction of 
discourse that has to be taken up later in the text. The 
writer has used preparatory expression to stir readers' 
immediate response to the theme that has to be discussed 
at length later in the text. Hence on the one hand the 
author is apprising the readers of his major concern and 
3. Ibid; P. 270 
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on the other hand he is preparing their minds for his 
research finding. Reference is also made to the previous 
research in the Introduction Section which contributes to 
the development of new experimental research. The 
findings of the past research are quoted to support the 
present research. Thus the cited work is brought into close 
proximity with one's own work. The aim is to indicate 
that the ongoing research has developed from a lively 
tradition of established work in the field. The reference 
to the previous research is realized in the following ways: 
a) by placing author's name in the subject position 
e.g. 
Esser (1963) provided a list of resistant or 
susceptible prey nematodes to predation by 
4 
different mononchs and dorylains. 
Two important points are worth noting in the above 
text. First the text has opened with the citation of a 
scientist, Esser whose previous findings are supplementing 
the present ongoing research. Thus the validity of the 
present research has been fully strengthened by making 
reference to previous research. 
Secondly the use of Simple Past Tense 'provided' 
refers to a single research event. Thus the author wished 
4. Ibid; P.271 
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to claim no generality for the facts given in support of a 
core idea. It can be inferred hence that the reference to 
a specific event, action or process that have occurred 
during the experiment can only be made in the Past Tense. 
b) by making generalized reference to previous 
research e.g. 
Several workers have supported the genotoxic 
and carcinogenic effect of certain steroids and 
their derivatives. 
In the text above, the author has used generalized 
reference such as 'several workers' which points out to 
the fact that the area of present research has already 
been touched upon at length. Instead of referring to any 
specific finding of a particular scientist, here a vague 
reference has been made. Secondly the finding has become 
so common that it has been attempted by several scientists. 
So nothing is expected to be discovered by present 
research. Nonetheless it can be taken up as an endorsing 
attempt. 
The information contained in Introduction Section 
can be didactic and anecdotal presenting sequential 
account of events. Here is an example of Introduction 
5. Masood, A. (1993) Steroid Induced Single Strand Breaks in DNA Mediated 
By Active Oxygen Species and Its Biological Consequences, Biochemistry, 
Molecular Biology International, 29 (3), 499. 
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which can be said to be performing a didactic function: 
Recurrent spontaneous abortion has been 
treated by means of Immunization with 
paternal cells and cell from multiple unrelated 
donors. Organ allograft rejection is 
diminished by previous immunization with 
blood transfusion. 
In the above text though the information about the 
treatment of spontaneous abortion is given in Present 
Perfect Tense, yet it is perceptive because there is 
inherent in it an advice for the effective treatment of 
spontaneous abortion. 
Anecdotal information is characterized by the use 
of prepositional phrases and temporal adverbials such as: 
In Britain 150 women are affected by 
7 
toxaemia. 
When a woman has her first baby she runs a 
much greater risk of toxaemia than in 
8 
subsequent pregnancies. 
6. Verma, M. (1997). Controlled Trial of Treatment of Recurrent Spontaneous 
Abortion by Immunization with Paternal cells. The Lancet, 10 (2), 85. 
7. Ibid; P. 86 
8. Ibid; P.88 
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4.1.2 Method Section 
The method section of a scientific research article 
is a highly abstracted reformulation of final outcome. It 
is essentially a listing of procedural formulae, and a single 
description of the process which leads to the obtaining of 
data. It is an elliptical checklist which offers the step-
by-step description of what was done in the laboratory. It 
also describes experimental procedures by identifying 
main research apparatus, experimental process and criteria 
for success. Textual examples are given below for its 
further illustration. 
(a) Method Section Including sample size : 
Thirty laboratory- based white rats weighing 90 
+ 5g, were used. They were divided into 3 
batches. Batch I consisted of 10 rats and served 
as untreated control, batches 2 and three 
comprised 15 and 5 rats respectively and 
9 
served as test batches. 
(b) Method Section indicating source and technique of data e.g. 
Esterase and Succinate dehydrogenase were 
localized by indoxyl acetate and Nitro-BT 
9. Wajihullali. (1985). Histopathological Study of Diplotriaena Tricuspis 
Infection in Rats, Acta Parasitologica Polonica 30 (4), 42. 
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methods, respectively, as modified by Pears 
(1960). Cobalt-formazan technique was 
employed for the localization of a glycerophosphate 
10 
dehydrogenase and glutamate dehydrogenase. 
The information in the Method Section tends to be 
realized by the use of Passive Voice. Method Section is 
also concerned with a discussion of all aspects of the 
process of data identification and presents in a logical and 
sequential manner the steps and procedures adopted during 
experimentation. 
4.1.3 Result Section 
It is concerned with stating overall observation made 
in the study and presents information on visuals such as 
tables, graphs and pictorials. It also gives an account of 
necessary procedural adjustment made before consistency 
was achieved in the observation recorded. 
The overall observations in Result Section are realized by 
the following grammatical elements-the passive form or present 
tense forms which are used to refer to visuals e.g. 
1. Measurement of different organs in first, 
second and third stage larvae are given in 
table 
10. Ibid; P. 43. 
11. Ansari, J.A. (1982). Larval Development of Diplotriaena Tricuspis in 
Grasshoppers, Helminthologia 19(3). 135. 
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2. The average concentration of oraganochlorine 
and organophosphorus pesticides are 
shown in table2. 
3. Table 1 presents the results of varying 
doses of infective stage larvae. 
4. Table 1-2 presents the quantitative 
estimation of various biochemical 
constituent of setaria Cervi recovered 
from normal control rats. 
4.1.4 Discussion Section : 
It restricts the main observations made in the study 
and indicates their significance, interprets and justifies 
them by making reference to procedures adopted in the 
study. The observations may also be contrasted with 
similar ones made in related studies. In addition to this, 
Discussion Section also indicates the limitation of 
outcomes. Such as: 
(1) A little information is available 
concerning the effect of host's sex 
12. Malik, A. (1996). Genotoxicity of the Ganges Water at Narora, India, 
Mutation Research 11 (2), 85. 
13. Baqui, A. (1986). Endocrinological Studies on Setaria Cervi Infection in White 
Rats; Helminthologia, 9(04). 91. 
14. Ibid; P. 91. 
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hormones on the metabolism of the 
15 
parasites. 
(2) However there is no evidence of 
classification and fabrosis of the worms 
and tissues in the present experiment as 
earlier observed by Bertram (1966). 
The researchers have also used hedging device to account 
for observation made such as : 
1) The ecto-parasitic nematodes seem to be 
more vulnerable to predation specially 
by mononchs. 
2) The impression appears to be 
misleading. 
4.1.5 Co-authorship 
One more distinct feature that needs to be mentioned 
about scientific research articles is that co-authored article 
publication is a common phenomenon in scientific writing. 
It appears to be a collaborative enterprise. The researchers 
interact with peers to confirm their experimental outcomes. 
15. Khatoon, H. (1986). Relationship Between Host sex Hormones and Metabolic 
Activity of the worm, Helminthoiogia, 23 (03), 85 
16. Jamil, A (1985). Histopathological Study of Diplotriaena Tricuspis infection 
in Pigeons; Acta parasitologia Polnica, 30 (4), 32 
17. Shamim, A. (1990). The Vulnerability of Ecto-parasitic Nematodes to 
Predation Fundam APPLNematol; 14(2), 25 
18. Ibid; P. 27. 
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Besides, the dissertation supervisor has tremendous 
impact on the selection of the topic as well as on the 
writing of the literature review. The researcher not only 
needs assistance and guidance of his supervisor in 
designing and carrying out his research but also needs his 
invaluable supervision in the presentation of his research 
finding in an acceptable standard of English. 
4.2 Problems With Non-Native Users of Scientific English 
The native users of scientific English have an 
appropriate degree of competence in communicating their 
findings. They have an innate ability to function in a fairly 
wide range of contexts, because they acquire naturally the 
grammatical accuracy, syntactic and semantic appropriacy 
and deep sense of using well suited terminologies. They 
express their experiments as clearly as possible because the 
language they use bear no grammatical error. Since the 
very childhood they have been well exposed to the language 
so they know well how and where to use what words, and 
phrases. On the contrary, the non-native users of scientific 
language make substantial variation in the use of scientific 
language. Those who have obtained the mastery of English 
language can communicate well. They make no mistake. 
The scientists who are inadequate in English language lack 
grammatical, semantic and syntactic competence and, hence, 
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make several mistakes at different linguistic levels. The 
language used by such novice non-native users of English 
are full of numerous pitfalls. Hence the mistakes that have 
been detected at various levels are given below: 
4.2.1 Excessive use of Abbreviation and Footnotes 
Many well written scientific papers by non-native 
users of English are marred by being overloaded with 
abbreviation, so the language they use to disseminate their 
findings worldwide becomes unintelligible even to the 
specialists. The problem is that these abbreviations have 
no prior reference so it has become difficult for the readers 
to decipher their meanings. Many such examples are cited 
below: 
I. We added DTNB to the TCA prepitated RNA 
before determining the BUN19 
II. Recovery of viability required RNA and 
protein synthesis, where as recovery of UV 
20 
resistance did not. 
III. A similar region from sequences IND. 
PI 745, 1923, was compared to sequence 
19. Agarwala, S.C. (1978). Effect of Incubation Media on the Recovery of 
Escherichia Coli K.12 Heated at 52°C. Journal of Microbiology. Printed in 
Great Britain P.32. 
20. Ibid; P.37. 
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belonging to subtypes F (B10561, RM 14018 
and CA13.21 
To overcome this problem the writer should use 
abbreviations sparingly as substitutes only for the terms 
that have to appear very often in the paper. The writers 
should make sure that the abbreviations used are widely 
known and acceptable. 
4.2.2 Faulty Parallelism 
Using parallelism means to use similar structure for 
similar elements. The non-native users of English are less 
competent in using parallel structure for coordinate-elements 
which have equal value in a sentence. Examples are given 
below: 
I.He brought us to a place where there was not 
any laboratory nor scientific equipment22 
Corrected form: He brought us to a place 
where there was neither any laboratory nor any 
scientific equipment. 
II. It is generally believed that the research 
facilities of advanced countries are better than 
the developing countries23 
21. Shobha, Sehgal. (1995). Genetic Analysis of HIV, IND. Current Science. 
P.685 
22. Bhatnagar, V.N. (1998). Current Advances in Science, Current Science 65( 1), 25. 
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Correct: It is generally believed that the research 
facilities of advanced countries are better than 
those of the developing countries. 
III. The lifting force of hydrogen is greater 
than helium24 
Correct: The lifting force of hydrogen is greater 
than that of helium. 
IV. Electronic amplifiers are based either on 
the electronic value or the transistor25 
Correct: Electronic amplifiers are based either 
on the electronic value or on the transistor. 
4.2.3 Problems with Verbs 
The non-native users of English who are not well 
versed in putting forth their exploration commit mistakes 
in making proper agreement between subject and predicate. 
For them, language seems to be a secondary thing. The 
main focus is laid only on the experiment but how to 
communicate the experiment is often neglected. As a result 
of this, the sentences they use lack proper agreement 
between subjects and predicates such as: 
23. Ibid; P.26 
24. Dilshad, Mohd. (1993). Ph.D Thesis, Department of Chemistry, A.M.U., 
Aligarh. 
25. Faisal Mohd, (1996). PG Dissertation, MSc Engineering. Department of 
Engineering, A.M.U., Aligarh. 
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The enzyme activity of the pollinaccous extracts 
from mature plants were higher than expected.26 
In this sentence the agreement between subject and 
predicate is not proper. Instead of using "were" higher' 
the author should have used 'was higher' because the 
subject of the sentence is activity nor extracts or plants. 
Some bacteria causes disease and decay.27 
The word 'bacteria' is plural form, so instead of 
using the verb 'causes' the author should have used 
'cause.' The singular form of bacteria is bacterium. This 
word is confusing for those scientists who are less meticulous 
in using words and phrases. 
Validity of data is the first criteria for the 
acceptance of any scientific finding.28 
Instead of using the noun 'criteria,' the author should 
have used 'criterion' because criterion is the singular form 
which corresponds with the singular auxiliary verb. 
The mice was decapitated and their diaphragms 
stretched.29 
26. Khatoon, Humaira, (1984). Effect on the Enzymic Activity of the Pollinaccous 
Extracts, Indian J. Anim Science. 56(10), 973. 
27. Musarrat, Javed. (1997). Damage and Mutagenesis of Bacteriophage lambda 
Induced by High PH. Current Science. 65(2), 12. 
28. Bhatnagar, V.N. (1999). Current Advances in Science, Current Science. 66 (1), 12. 
29. Baqui, A.(1986). Endocrinological Studies on SetariaCervi Infection in White 
Rats. Op.Cit. 
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Here 'the mice were decapitated' is correct because 
'mice' is plural form which must have plural auxiliary. 
4.2.4 Dangling Participles: 
The use of participles should be avoided as much as 
possible when the things are written in third person 
otherwise confusions are most likely to arise. Errors have 
also been found in the use of dangling participles. Hence 
it appears that human actions have been attributed to 
inanimate objects such as: 
Examining the results the conclusions are 
bvious 
If the sentence is taken at its grammatical face value 
it will mean that the conclusions are examining the results. 
The participle phrase 'examining the results' is grammatically 
unattached because it appears quite absurd to belong to the 
subject. So the sentence may be corrected by substituting 
an active verb for the participle, such as: 
When we examined the results the conclusions 
were obvious: 
Gerunds have exactly the same form as the present 
participle in English because a gerund is a noun, it can 
30. Ibid; P 93 
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unlike the present participle be the subject of a sentence 
e.g.: 
Acquiring this instrument proved difficult. 
The above sentence is correct but the sentence Before 
acquiring the instrument the rats were housed in the 
constant temperature chamber'2 is not correct because the 
sentence implies that the rats acquired the instrument. 
4.2.5 Dangling infinitives 
Dangling infinitives are just as dangerous as participles 
because the unstated understood subject of an infinitive 
may not be the subject of the next clause e.g. 
To apply this form of treatment the patient had 
to be admitted to hospital33 
The above sentence is wrong because 'patient' is not 
the subject of 'apply'. This fault may be corrected by 
substituting the true subject such as: 
To apply this form of treatment we had to 
admit the patient to hospital 
4.2.6 Overuse of Noun Clusters 
Overuse of noun clusters or abstract nouns impede 
31. IbichPM 
32. Ibid:P.95 
33. Hussain Altaf, (1993). Medical Services in India. The Journal of IMA, Islamic 
Medical Association of North America. 25 (3),20 
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the easy grasp of the text. Some scientists have mania 
for using abstract nouns or noun clusters. This is often 
mistakenly regarded as a model of objectivity and detachment. 
Good English stylists detest this habit where as non-native 
users of English make excessive use of noun-clusters which 
become sometimes difficult to understand such as: 
I. Allowing individual input variance of data 
process entry will result in higher morale in 
the keyboards.34 
Revised: We will have higher morale if we 
allow the keyboards to enter data at their own 
rates. 
II. Adult sheep muscle protein iron35 is difficult 
to understand at one go, so the sentence should 
be broken up by inserting verbs and prepositions 
such as: Protein iron that is found in the 
muscle issue of the adult sheep. 
English is flexible in allowing nouns to be used to 
modify other nouns. Protein iron, for instance, is a short 
way of referring to the iron bound to or contained in 
proteins. The trouble begins when perhaps in a laudable 
effort to be brief the writer puts together a string of nouns, 
34. Aziz,' Abdul. (1998). MCA Dissertation, Department of Computer Science, 
A.M.U.,Aligarh 
35. Samian,A.L. (1983). Colonial Science in Today's Kashmir. The Caseofthe 
Institute of Medical Research (IMR); Hamdard Medicus; 36(1), 53 
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each of which modifies one of the others. This has been 
discussed at length in chapter 5.6.2 
4.2.7 Problems of Incoherence in Scientific Research 
Articles by Non-Native Users of English 
Incoherence is a recurring problem for those scientists 
who are not proficient in English. They display lack of 
competence in formulating a cohesive text. Many amateur 
Indian scientists who are less exposed to English produce 
incoherent texts. Because they can't acquire innately a high 
degree of accuracy in the use of cohesive devices at various 
levels. They do not know well how to make sentences well 
knitted and how to develop implicit as well as explicit 
cohesion at various levels. In fact their inadequacy in 
developing coherence impede the understanding of the text, 
because clarity of the text is affected by inappropriate use 
of connectives. It will be appropriate to, briefly, define, 
first, the coherence and cohesion and then to pinpoint the 
errors that the novice Indian writers of science make while 
producing the text. By cohesion Halliday36 (1976) refers 
to the formal surface- syntactic and semantic signals which 
link sentences within a text. By coherence he means the 
underlying relation between propositions. Coherence can be 
36. Halliday, M.A.K.and Hasan, R. (1976). Cohesion in English, London, 
Longmans. 
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generally viewed in two aspects: text based and reader-
based coherence.Johns37(1992) associates text based coherence 
with the internal structure of the text, and reader based 
coherence to meaningful aspect of writer reader interaction. 
4.2.8 Text-Based Coherence: 
Whatever assertion is made in a paragraph should be 
related to all other elements. This simply means that each 
idea of the paragraph must be related to the main idea 
(topic sentence). Secondly to put the main idea first is 
a key principle for writing sentences which are easier to 
understand. In addition to this there should exist an 
underlying thread weaving all the points to the entire 
article. The findings should be presented in a logical 
sequence from the beginning till the end of the article. The 
text becomes difficult to understand if the aforementioned 
points are not followed by the writer such as: 
A heaving line which is a coiled line or rope; 
a heaving Jug which is a plastic container such 
as milk or bleach bottle with a half inch of 
water in it to give it buoyancy and a line or 
rope connected to it; and a ring buoy and line 
are three pieces of equipment used to tow 
victims to share. 38 
37. Johns, A.M. (1992). Coherence and Academic writing. Some Definitions and 
Suggestions for Teaching TESOL. Quarterly, Vol. 20, P.27. 
38. Shakeel Ahmad, (l997). Dissertation, Msc Engineering, A.M.U., Aligarh. 
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The above text ceases to be coherent owing to several 
factors that are given below: 
I. The main idea "three pieces of equipment" has 
come near the end, so it has become difficult to understand 
the text at one reading. The readers may be lost while 
groping for the meaning. The text appears to be a turgid 
piece of writing because readers may not easily discern 
where the predicate lies. 
II.In addition to this, multiple words and phrases in 
the text have been punctuated before the occurrence of 
predicate which further adds confusion to intelligibility. 
Thus the whole text is marred by the use of a single long 
sentence. This can be rectified if the main idea is 
presented first and then let it is followed by further 
relevant details, development and illustration. More such 
instances are given below to unravel the errors that the 
Indian researchers have committed at various levels while 
synthesizing their scientific findings into a cohesive text. 
(i) Secondly electronic media can give direct 
information and easily reach the consumers. 
For example, when we watch news on television 
we can get quick national and international 
information. [Hence] Hence information in print 
media is limited. It can give information only 
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to those who read the newspapers or magazines39 
Instead of causal relation, the writer should have 
used an adversative conjunction. Thus, instead of using 
"Hence information in print media is limited" the writer 
should have used "however or on the contrary the information 
in print media is limited." Secondly the writer's ineptitude 
in developing coherence is quite noticeable. The writer 
puts a contrast between the services of electronic media 
and print media but incoherence becomes explicit after a 
close reading of the text. With regard to electronic media 
the writer describes the quick and rapid availability of 
national and international information. In contrast to this, 
the services of print media is not concerned with quick 
availability of news but the writer says that it caters to 
those only who go through newspapers. 
(II). Firstly it is a waste of time and waste 
of money when blood is taken from a particular 
person, the blood sample has to be sent to a 
laboratory and it needs a couple of days to 
get the results. The traveller may be only on 
a week's vacation and with this interruption the 
traveller will face difficulties and regret the 
interruption, [on the other hand] the cost of the 
39. Altamas, J.( 1974). Information Decision and the Scientist. In Cherry (Ed) 
Pragmatic, Aspects of Human Communication Dordrecht Holland, Reidel. 
P 145. 
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test will not be paid for by the traveller, instead 
the government will pay for the cost of the test.40 
Since the second supporting point in the paragraph 
the cost of the test1 is adding to the first point a waste 
of time so a more appropriate transition for the sentence 
is In addition not on the other hand as used in the 
text. The wrong choice of a transitional word disorients 
the reader though it does not lead to a break down in 
communication. Thus, the inappropriacy in the use of 
connectives can be explored by having deep insight into 
the text. 
(III). When people speak of drugs they usually 
speak on its worst effect rather than its 
advantages. Usually people know the effect of 
drugs and try to prevent their families from 
being drug abused. And it is wise that anti-
drug education programmes should begin for 
children as early as the age of 10 in an effort 
to prevent drug abuse. 
Taking drugs can make people around 
you, avoid seeing you, your friends will no 
longer be your friends to chat and laugh with. 
They will avoid you and declare that you are 
40. Hussain, A. (1993). Medical Services for Travellers in Today's Kashmir. 
The Journal of IMA. Volume 25, P.20 
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not one of their friends. And the worst is when 
your own family abandons you and finally you 
are entirely alone in this world. You don't 
have friends or even relatives to rely on. It 
will make your life worse because in our lives 
we need somebody to rely on 4I 
The two paragraphs that have been mentioned above 
are loosely connected because the unity of ideas is almost 
missing. The central idea of the first paragraph is the 
beginning of educational programmes for children as early 
as the age of 10. The second paragraph describes the 
negative effects of drug on people instead of telling the 
reasons for introducing anti drug programmes for children 
as early as the age of ten. This deviates from the main 
objectives set by the author and it does not even support 
the writer's own thesis statement that children should know 
more about drugs and their effects. Numerous effects of 
drug on men that have been mentioned in the text have 
no scientific implication but they are simply socially 
approved. The whole paragraph has been spoiled by 
excessive repetition of ideas. The major effect that the 
writer tends to exert is that one is left all alone if one 
is addicted to drug but so many similar words and 
41. Hasan, M.( 1996). Anti Drug Education Programmes, Down to Earth. 5, (14),22. 
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sentences used by the writer to say that much really make 
the text boring. 
IV. After consultation with a design engineer 
it was concluded that since no alternative was 
to hand, the existing shaft should be used. 
Some recommendation can be used in order to 
reduce the stress in the shaft as much as 
possible42 
A similar problem of connective marker exists in the 
above paragraph which consists of two sentences but the 
writer has used no connectives to link two proportionally 
disconnected sentences. These two sentences can be 
appropriately linked by the use of concession -connective 
such as 'here still. Nevertheless, and all the same. 
Error in Anaphoric Expression: 
Errors have also been explored in anaphoric expression. 
Medical practitioners in their attempt to be more precise 
deliberately avoid using anaphoric devices which no doubt 
least hamper the intelligibility but it may render the text 
incoherent. Such as: 
(V). When we feel an emotion certain involuntary 
changes occur within us. Salivation, breathing 
42. Shakeel, A.( 1995). Recommendations on the Reduction of Stress in the Shaft 
Mechanical Prospect. Karakush Publication, India, 3 (4),28. 
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heart rate, perspiration and muscle tone are 
very common43 
The above two sentences must be linked together by 
anaphoric device. The referring expression "these" will be 
a better choice. Hence the sentence should read "These 
include changes in salivation, breathing, perspiration and 
muscle tone. 
4.2.9 Reader-Based Coherence: 
This aspect of coherence is based on the reader's 
understanding of the text on account of his pragmatic 
knowledge and his extensive reading. The writer assumes 
that the reader must know such relevant information. Such 
implicit assumption creates confusion instead of making 
the text sufficiently clear. An example is given below in 
which the scientist has expected the readers to know that 
Albert Einstein was a genius. The readers who are not well 
read will find it difficult to identify Einstein with gentle 
genius such as: 
Blame it on Albert Einstein in the very act of 
freeing us from the straight jacket of Newtonian 
physics, he slammed the door on our planetary 
prison. It is life sentence that the gentle genius 
43. Mohammad Ali Akbar. (1993). Effect of Emotion on Human Body, Hamdarad 
Medicus; 36(1), 52 
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imposed on us with no parole44 
The adjectival phrase 'gentle genius'" may be unintelligible 
to the non specialists. They are less likely to know much 
about Newton and Albert Einstein, so they can not easily 
explore whom the gentle genius refers to. 
4.2.10 Mistakes in the Use of Active Verbs With 
Inanimate Subjects 
With regard to the use of active and passive voice, 
it is also useful to note that the occurrence of active verbs 
with those inanimate subjects which have inherent function 
to perform, is a prevalent phenomenon in scientific 
writing. However the novice-non-native writers find it 
unacceptably anthropomorphic so they commit gross 
mistakes on such occasion. Such as 
(1) A measurement of the temperature is made with 
4 5 
thermometer 
(2) We make a measurement of temperature with 
thermometer 
These sentences are considered to be wordy, hence 
do not correspond to the scientific mode of writing. 
Secondly a thermometer has certain function to perform 
so the active verb will be immensely preferable, e.g. (i) 
44. Altamas, J. (1980) Great Scientists. Scientific American 12(4),88. 
45. Zafar A. (1992) Measurement of Temperature, Current Science 10(2),20. 
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A thermometer measures temperature. In this sentence the 
use of active voice is a clear pointer to the function of 
the instrument and to the work it is made for. Similarly 
the sentence (ii) rust weakened the metal' indicates 
the inherent corrosive power of rust to destroy the metal, 
(iii) The computer program provided a rapid solution to 
the problem. Here, the sentence shows the computer's 
innate capability to give quick response to the problems, 
(iv) The graph shows the statistical data — (v) The theory 
suggests — (vi)The law states — 
In the examples above it is obvious that it takes a 
manpower to use a thermometer, to state a law or to suggest 
something by means of theory, that is we anthropomorphise 
these inanimate subjects but in a restricted manner. In 
contrast to this, the inanimate subjects which don't possess 
such inherent function should not be predicated with active 
verb form such as: 
One end of the strip dips into an aqueous 
solution or solvent. 
The use of active verb form 'dip' is not correct 
because dipping is not the inherent nature of the strip but 
a human being does the dipping. Hence, instead of active 
46. Sharma, M.(l995). Solution of Solvent. Current Science 2(5), 10. 
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use, the passive form will be, here, a better choice, e.g. 
One end of the strip is dipped into an aqueous solution 
of solvent. 
4.3 Choice of Tense and Aspect in Scientific Research Articles 
by Non-Native Users of Scientific English 
The choice of tense and aspect is a stumbling block 
for the scientists in reeporting research findings and 
research equipments. Correlation between discourse types 
and predominence of certain tense and aspect have always 
been a matter of prime concern for the non-native users 
of scientific English. Such approach to text suggests not 
only a greater emphasis on the grammatical elements but 
also on the writers" viewpoints. 
On the basis of the analysis of research articles a 
major criterion for determining tense choice based 
primarily on temporal factors has already been explored by 
EST specialists. Their findings also need to be cited 
because they have substantiated the present study of 
scientific research articles writteen by non-native users of 
English. 
Three areas where the non-temporal use of tense 
occurs regularly in scientific research articles are: 
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i. When the writer refers to previously published 
research. 
ii. When the writer makes text reference to visual aids. 
iii. When he describes apparatus 
With regard to the reference to previous research, it 
is essential to point out that if the writer uses Past Tense 
in reporting research done previously by himself or by 
others then the research is of secondary importance to 
the current work being reported on. If on the other hand, 
the writer uses Simple Present or Present Perfect Tense 
then research is of more direct and primary importance to 
the writer's current work. The use of Present Tense is 
often preferred when a discussion follows the initial citing 
of a reference to their own or others' research. The 
example that Trimble has cited in this regard is given 
below to further illustrate several function of three tenses 
as noted above. This can also be considered as a model 
for making reference to the previous research.e.g. 
From these studies Davis (1962) deduced that 
auroral display was essentially a fixed pattern. 
In contrast to this. Akosofu and his colleagues 
(1961-1964) conclude that there is a basic 
stable system of auroral arcs. The smallest 
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disturbance is represented by the formation of 
rays which Akosofu has shown to be waves 
or folds in their sheet of aurora. On the other 
hand Elvey (1957) has observed the formation 
of rayed arcs. 
In the paragraph above the researcher has used Past 
Tense deduced in relation to the year 1962. The Present 
Tense 'conclude' and the Present Perfect 'has shown to be' 
have been used with the span of years 1961-1964. 
In line with the conclusion given above, the work 
of Davis is less directly related to the research being 
reported on than the work of Akosofu and Elvey. 
The information about data collection in Result 
Section is realized by the use of Past Tense. However, 
when the writers discuss the visual itself and its 
relationship to the subject at hand,, they choose Present 
Tense. Thus they shift their point of view from themselves 
to their readers, e.g. 
The results which are shown in Table V were 
achieved by developing a new computer 
program. These results indicate that it is no 
longer necessary to budget at the 7 per cent 
47. Originally Cited in English for Science and Technology. (1985) OP.Cit P. 
126. 
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rate for repairs 
The above example illustrates the shift in tense 
accompanying a shift in point of view. The first sentence 
has a Present Tense verb when referring readers to the 
visual and then shifts to the Past Tense when telling how 
the data for visuals were obtained. In the second sentence 
the writer returns to the Present Tense in telling readers 
about the visual aids which is the subject matter of the 
discourse. 
With regard to the description of apparatus, it is 
essential to mention that if the apparatus being described 
is still functioning as a useful device then the writer 
uses Present Tense. If. on the other-hand the apparatus 
being described is no longer in use the writer uses Past 
Tense. The examples given below illustrate as to when 
to use Present or Past Tense while describing an 
apparatus. 
Apparatus no longer used. 
The test section was constructed of a pure 
copper cylinder 2Ft long, 6 in in id and 
6.25 in in od. Both ends of the cylinder were 
closed with removable Pyrex glass and plates 
48. Rajiv, K. (1992). Use of Computer in Finding Results. Current Science. 
63(1 ),8. 
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VA in thick, A fluid port was located at each 
end of the cylinder. 
Apparatus frequently used 
The tunnel is a blow down-to-atmosphere 
facility operating over the mach number range 
0.2 to 3.5. Match number in the tunnel is 
generated by fixed nozzle blocks at supersonic 
so 
speeds. 
While describing the temporary apparatus, the writer 
has used the described piece of apparatus and then broken 
it apart so that the components could be used for a different 
experiment at a later date. Since it was a temporary device 
the writer described it in Past Tense. In the second 
description, the "tunnel" is a piece of apparatus considered 
to be permanent and so is described in Present Tense. If 
this tunnel is replaced or torn down, description of it then 
will be in Past Tense. 
4.4. Choice of Lexical Item in Scientific Research 
Articles 
Lexical and syntactical choice in any written form 
more particularly in scientific writing cannot be taken apart 
49. Originally Cited by Trimble. L. (1985). In English for Science and 
Technology.OP.Cit. P. 124. 
50. Ibid; P. 86. 
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from considering the writer's attitude to the subject matter. 
In other words, the choice of words and selection of 
grammatical device are subject to the writer's viewpoint. 
The validity that an invaluable research finding commands 
and the way the writer deals with it affect the language 
a great deal. Hence tense and aspect are presumed to 
operate in complete harmony. Aspect which has been 
defined as an important means to express the speaker's 
perspective of events, provides a much more appropriate 
framework for dealing with his viewpoint. In contrast to 
this tense locates an event on a time line relative to the 
speaker. It permits him to express an event within a 
particular time frame. Besides, tense is employed when 
the sequence of events matters such as in narration. Aspect 
is employed when the relative significance of events 
matters. Thus the explanation of tense and aspect 
proposed here incorporates the grammatical accounts which 
are carefully winnowed through the writer's aspect. Such 
as when the writer has an actual situation to report or 
describe (e.g. reporting past literature or describing an 
experiment), he chooses an event notion and then 
expresses it by an appropriate predicate phrase which is 
well suited to the writer's particular purpose. The 
following example may serve to illustrate this choice: 
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A plant to convert cellulose of pine sawdust into 
fermentable sugar and that into ethye alcohol failed 
because a sawmill couldn't sell as much lumber 
as plans called for and thereby curtailed the alcohol 
5 I 
plant's raw material supply. 
The writer's choice of a verb phrase 'failed' in the 
example above signifies both the lexical and syntactical 
aspects and hence it serves as a model for the non-native 
researchers to follow in communicating their research 
finding. For the situation to be expressed the writer has 
chosen a process event notion expressed by the verb 
'failed' but from lexical viewpoint the use of the verb 
'failed" is not the only possibility to express the event. 
Instead the author could have chosen the stative verb 
phrase 'not be successful.' Thus the sentence would have 
read 'a plant to convert cellulose- into alcohol was not 
successful'. but the severity that the writer wants to 
associate with the situation will not be achieved. So the 
writer has used the verb 'failed' which is clearly a more 
dynamic choice because it determines in high degree the 
non-achievement and failing of the event. It also serves 
the particular aspect that the writer wants to put forth. 
Thus 'failed' has been chosen to allow the expression of 
51. Ziauddin, S. (1989). Conversion of Celluclose of Pine Sawdust into Ethye 
Alcohol. Current Science. 4(6),20. 
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the writer's viewpoint to create the rhetorical effect and 
to influence lexical choices used to express situation. 
Concurrent with the choice of lexical items is the 
choice of morphological forms. The rhetorical 
consideration of aspect influences the semantic choice in 
a sentence and semantic consideration in turn, influences 
the grammatical choice with which the writer has to get 
his research finding across. In brief, the choice of a 
morphological form is not dictated by the time but is 
determined by the writer's viewpoint. With respect to 
tensing potential it is useful to note that the failure of 
the event can be described in Simple Present, Present 
Perfect and Simple Past Tense, but the shift in the tense 
marks the expansion and limitation of the occurrence of 
event. If the sentence occures in Simple Present it will 
indicate unlimited duration of an event. This can be seen 
clearly in a sentence such as "Alcohol plants fail". Here 
the failing is predicated as a general fact that is 
coextensive with the alcohol plants. The author in Simple 
Present Tense claims the information to be correct not only 
for the past but also for the future. The event notion 
of proposition "plants [ ] fail" indicates its usual 
failing. It expresses the writer's viewpoint that is even 
more general than the viewpoint in the Present Perfect 
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Tense. The property of failing is coextensive with the 
subject "'plant." The coextensive meaning of this 
proposition in the Simple Present can be contrasted with 
the temporary meaning of the same sentence in the 
progressive sentence. When the sentence is put into 
progressive, the coextensive property disappears and the 
sentence concept is expressed as a temporary quality. The 
use of Simple Past Tense such as "Alcohol plants failed" 
means that the writer simply wants to note this as a one 
time fact. In Simple Past Tense, the author wishes to claim 
no generality for the facts given in support of a core idea 
because the event is time-bound. In Present Perfect Active 
the event notion of proposition expresses the wirter's 
viewpoint different from the viewpoint put forth in Simple 
Past. Present Perfect Tense has two parts: one part seems 
to address past event while at the same time the other part 
gives the perspective that the event also is a 
generalization that goes beyond a onetime event in the past. 
Infact it must reach upto the present. The morphological 
form called Present Perfect can be considered not only a 
tense but also an aspect. In its tense role, it refers to the 
event in the past. In its aspect role it is both a perfective 
and inperfective aspect . It allows expression of a 
viewpoint that focuses both a closed-off event and on the 
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phase starting at the end point of the closed-off event and 
reaching upto the speaker's present time. Thus the 
function of Present Perfect is to refer to a closed-off 
event in the past while generalizing its content into the 
writer's present time. In the Present Perfect example, the 
event is complete and the failure is a fact, at the same 
time, the time period immediately following the failure and 
reaching upto the writer's present time is predicated. The 
effect of plant's failure in some fashion still pertains to 
the writer's present time. In the progressive example, 
the failure is not a fact but is rather unfolding. In Present 
Perfect the event is closed off but the writer wants to 
signal continuity and coherence to stress the link to his 
own research. 
4.5 Rhetorical Function of Simple Present Passive in 
Scientific Research Articles 
The passive is different from other forms in the sense 
that it is usually not considered a 'tense' not even in the 
traditional meaning of the word. There is evidence for 
considering the passive as an aspect. Viewing the passive 
as an aspect allows an explanation of its rhetorical function 
paralleling those given for the traditional tenses. Such an 
explanation is especially appealing since it allows to treat 
the passive as a grammatical category that has remarkable 
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prominence in EST texts in the same manner as other verb 
morphology. With regard to the rhetorical function of 
Passive Voice in scientific writing , the following outcomes 
have been noticed: 
l. The Simple Present Passive likewise its Active Voice 
indicates an established or standard procedure, such as: 
The control enzyme reaction is accomplished 
through influences of intermediary metabolic 
cofactors. various inorganic ions and substrates 
The use of Simple Present Passive is indicative of 
the fact that the event for its being an established finding 
has universal acceptance. It does not refer to one time 
occurrence. Thus the accomplishment of 'control enzyme 
reaction* through cofactor is not time bound but it has 
extensive implication. On the contrary, the use of Simple 
Past Passive refers to one time occurrence of event. The 
implication of Simple Past Passive is confined to the past 
only such as: 
Protein and glycogen were found to be 
decreased to 24.6% and 16.8% respectively. 
In contrast, liquid content of the worms was 
52. Afzal, A. (1986). Influences of Intermediary Metabolic Co-factors. 
Helminthologia23(2),25 
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found to be appreciably increased in both the 
53 
groups. 
Here, the writer has used Simple Past Passive to 
point out that the decrease of protein and glycogen is a 
temporary procedural finding. Hence the finding is less 
likely to last long. 
1. There seems to be an ample evidence that the 
authors tend to use Passive Voice when they intend 
to refer to their own proposed future works. Several 
examples of the use of Passive Voice to refer to 
future works are given below: 
i. This will be dealt with in a succeeding 
54 
paper. 
ii. Whether such a situation is stable under 
perturbations will be investigated in 
part-II." 
iii. In this section we give exact although 
implicit solutions for those variables in 
terms of S. which are valid in all 
regions and which will be used in future 
56 
numerical work 
53. Ibid; P.26 
54. Shahid, Jameel. (1997). A Genetic Analysis of HIV - 1 from India Reveals 
the Presence of Multiple Variants, Aids. 12 (7), 38. 
55. Zafar,A. (1996). Time Dependent Accretion Disks Around Compact Objects, 
The Astrophysical Journal. 14 (3), 419. 
56. Ibid, p. 420.. 
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In addition to this, the passive is used when the 
author tends to express the following perspectives. The 
actional passive portrays a state as the result of a 
preceding action. It portrays simultaneously an event and 
the state that results from the event. 
The technical writers in order to remain objective and 
impersonal choose passive form because the important idea 
is not who did something but what was done. The passive 
verb will be a better choice to describe experimental 
procedures, chemical process, cause-and-effect relationship 
and so forth. Many scientists and engineers believe that 
everything should be written in Passive Voice. They shun 
Active Voice because they feel it is too strong and does 
not fit their professional character. Hence the Passive Voice 
has been found more frequent in scientific research articles, 
notably in the objective, non-personal style of scientific 
articles and news items. A corpus of 8 scientific research 
articles by non-native users of English are drawn from 
Natural Sciences, (refer to appendix). These scientific 
research articles have been analyzed statistically in order 
to determine the frequency of occurrence of Active and 
Passive Voice in various sections of scientific research 
articles. The active and passive sentences along with the 
statistical data are given below. 
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Use of Active Voice in Abstract 
( l ) The exposure of exponentially buffer resulted. (2) 
Mutants also recovered (3) Bacteria regained (4) Recovery 
of viability required (5) Resistance did not require (6) 
Fourth stage larvae caused (7) Histological Examination 
revealed (8) The drug showed 90% (9) The treated worms 
demonstrated (10) Different species of grasshoppers reared 
( l l ) First and second molts occurred (12) The research 
indicates. 
Use of Active Voice in Introduction Section: 
(1) Injury to bacteria caused (2) heat treatment 
induces (3) post treatment incubation leads (4) Bridges et 
al demonstrated (5) histozoic and coclozoic parasites tend 
(6) the host's defence mechanism tries (7) changes may 
occur (8) This study deals with (9) Duke found (10) 
Bernberg et al observed (11) the present study reports (12) 
thick shelled eggs pass through (13) the existing literature 
reveals (14) most of the works done pertains (15) 
nematodes also have (16) Esser provided (17) Small and 
Groatodes described (18) they proposed (19) It resulted 
(20) most of the pesticides enter (21) the mutagenicity of 
the original river water has received (22) the present study 
deals with (23) a vast literature exists. 
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Use of Active Voice in Method Section: 
( l ) Salt medium contained (2) tryptone broth (RM) 
contained (3) E.Coli grows (4) antibiotic reduced the 
viability (5) batch l consisted of 10 rats 
Use of Active Voice in Result Section: 
( l ) Strains showed recovery (2) loss of viability 
occurred. (3) Pol a cells did not recover (4) all the strains 
recovered (5) the Lex mutant failed (6) holding in tryptone 
broth increased (7) Heated bacteria regained (8) 
chloramphenicol interfered (9) Table l presents (lO)The 
infective larvae migrated ( l l ) They caused (12) adolescent 
worms started migrating (13) Both the sexes of pigeons 
accepted (14) Microfilariae appeared (15) The drug showed 
delirious (16) Treated worms showed (17) Boundary walls 
of uterus also contained (18) developing embryos decreased 
(19) dehydrogenase activity decreased (20) developing 
embryos did not show (21) second stage larvae consisted 
of (22) glandular esophagus showed (23) larva glandular 
esophagus became so large (24) crobeloides resulted in (25) 
encounters with saprophageous nematodes yielded (26) 
analysis of samples indicated (27) Table 3 shows (28) The 
water samples exhibited (29) plate declined (30) Table 4 
shows (31) The samples showed (32) T 100 also responded 
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(33) These samples also displayed (34) extracted samples 
displayed (35) Table 4 clearly indicates (36) TA 97a 
displayed (37) all mutants invariably exhibited (38) 
developing embryos showed. 
Use of Active Voice in Discussion Section 
(I) The authors explained (2) These parts of data 
don't agree with these results (3) We found that (4) This 
might explain (5) Other bacteria do not require (6) 
Chloramphenicol inhibited (7) Viable bacteria suggest (8) 
The repair of certain heat lesions occurred (9) They 
attributed (10) We propose ( l l ) Short periods of heat 
treatment cause (12) the remaining breaks require (13) 
protein becomes effective (14) Recovery would eventually 
require (15) tryptone agar brings about (16) The infective 
stage larvae show (17) They undergo (18) Migrating larvae 
cause (19) The worms appear (20) Histological examination 
of the organs reveals (21) Ash 1973 recovered (22) 
Diplotriaena triscuspis does not cause (23) worms do not 
show (24) They survive (25) They escape (26) The 
consequent decreased utilization would eventually lead to 
(27) The drug affects (28) The drug reduces (29) reduction 
in these enzymes leads to (30) Breinlia and Dipetalonema 
mebendazole appears (31) it takes (32) The prey nematodes 
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scan resist (33) moisture and chemical composition of soil 
also play (34) nematodes seem to be (35) Esser suggested 
(36) he observed (37) depending exclusively on chance 
encounters (38) Rhabaditis seems (39) The abilities of 
predators govern (40) Their high degree of susceptibility 
to predation conforms (41) Samples revealed (42) 
pesticides detected (43) our results indicated (44) Test 
samples exhibited (45) Sakamoto and Hayatsa also reported 
(46) We have found (47) It has become obvious (48) Strains 
responded (49) Organic extract contained (50) Bourbigot 
et al have demonstrated (51) Workers have also used (52) 
Test samples pose the risk (53) the presence of pesticides 
contributes (54) earlier studies have shown (55) Anwar et 
al have revealed (56) Key and Khatoon et al have reported 
(57) Von Brand contended (58) the earlier investigations 
have revealed (59) earlier studies have shown (60) these 
organs serve (61) Redington et al have studied (62) It 
indicates. 
Use of Passive Voice in Abstract: 
(1) Such heated bacteria were held (2) heat damage 
was repaired (3) the sensitivity of bacteria was enhanced 
(4) The present study was carried out (5) adult worms were 
frequently found (6) They were located (7) They were 
also found (8) The efficacy of mebendazole were tested 
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(9) The drug was given (10) treated rats were autopsied 
( l l ) Worms recovered were washed (12) Sections of the 
unfixed material were incubated. (13) The activity of the 
enzymes were compared (14) third stage larvae were found 
(15) Infective stage larvae are occupied (16) 140 infective 
stage larvae were recovered (17) anguina triticei to 
predation was measured (18) longidorus and Partrichodorus 
are provided (19) Water samples were collected (20) 
Samples were assayed (21) Setaria cervi was demonstrated 
(22) dehydrogenase and adenosine were found (23) The 
activities of these enzymes were found 
Use of Passive Voice in Introduction: 
(1) Their subsequent recovery has been studied (2) 
The heat injuries have been characterized (3) Recovery is 
defined (4) It has been recognized (5) Little is known (6) 
Filarial worms were involved (7) Mebendazole has been 
reported (8) Thick shelled eggs were deposited (9) They 
were swallowed (10) 90% of mynahs were found (11) The 
present experiments were conducted (12) The system has 
been found (13) Ganga water is used (14) The present study 
was conducted (15) an attempt was made (16) The 
biological significance has been established (17) The 
normal activities of these enzymes have been reported (18) 
The chemotherapeutic efficacy of these drugs has been 
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proved (19) features have been widely employed (20) 
Setaria cervi has been undertaken. 
Use of Passive Voice in Method Section: 
(1) Solution was sterilized (2) The medium was 
suspended (3) Bacteria were always plated (4) all dilution 
were made (5) bacteria were heat treated (6) viable units 
were suspended (7) They were placed (8) Samples were 
diluted (9) bacteria suspensions were diluted (10) 
rifampicin was added (11) The bacteria were washed (12) 
heated bacteria were compared (13) bacteria were plated 
(14) plates were exposed (15) radiation and incubation 
were performed (16) sensitivity was determined (17) 
bacteria were labelled (18) They were heated (19) They 
were incubated (20) Samples weree removed (21) fractions 
were collected (22) trichloradioactivity was measured (23) 
The laboratory bred pigeons were employed (24) They were 
divided (25) Infective stage larvae were obtained (26) 
frequent doses were given (27) infected pigeons were 
sacrified (28) lungs and heart were removed (29) infected 
organs were sectioned (30) infected organs weree stained 
(31) Thirty laboratory based rats were used (32) Worms 
were transplanted (33) rats were divided (34) Mebendazole 
was given (35) the rats were sacrified (36) rats were left 
untreated (37) untreated groups were washed (38) frozen 
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sections were obtained (39) esterase and dehydrogenase 
were localized (40) technique was employed (41) sections 
were immersed (42) the drug was given (43) microfilarial 
count was recorded (44) Trilophidia and chrotogonus were 
used (45) all species were reared (46) adult worms were 
collected (47) eggs were collected (48) suspensions of eggs 
were mixed (49) species were starved (50) infected 
grasshoppers were dissected (51) all developmental stages 
were studied (52) some larvae were cleaned (53) The 
predacious nematodes were cultured (54) Anguina and 
Heterodera mothi were used (55) The three predators were 
also used (56) nematodes weree isolated (57) H mothi and 
tritici were obtained (58) fifty encounters were observed 
(59) a prey nematode was placed (60) those observations 
were recorded (61) prey individuals were used (62) degree 
of prey resistance and susceptibility to predation were 
determined (63) all species of predations were tested (64) 
water samples were collected (65) Narora is located (66) 
samples were collected (67) a sample of 16 to 20 litres 
of river water was collected (68) water samples were 
filtered (69) the absorption was carried out (70) XAD-4 
and XAD-8 were obtained (71) organic material was eluted 
(72) This eluate was evaporated (73) These samples were 
filtersterilized (74) testing was completed (75) pesticides 
were extracted (76) water samples were shaken (77) 50ml 
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chloroform was added (78) chloroform extract was 
collected (79) organic phase was evaporated (80) these 
samples were filtered (81) pesticides were filtered (82) 
pesticides were obtained (83) pesticides were prepared (84) 
these samples were filtered (85)the extracts were analyzed 
(86) the material was chromatographed (87) samples were 
injected (88) retension times were measured (89) 
characteristics are listed (90) each strain was tested (91) 
bacterial strains were obtained (92) Sq fraction was 
prepared (93) Sq mix was freshly prepared (94)the 
preincubation test was performed (95) five doses of each 
water extract were pelted (96) the mixture was vortexed 
(97) soft agar was added (98) the mixture was plated (99) 
the plates were incubated (100) homogenetic mix per plate 
was added (101) serving as the positive control was also 
run (102) strains were harvested (103) the pellets were 
suspended (104) samples were withdrawn (105) plates were 
incubated (106) Twenty laboratory bred rats were used 
(107) Live Setaria cervi worms were transplanted (108) the 
infected rats were divided (109) groups I, II and III were 
treated (110) Levamisole and tetramisole were given (111) 
four groups were autopsied (112) treated and untreated 
worms were fixed (113) five laboratory bred rats were used 
(114) transplant of the setarid worms was made (115) thick 
blood films were made. 
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Use of Passive Voice in Result Section 
( l) The survival of bacteria is shown (2) The 
viability of Pal was not affected (3) the bacteria were 
heated (4) Colony forming ability was assayed (5) the 
viability of unheated bacteria was also assayed (6) 
Recovery was influenced (7) bacteria were not shaken (8) 
the same results were obtained (9) the present strain was 
heated (10) half of the culture was exposed ( l l ) colony 
forming units were counted (12) the other half was 
suspended (13) parallel controls of unheated bacteria were 
also carried out (14) the initial counts were normalized (15) 
results were calculated (16) DNA degradation was 
significantly inhibited (17) Worms were found (18) certain 
worms were also found (19) good recovery rate was found 
(20) pathological lesions and intense cellular response were 
noted (21) live worms were recovered (22) activity was 
localized (23) a notable reduction was noted (24) drug 
treatment was observed (25) activity was normally 
localized (26) partial activity was also noted (27) three 
stages were observed (28) third stage was reached (29) 
infective stage was noted (30) third stage larvae are given 
(31) plug was removed (32) the oral opening was 
surrounded (33) the esophagus was observed (34) rectum 
was composed (35) the pair of amphids was observed 
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(36)the oral opening was surrounded (37) 140 infective 
larvae were recovered (38) 33% of them were left 
unconsumed (39) the pesticides were extracted (40) the 
concentrated extract was analyzed (41) pesticides were 
detected (42) declining trend was also observed (43) the 
strains could be suspended (44) the mutagenic activity was 
enhanced (45) these strains could be listed (46) the damage 
brought was found to be high (47) the lex A mutant was 
found (48) all the drugs were found (49) tetramisole and 
levamisole were found (50) activity was noted (51) 
Appreciable decrease was noticed (52) no change was noted 
(53) activity was localized (54) the enzyme activity was 
reduced (55) ATPase activity was found (56) the activity 
of this enzyme was found (57) enzymatic activities are 
given (58) activity was noted (59) aldolase activity was 
mainly localized (60) Malicdehydrogenase activity was 
noted. 
Use of Passive Voice in Discussion 
(1) deficient strain was later shown (2) survival was 
enhanced (3) heated bacteria were held (4) E.coli in MM 
is well documented (5) recovery of viability was inhibited 
(6) tolerance was regained (7) other prey speceis were left 
(8) slides were washed (9) synthesis of repair enzymes was 
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not required (10) lesions are repaired (11) recovery was 
obtained (12) a similar result reported (13) recovery was 
obtained (14) these specific regions are attacked (15) 
similar observations have been made (16) worms are 
restricted (17) worms were found embedded (18) similar 
observations have been reported (19) it may be included 
(20) the drug has been reported (21) third stage larvae are 
seen (22) ability of predator was considered (23) thornei 
may be attributed (24) the same has been observed (25) 
analytical methods have been extensively used (26) the 
agricultural run off is expected (27) Water samples were 
extracted (28) half of them were found (29) concentrated 
water was found (30) active anthelmintic compounds have 
been reported (31) glycogen synthesis and glucose uptake 
are decreased (32) examined enzymes have been found (33) 
similar line of reasoning can be employed (34) enzyme 
patterns and their function have been studied (35) active 
glycogen synthesis and uptake have been demonstrated (36) 
RNA staining was found (37) strong activity was observed 
(38) Aldolase is believed. 
Active Voice Passive Voice 
Abstract 12 (3.1%) 23 (5.7%) 
Introduction 23 (5.7%) 20 (5%) 
Method 05 (1.1%) 115 (29%) 
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Result 38 (9.5%) 60 (15.1%) 
Discussion 62 (15.7%) 38 (9.5%) 
The present statistical finding is a clear pointer to 
the predominant occurrence of passive verbs in scientific 
research articles. The most Conspicuous increase in the use 
of Passive Voice is seen to occur in Method Section. In 
this section the frequency of Passive Verb has gone upto 
115(29%). The overall ratio of Active Voice is only 140 
(35.3%) where as the over all ratio of Passive Voice is 
256(64.6%) of the total number of running Verbs. 
In addition, the preponderance of passive form in 
Method Section reflects the tendency of the writers to 
detail the procedural formula offering the step-by step 
residual description of what was done in the laboratory. 
4.6. Use of Questions in Scientific Research Articles by 
Non-Native Users of English 
4.6.1 Since the scientists happen to face strong 
opposition while communicating their findings so they use 
different devices to fight for their ideas as well as to get 
their works published. Thus the scientists are bound to 
have recourse to various rhetorical devices in an attempt 
to persuade their readers. Most prominent and useful among 
them is "interrogative gambit" which is a typical device 
used in scientific Journals to popularize facts and findings. 
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The use of questions in the organization of discourse 
is a very strong rhetorical device because it enables the 
writer to catch the readers" quick response and to make 
up their minds for the follow-up. They are used to arouse 
the reader's interest as discourse organizers, or as attitudinal 
markers. They are also used to express doubt and caution. 
It has been found that questions are frequently used 
in the titles of scientific articles in order to draw attention, 
to rouse interest and to pinpoint the main topic of the 
paper. An example of such type is given below: 
Are some animals more equal than others?37 
The writer has drawn this famous quotation from 
George Orwell's Animal Farm and used it as the title of 
his article to discuss the merits of porcine versus human 
insuline. This is one of the most controversial issue in 
diahectology in recent years. This title increases the 
reader's curiosity and stir his deep thinking on the subject. 
In some headings, the verbs are not put in interrogative 
form but the writer puts simply a question mark to 
introduce a note of doubt such as: 
Farce on wrong flows?58 
57. Arshad,A.(l993). Are Some Animals MoieEqual thanOthers. The Journal 
of IMA, 25 (3). 24. 
58. Parsad. M.K. (1996) 'Farce on Wrong Flows' Down to Earth, 5 (14), 23. 
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For a safer landing.?59 
Frayed and facilities?60 
Cooling interference?61 
4.6.2 Interrogatives are frequently used when the 
author tends to provide framework for the discourse. The 
author will pose question or a series of questions in the 
first paragraph and the rest of the article will consist of 
the author's own answer to the questions asked at the 
beginning. This again is to arouse the reader's interest 
and to create anticipation. A series of questions that 
are put forth in the beginning introduce the main aspects 
of the problems to be addressed in the text. This is a good 
technique to start the communication with question in order 
to draw the reader's full response. 
The use of question also serves the readers to move 
from old to new information and it calls to the readers' 
mind the information they already possess and prepare 
them for what is to follow. A simple example of this 
technique is given below: 
How are the scientists to face the challenge?62 
The rest of the article is basically a series of 
59. Ibid; P. 26 " 
60. Ibid; P.38 
61. Ibid; P.40 
62. Ibid; Vol.6. No. 14 P.20 
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suggested answers to this question which represents the 
author's standpoint. This is a good example of this discourse 
technique. 
There are also examples where the writer poses a 
question at the outset which later on is followed by 
interpretation and details such as: 
"Why should we bother to draw attention to the 
manufacturing of sophisticated weapons?63 
Here the question is followed by details and multiple 
suggested opinions. 
Interrogative forms are also used when the writer is 
addressing a highly complex subject. In this case no 
explicit answers are given. The issue is considered open 
to debate. The questions are usually spread through out 
the text in this case. The examples are given below: 
i Who has the right to know of an 
individual's genetic make up?' and what 
use may be made of this knowledge? 
ii Can employers and insurance companies 
demand its disclosure as a condition of 
employment or the insurance? 
63. Prasad, M.K. (1998). Disarmament, A Recipe for Starvation, Down to Earth. 
5(6), 32. 
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iii Should we add laws against discrimination 
on the grounds of genetic make up to 
these against discrimination on the grounds 
of race, religion and gender?64 
In the above sentences the writer has used a series 
of questions which stir the reader's mind to think, on the 
several aspects of the subject which is fraught with ethical 
and scientific problems. Sometimes the rhetorical question 
is used to indicate provocative note which signifies the 
author's attitude, such as: 
If mothers have the right to bear children with 
aids, why can they not choose to have a genetic 
defect connected and so to pass it on to their 
children.65 
4.6.3 Sometimes questions are used to point to the 
future with suggestion for debate or future research or as 
a kind of punch line to end the article. Such example has 
been found in an editorial from 'The Lancet." Here the 
question has been used in the last paragraph. After a 
discussion covering three paragraphs the final paragraph 
starts. 
64. Weisman, F. (1992). Ethics, Money and Human Genome. BMJ. 4 (5), 32. 
65. Nabina Das, (1989), Genetic Defect. The Lancet. 6 (3), 20. 
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The mechanism of HSV latency remains an 
enigma66 
The sentence stresses the obscurity of the subject 
which is followed by four questions which end the article. 
i 'Is there transcription as yet undetected 
at an extremely low level from the HSW 
genome? 
ii What is the role, if any, of the cell 
genome in the control of latency? 
iii Are there cellular sequences analogous to 
the latency associated transcripts? 
iv Which as the writer notes, are critical 
questions67 
These questions indicate gaps in present knowledge 
and represent an appeal to continue research in the field. 
This is a way of appealing directly to the reader in a genre 
where direct second person statements are extremely rare. 
There is no answer provided and thus the whole subject 
is left open. It leaves the reader with a handful of future 
issues and unresolved problem to ponder on. Finally there 
are rhetorical questions which are provocative because 
66. Ibid; P. 24 
67. Ibid; P. 25 
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they are used to attack or criticise other authors or theories 
as in the last sentence of an article. 
What would Darwin have said about human 
race?68 
This is also a way of expressing disagreement and 
mockery. Another example in the same context is as 
follows: 
Has he taken leave of his senses.69 
To sum up. the use of questions in scientific texts 
creates anticipation, arouses interest, and challenges the 
reader into thinking about the topic of the text. Questions 
have a direct appeal in bringing the second person into a 
kind of dialogue with the writer which other rhetorical 
devices do not have to the same extent. At times they 
may be discrete. At other times they may be very 
aggressive when they are used to attack opponents as part 
of academic debate. They are also used to make mockery 
and sarcasm as intended by the writer on persons or things 
deserve to be detested. 
4.7 Use of Hedges in Scientific Research Articles by 
Non-Native Users of English 
Hedging, the expression of tentativeness and 
68. Ibid; P. 26 
69. Ibid; P. 27 
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possibility by means of epistemic device, is often 
held to be an important feature of scientific discourse 
based on specialist-to-specialist research articles as 
well as on less specialized texts meant for less 
scientific discourse community. In both types of 
scientific articles, hedging can be applied to increase 
conceptual fuzziness when information such as exact 
reference or precise numerical is unobtainable or 
unnecessary in view of the needs of the audience. 
Therefore, a relatively low degree of exactitude 
partly accounts for the occurrence of hedging 
devices, for example; by using the epistemic modal 
auxiliaries, tentative reporting verbs, tentative nouns 
and the like. In addition, scientist also can signal 
to the readers that what is said should not be 
perceived as the only possible interpretation. Thus 
hedging can be regarded as the textual study that 
scientists can use to adjust their accounts of 
scientific activities to their readers because it 
modifies the information put forth to suit the needs 
of the assumed non-specialist audience. As a matter 
of fact a scientist must present himself as a sincere 
student of discipline while asserting his individual 
contribution. He has to be cautious in how he defines 
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his relationship to a specialist or a layman, and the 
use of hedges to express ideas is a crucial means of 
achieving a close fit between his statement and 
consensus of readers. More particularly in popular 
scientific writing hedging is an integral part of both 
supporting the writer's position and building writer-
reader relationship, because it allows claim to be 
made with due caution, modesty and humility. Hence 
today's scientists are urged to use a style of writing 
which projects both personal modesty and honesty. 
In fact, they are well aware of the fact that 
argumental arrogance and exuberance are not well 
regarded by the scientific community. Salager (1994) 
is also of the same view when he says: 
When a scientist goes to the heart of the matter, 
he is open to attack. As a consequence everything 
must be toned down; speculation can obviously 
be made but it must be apologized for. 
In order to reach this goal a scientist has variety of 
linguistic devices available which generally go under the 
rubric of hedges. The taxonomy of hedges as identified 
linguistically is as follows: 
70. Salager, F.M. (1994). Hedges and Textual Communicative Discourse Function 
in Medical English. English for Specific Purposes 13(2), 152. 
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I Epistemic Main verbs such as 'to indicate, to suggest', 
to propose, 'to tend', to seem, to appear etc. 
II Epistemic Modal Auxiliaries such as may , might, 
can, could etc. 
III Epistemic Adjectives such as hypothetical, probable, 
likely, etc 
IV Epistemic Adverbs such as presumably, perhaps, 
probably etc. 
The most frequently used hedging device in scientific 
English falls into the categories mentioned above. They 
are used in scientific English to tone down and enhance 
quantitative and qualitative information as well as to 
modulate the degree of certainty on the author's part. 
Textual examples drawn from research papers written by 
non-native users of English in Medical Sciences are given 
below to further elucidate several epistemic divisions and 
functions of hedges. 
4.7.1 Epistemic Main verbs 
The epistemic main verbs which constitute a typical 
way of expressing possibility consist of two categories. 
The first category consists of epistemic reporting verbs 
such as 'to indicate, to suggest, to propose and to suspect. 
The second group includes three intransitive verbs 
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(appear, tend, seem) often referred to as semi auxiliaries. 
The first category contains verbs which characteristically 
occur as markers of tentativeness in reports of the author's 
own or other researchers' work used as predicates in 
sentences where the subject is either a scientist or in many 
cases an inanimate noun e.g. 
i Earlier studies indicate a cell cycle 
dependent effect 
ii The previous researchers suggest that the 
worms living in the host body whether 
alive or dead appear to release certain 
metabolites 
iii Post proposed that manic-depressive 
illness progresses in a similar fashion, 
each episode facilitating the next one. 
iv Nevertheless, we and many other 
scientists suspect that cell-mediated 
rather than antibody-mediated immunity 
is primarily responsible for the 
development of insulin-dependent 
diabetes. 
71. Sharma, M. (1995). A Cell Cycle Dependent Effect, Scientific American 
13(2),152. 
72. Afzal, A. (1994). Metabolic Process of Worms, IMA. 7(10),20. 
73. Shukul, R. (1997) Depression, Its Causes and Effects. The Lancet 26(9),82. 
74. Mahesh, P. (1998) Allergy and Immune System. Scientific American. 26(9),82. 
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The second group of epistemic main verbs such 
as 'appear', 'seem' and 'tend' are often referred to as semi-
auxiliaries, but infact, these verbs exhibit many of the same 
qualities as epistemic reporting verbs in that they can be 
utilized to express tentativeness when the author's or 
another researcher's ideas and findings are described: 
i The efforts of several laboratories have 
together yielded at least one technique 
that seems to work well 
ii Our study appears to confirm the usefulness 
of oral steroids in the care of patients with 
asthma after treatment in the emergency 
room, 
iii. In nervous patients, repeated blood 
pressure estimation tends to result in 
progressively lower figures 
4.7.2 Epistemic Modal Auxiliaries 
Among modal auxiliaries, may, might, can, could are 
also occure in scientific research articles written by non-
native users of English for expressing tentativeness and 
possibilities. Such as: 
75. Rao, T.R. (1962). Anopheles Minimus in India. Current Sciences 63(1 ),26. 
76. Goel, A. (1994). Effect of a Short Course of Prednisone in the Treatment of 
Acute Asthma. The New England Journal of Medicine. 324( 12),288. 
77. Ibid. P. 289. 
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i While particular antibodies may play a 
crucial role in the pathogenesis of 
A- ' n disease. 
ii Although an H. influenzae type 
polysacchande with T-cell-dependent charac-
teristics might be beneficial to Hiv-infected 
adults. 
iii Infection can involve any organ or 
system of body and thus embrace all 
80 
medical disciplines. 
iv This increase could have profound public 
health consequences because chancroids 
may facilitate Hiv transmission. 
4.7.3 Epistemic Adverbs 
Adverbs are another often-mentioned group of 
epistemic items. Here the focus is on those adverbs that 
can most clearly be linked to epistemic possibility, namely 
modal probability adverbs such as 'presumably' perhaps, 
and probably. Such adverbs indicate the speaker's or 
78. Sluikul, R. (1990). Surgical Treatment of Cardiac Arrhytmias, Scientific 
American. 13(2). 151. 
79. Mahesh, P. (1998). Antibody Responces to Haemophilus Influenza. The New 
England Journal of Medicine. 28(4),240. 
80. Ibid. R245. 
81. Sharma, M.( 1991). Sexually Transmitted Disease in the Aids Era, Scientific 
American. 264(2), 18. 
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writer's attitude or approach towards the statements put 
forth. The following examples present typical cases of 
these items in hedging: 
i Patients improved presumably because of 
a combination of study or learning 
effects and the residuem of a positive 
response to tacrine, 
ii In the absence of randomised trials, 
these data probably provide reliable 
estimate of outcome for patients treated 
with observation and delayed hormone 
therapy 
iii Perhaps the most persuasive aspect of 
the postaglandin hypothesis was. 
4.7.4 Epistemic Adjectives: 
Instead of using epistemic adverbs, it is also 
possible to express tentativeness by means of epistemic 
adjectives such as hypothetical, probable, and likely. These 
adjectival hedges are often mentioned in the Result Section 
of scientific research articles when the writer is deducing 
82. Singh, K. P. (1992). Double Blind Placebao Controlled Multicentre Study of 
Tacrine for Alzhcuncer*s Disease. The New England Journal of Medicine. 
327(18), 125. 
83. Srivastava, A.K. (1986). Result of Conservative Management of Chilically 
Localized Prostatic Cancer. The New England Journal of Medicine 330(4)242 
84. Zahid, M. (1995) Aspirin. Scientific American. 264(1 ),55. 
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inferences based on his intensive research finding. These 
adjectives can most readily be associated with epistemic 
possibility. Three such probability adjectives as mentioned 
above, indicating different degrees of commitment of the 
author's part are given below with textual examples. 
i On the basis of work done in several 
laboratories, however, we can outline a 
hypothetical sequence consisting of three 
basic stages, each of which might be 
amenable to intervention. 
ii. In fact, it seems probable that there were 
other important dirrerences 
iii. These results suggest that T cells are 
likely to be the most important part of 
the initial immune response to thyroid 
i • X 7 
antigen in such patients 
To sum up. examples of epistemic hedges that hve 
been cited above suggest that scientists use epistemic 
hedges in scientific research articles when they intend to 
express possibilities, probabilities and tentativeness. This 
is, in fact, an important device with which scientists 
develop intimacy with the readers and open the gate for 
85. Hasan, J. (1996). Stroke Therapy. Scientific American 26(7),36. 
86. Afzal. A. (1990). Allergy and Immune System. Scientific American 22(9),85. 
87. Hamid. A. (1994). Initial Immune Response to Thyroid Antigen. The New 
England Journal of Medicine 25(6), 126. 
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the influx of several other findings. The use of hedges in 
scientific research articles also suggests tht they are used 
when the scientists come up with new findings. However 
it is not advisable to use them with well established 
formulae. 
CHAPTER-V 
DEVELOPMENT AND EXPANSION OF 
SCIENTIFIC VOCABULARY 
CHAPTER-V 
DEVELOPMENT AND EXPANSION OF 
SCIENTIFIC VOCABULARY 
5.1 Vocabulary in EST 
Vocabulary is a major feature of scientific discourse 
because it has assumed a prominent position in learning 
and teaching of scientific English. It is vocabulary which 
distinguishes scientific English from other forms of 
English. The specialist vocabulary of science which is often 
referred to as the language of science encompasses 
scientific discoveries, findings and new application of 
scientific knowledge. The vocabulary of science or the 
scientific terminologies are potent means for interpreting 
and popularizing scientific knowledge worldwide. 
Scientific discoveries and inventions can be made 
understandable only after they have been transformed into 
words. This process of naming the specialist areas of 
scientific knowledge continually adds to the bulk of the 
specialist vocabulary of science. 
With regard to the teaching of scientific vocabulary 
it needs to be mentioned that until recently English courses 
have been designed to teach a generarlized English, because 
teaching materials are literature oriented hence less useful 
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to the students of science. It has rarely been attempted to 
teach scientific vocabulary to the students of science. Thus 
teaching of vocabulary has never been purpose oriented but 
it has always been taken up in a haphazard manner. 
On the contrary a subject specific programme is what 
EST is characterized with and expected to offer. In fact; 
EST demands a special focus on a close analysis of the 
specific needs of the learner. Therefore vocabulary 
selection will be of prime concern for the teaching of 
scientific vocabulary to the students of science. 
Hoggart1 (1977) points out two important reasons for 
the teaching of specialist vocabulary to the students of 
science. 
Specialists do need specialist terms 
for at least two good reasons as 
forms of short hand to speed up 
discussions between themselves; and 
as safeguard against their analysis 
being misinterpreted because some 
of their words might be read in more 
than one sentence ... their language 
must be so far as possible claused 
1. Hoggart, R. (1977). Foreward to Hudson, K. (1977). The Dictionary of 
Diseased English, London: Macmillan. 
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of the ambiguities of subjective 
reading. 
Thus it follows from the above quotation that a 
subject specific programme is essential for vocabulary 
teaching to the students of science. Selection of specialist 
vocabulary should be made first, then it should be taught 
by generative procedures because selection and teaching of 
specialist vocabulary adopting generative procedures will 
be highly inspiring for the students of science and will 
certainly cater to their specific needs. 
Specialist vocabulary of science which is constituted 
of technical terms has tremendously contributed to the 
extension of scientific language. Perhaps more than any 
other factor it is science that has solely been responsible 
for the creation of the largest number of technical terms 
of specialist use. It will be definitely relevant to consider 
the growth and nature of the specialized vocabulary of 
science. 
5.2 Multiple Phenomena for the Expansion of Scientific 
Vocabulary 
The enormous expansion of scientific English lexicon 
is attributed to multiple phenomena. Since the embryonic 
stage of its development scientific English vocabulary has 
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been hospitable to foreign elements. Thus Greek, Latin, 
Anglo-Saxon, French, Arabic, German and Chinese all have 
contributed to the considerable increase of scientific 
English vocabulary. In this regard Serjeantson2 (1935) is 
of the view that seventy per cent of scientific English 
vocabulary is composed of Greek and Latin elements. This 
is, indeed, an irrefutable fact that Greek and Latin elements 
led to the creative exploitation of scientific language. 
Secondly, the chronological study marks the gradual influx 
of scientific lexicon. During the 5th century a host of 
mathematical and astronomical terms, names of plants and 
animals made their way into the language for scientific use. 
The fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries manifested slow 
growth because Latin was a predominant language of 
scholarship. The writers used to render their expertise in 
Latin. In the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries the 
vocabulary of science increased considerably due to steady 
advances in all sciences. The nineteenth and the twentieth 
centuries have witnessed an explosion of technical terms, 
due to the enormous expansion in scientific and 
technological studies. The scientists needed new 
terminologies to cope with new perceptions and 
discoveries. New words were invented when new 
2. Serjeantson M.S. (1935). A History of Foreign Words inEnglish. Rontledge 
and Kegan Paul P.30. 
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adventures were undertaken and new theories were 
propounded. The vocabulary of science, thus, tremendously 
improved its pace encompassing a vast spectrum of 
scientific disciplines. Thus language of science grew due 
to huge influx of scientific knowledge. In addition to this, 
the increasing degree of super specialization in recent years 
has entailed new coinages and consequently led to the 
emergence of lots of scientific words. These scientific 
words have played an important role in the extension of 
the vocabulary of English. Perhaps more than any other 
factor, it is science that has solely been responsible for 
the introduction of the largest number of technical terms 
of specialist use. These technical terms are expressions 
in use within a specialized field of knowledge or activity. 
They are the confluence of those disciplines that lie within 
the corpus of scientific studies. In other words the 
scientists of different disciplines contributed their own bits 
to the substantial increase of scientific vocabulary. They 
propounded new theories and created new terminologies. 
Sometimes they took ordinary words and gave them special 
dress on varied occasions. Hence a common word after 
acquiring pejorative connotation means differently in 
different disciplines. Greenbaum (1996) has reinforced the 
same point by saying: 
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When every day expressions are defined as 
technical terms, they are defined precisely and 
may then become distinct from their more 
general use. 
Innumerable examples of this type are given below: 
Abductor: In general language: one who takes someone 
away 
In medical discourse: it refers to the muscle 
which moves a limb outwards from the body. 
Absorption: Common meaning: assimilation or engagement 
In Physiology: The uptake of fluids or other 
substances by the tissues of the body. 
Base: Common meaning: Lowest point 
In Botany: The end of a plant member nearest 
the point of attachment to another member 
usually of a different type. 
In Chemical Engg: a substance, which with 
an acid forms a salt and water. Oxides of 
metals and hydroxides (metal+OH) are bases. 
In Chemistry : A substance, which tends to 
gain a proton. A substance which reacts with 
acids to form acids. 
3. Sidney. Greenbaum, (1996) The Oxford English Grammar, Oxford University 
Press. 
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In Electronics: The part of a valve 
In Zoology: The connective tissue bonds 
that join a fasciculi of a muscle. 
Bond: Common meaning: Contract, agreement 
In building: The way of laying bricks so that 
the walls hold together 
In Chemistry: The Force which holds atoms 
together in a molecule 
Benign: Common meaning: Amiable, generous, genial 
In medical discourse: It describes a tumour 
that does not invade and destroy the tissue 
in which it originates or spread to distant sites 
in the body. 
Cassette: Common meaning : A small flat rectangular 
plastic container which holds a tape used for 
recording a playing sound 
In Radiography : A thin light proof box in 
which a piece of X-ray film is placed 
Conceive: Common meaning: To understand 
In medical discourse: To become pregnant 
Dialysis : It originally meant a statement of alternative 
preposition but now it has been accepted as 
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essentially a medical term meaning the separation 
of crystalloids and colloids in the blood 
Common meaning: A four legged animal kept 
by people as pet 
In construction: A piece of steal for fastening 
together two timbers. 
In Mechanical Engg : An adjustable stop 
used in gears 
In Petroleum Engg: A clutching attachment 
for withdrawing well digging tools 
In Railroading :A spike for securing rails to 
sleeper 
Common meaning: A part surrounding the 
instruments and dials 
In Architecture: A board decorating a gutter 
around a building. 
Common meaning: Hasty, brisk. 
In medical discourse: it describes connective 
tissue forming membranous layers of variable 
thickness in all regions of the body. 
In mining : A hard stratum under poorly 
consolidated ground. 
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In painting : A shade of colours not affected 
by light, heat and damp. 
Flux: Common meaning: Change 
In scientific discourse: A substance added 
to a metal to make it melt more easily. 
Infiltration: Common meaning: Creeping in 
In Science : The abnormal entry of a substance 
into a cell, tissue or organ. 
Mass: Common meaning:Large number, ordinary 
people. 
In Science: An amount of a solid substance, 
a liquid or a gas. 
Mouse: Common meaning: A small furry animal with 
a long tail but it is used metaphorically in 
computer 
Nymph: Common meaning: In Greek and Roman 
mythology, one of the spirits of nature who is 
believed to take the form of young woman. 
In zoology: An immature stage in the life 
history of certain insects such as grass hoppers 
and bugs 
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Olive : Common meaning: A small oval oily fruit that 
has a bitter taste 
In Medical Science: A smooth oval swelling 
in the upper part of the medulla oblongata on 
each side. It contains a mass of nerve cells. 
Origin: Common meaning: Beginning 
In Anatomy: The point of attachment of a 
muscle that remains relatively fixed during 
contraction of the muscle. 
Pack: Common meaning: Containing one's belonging 
In Medicine: A pad of folded moistened 
material such as cotton, wool applied to the 
body or inserted into a cavity. 
Para: Common meaning: At the side of, along side of 
In Medical Discourse: Disorder of abnormal 
sensation such as para phrenia which means 
disorder of the mind which affects the 
reasoning power rather than the character. 
In Chemistry: Two atoms or groups joined to 
a benzene ring 
Presentation: Common meaning: Display, demonstration 
In Medical Discourse: The part of the infant's 
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body that appears first at the opening from the 
neck of the womb during child birth as 
perceived on inserting the finger into vagina. 
Preservation: Common meaning: Protection, conservation 
In Medical Discourse:Excessive persistence at 
a task that prevents the individual from turning 
his attention to new situations. It is a 
symptom of organic disease of the brain and 
sometimes of obsessional neurosis 
Riddle: Common meaning: A puzzle in which you ask 
a question that seems to be nonsense but which 
has a clever and amusing answer 
In Agriculture: Box with cross wires at the 
bottom used for separating out the larger 
stones form soil and sands 
Stadium: Common meaning: A large sport's ground with 
rows of seats all around. 
In Medical Discourse: A stage in the course 
of a disease, for example, the stadium invasion 
is the period between exposure to infection and 
the onset of symptoms. 
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Stigma: Common meaning : A shameful reputation 
In Botany : The stigma of a flower is the top 
of the central part which takes in pollen 
In Medical Discourse : A Mark that 
characterizes a particular disease such as the 
neurofibromatosis, any spot or lesions on the 
skin. 
Stroke: Common meaning: moment, hitting 
In Medical Discourse : A sudden illness like 
a heart attack 
Shock: Common meaning: Jolt, numb 
In Science : The condition associate with 
circulatory collapse, a weak rapid pulse. 
Sympathy: Common meaning : Compassion 
In Physiology: A reciprocal influence 
exercised by different parts of the body on one 
another 
Tone: Common meaning : Accent 
In Science : The normal state of partial 
contraction of a resting muscle, maintained by 
reflex activity. 
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5.2.1 Scientific vocabulary has also increased 
substantially through prefixes and suffixes because they 
occur frequently in scientific discourse in order to form 
innumerable scientific words. They are highly productive 
because they lead to generative and creative exploitation 
of language. A number of prefixes and suffixes which 
frequently occur in scientific discourse are almost unknown 
outside the scientific world. They really form the major 
vocabulary of science. It also needs to be noted here 
that the scientific words which apparently look difficult 
may be easily understood when analyzed into their 
constituent parts. Some of the prominent prefixes and 
suffixes which have proved particularly valuable for 
forming innumerable scientific and technical words are 
given below: 
Prefixes : 
Words Meanings 
Aero air 
Aerobe a microbe that requires free oxygen for 
life and growth 
Aerodynamics Study of the forces which act on gases, 
especially the forces of the air acting on 
aeroplanes 
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Aerofoil 
Aerolite 
Angio 
Angina 
any surface used to hold an aeroplane up 
a stone from outer space which falls 
through the air on to the earth 
blood or lymph vessel 
a sense of suffocation or suffocating pain 
Anginapectoris It occurs when the demand for blood by 
the heart exceed the supply of the 
coronary arteries 
Angiokeratoma localized collection of the walled blood 
vessels covered by a cap of warty material 
Andro male 
Androecium the male organ of a flower 
Androgynous plant having both male and female organs 
Anti 
Anticline 
Antifouling 
Antipodes 
Auto 
Autogamic 
against 
arch like fold in a layer of rocks 
paint used to prevent growth of plants on 
the bottom of a ship 
opposite points on earth 
self 
fertilizing itself 
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Autogyro The wings of a flying machine turn of 
themselves as the machine goes through 
the air 
Autolysis breaking up of the chemical substances of 
a cell after death by the enzymes 
contained in the cell 
Bio having to do with life 
Biometry mathematical study of measurement made 
in Biology. 
Biophysics the study of physical properties of parts 
of living body and of the changes that 
take place in those properties 
Bioassay estimation of the activity or potency of a 
drug or other substance by comparing its 
effect on living organism 
Chron time 
Chronograph stop watch as used to take the time of 
races; also an instrument which shows 
time on a moving strip of paper 
Chronoscope instrument for measuring very small 
intervals of time 
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Chronometer a very accurate clock 
Crypto concealed, hidden 
Cryptogam plants which never produce flowers 
(hidden marry) 
Cryptomere a character which is inherited but is not 
seen 
Cryptozoite malarial parasite which from bite of 
mosquito till 9,h day remains in the liver 
where it divides into merozoites which 
pass into the blood 
Cyto cell 
Cytochemistry the study of chemical compounds and 
their activities in living cells 
Cytology the study of structure and function of 
cells 
Dermo the skin, germ layer 
Dermanyssus a genus of widespread parasitic mites 
Dermatoglyphics the study of the patterns of finger, palm 
toe and sole prints. 
Dermatophyte any microscopic fungus that grows on the 
skin and mucous membranes 
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Di 
Diode 
Diamine 
Dynam 
Dynamite 
Dynamo 
two 
radio valve with two electrodes 
substance containing two amine 
force, power 
very powerful explosive made of 
nitroglycerine mixed with an earth made 
of the remains of diatoms 
small electric generator especially one 
which provides direct current 
Dynamometer instrument used to measure forces 
Electro electricity 
Electrolyte liquid through which an electric current 
can flow. 
Electromagnetic producing of voltage in a circuit by 
changing the magnetic around the circuit 
Electrometer instrument for measuring small electric 
changes. 
Endo 
Endogens 
Inside 
trees whose newgrowth starts inside the 
stem. 
Endoskeleton system of bones inside the animals 
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Endosperm the inside part of a seed which serves as 
food for the young plant when it grows 
Geo earth 
Geology scientific study of the Earth's outer rocks 
Geophysics study of the physical nature of the Earth 
Geosyncline deep fold in the surface of the Earth 
helio sun 
Heliograph instrument for sending messages by 
flashing sunlight with a mirror 
Heliophyte plant able to bear full sunlight heliostate 
instrument which moves a mirror so that 
it follows the sun's movements and 
reflects the image into a telescope. 
Hetro other, unequal, different 
Hetrochromatin a chromosome material that stains most 
deeply where the cell is not dividing 
Hetrogametic the sex that produces two different kinds 
of gamete 
Hetrosis hybrid vigor 
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Hydro water 
Hydrocarbon a chemical compound that is a mixture of 
hydrogen and carbon 
Hydroelectric electricity made from the energy of 
running water such as river or waterfalls 
Hydrogen highest gas and the simplest chemical 
element in nature 
Hyper over, more than usual 
Hyperbola the curve produced if a cone is cut 
straight anywhere except through the point 
Hvperon an elemental'} panicle of greater mass 
than a proton. 
Hyperventilation rapid forced breathing as in blowing up 
a child's balloon 
Hypo less than usual, under 
Hypophylous growing on the underside of a leaf 
Hypogealplant plant living underground 
Hypocalcemia low concentration of calcium in the 
bloodstream. 
Micro small 
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Microphone instrument for changing sound waves into 
electricity 
Microtome instrument used to cut very thin pieces of 
substances 
Microtron small machine for producing high speed 
electrons 
Myc(o) having to do with a fungus 
Mycelium the white mass of threads which form the 
body of many kinds of fungus 
Mycetin a substance obtained from a fungus like 
organism used in the treatment of disease 
Mycology the study of fungi 
Poly many 
Polymer a big molecule made by the joining 
together of several simpler molecules of 
the same kind 
Polymorphic having different forms 
Polymerization the process of joining together several 
simple moleclues of the the same kind to 
form a bigger molecule 
Neuro nerves or the nervous system 
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Neurilemma the sheath of the axon of a nerve fibre 
Neurobiotaxis the predisposition of a nerve cell to move 
towards the source of its stimuli during 
development 
Pneumo the presence of air or gas 
Pneumocephalus the presence of air within the skull 
Pneumococus the bacterium associated with pneumonia 
Pneumoconiosis lung disease caused by inhaling dust 
Super above 
Supercharger a blower or pump which drives the vapour 
into a petrol engine under pressure 
Superconductivity state in which substances conduct 
electricity very easily. 
Superfluidity state of very easy flow, liquid, helium 
flows up the walls of its container 
Superphosphate calcium phosphate treated with sulphuric 
acid used as fertilizer especially to 
encourage root growth 
Thermo heat 
Thermochemistry study of the heat changes in chemical 
reaction 
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Thermocouple two different metals, e.g. copper and iron 
joined together in two places when one 
joint is heated more than the other a 
current flows. 
Thermodynamics mathematical study of the relation 
between heat and work and other forms 
of energy 
Ultra beyond, 
Ultramicroscope microscope used for seeing small 
particles in liquid by means of a strong 
light coming in from the side and causing 
the particles to be seen as bright point 
Ultrasonic 
Ultraviolet 
the study of vibrations which have 
frequencies higher than those 
corresponding to sound 
light rays beyond the violet end of the 
spectrum of high frequency, shorter 
wavelength than violet. 
Suffixes 
Cide 
Homicide 
Pesticide 
to kill 
murder of one person by another 
a chemical agent used to kill insects 
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Weedicide to kill the weeds 
Ectomy excision 
Nephrectomy excision of the kidney 
Vasectomy 
Genie 
Oestrogenic 
Oncogenic 
Logy 
Ecology 
Mycology 
Scope 
Auriscope 
cutting of the vas deferens for purpose of 
family planning 
causing or produced by carcinogenic 
likely to cause cancer 
hormones produced in the ovaries of 
female animals 
describing a substance organism on 
environment known to be a causal factor 
in the production 
knowledge, study 
Bacteriology study of bacteria 
the study of relationship between plants, 
animals, people and their environment 
the study of fungus 
instrument for observing things 
an apparatus for examining cardum and 
the passage leading to it from the ear 
Microscope an instrument for producing a greatly 
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magnified image of an object which may be 
so small as to be invisible to the naked eye 
Telescope instrument used to make distant things 
seem larger and nearer 
5.3 Specialized plural formation of Scientific words: 
The specialized plural formation of scientific words 
is really, worth noting. It marks departure from the kind 
of plural formation usually seen in the use of general 
English. Scientific words are usually borrowed from other 
languages (in particular from Latin and Greek). So they 
retain their foreign plurals forms. Attempts have been 
made to list maximum instances of scientific and technical 
words that retain their foreign plurals. Their meanings are 
also given below in order to enrich and promote absolute 
comprehension. 
5.3.1 Some nouns ending in -us, form their plurals 
by changing the ending to- I: They include: 
Word Plural Meaning 
Acinus Acini Small sac or cavity surrounded by 
the secretory cells of gland 
Alveolus Alveoli A blind ended air sac of microscopic 
size 
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Bacillus Bacilli Any rod shaped bacterium 
Borborygmus Borborygmi An abdominal gurgle due to 
movement of fluid and gas in the 
intestine. 
Calculus Calculi A stone, a hard pebble like mass 
formed within the body 
Canaliculus Canaliculi A small canal 
Colliculus Colliculi Small protuberance or swelling 
Embolus 
Fungus 
Emboli 
Fungi 
Material such as blood clot 
A simple plant that lacks green 
pigments 
Glomerulus Glomeruli The network of blood capillaries 
contained within the cuplike end 
Hamulus Hamuli Any hook like process 
Microvillus Microvilli One of a number of microscopic hair 
like structures 
Nevus Nevi 
Nucleolus Nucleoli 
Nucleus Nuclei 
Birth mark 
Dense spherical structure within the 
cell . 
Mass of thin walled cells in ovule 
Loculus Loculi A small place 
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Locus Loci A place, a point showing position 
Pilus Pili 
Pronucleus Pronuclei 
Ramus 
Sulcus 
Rami 
Sulci 
Hair like process present on the 
surface of certain bacteria 
The nucleus of either the ovum or 
spermatozoon 
A branch especially of a nerve fiber 
One of the many clefts or infoldings 
of the surface of the brain 
Larsus Larsi The seven bones of the ankle and 
proximal part of the foot 
Thalamus Thalami One of the two eggs shaped masses 
of grey matter 
Villus Villi One of the many short fingers like 
processes that project from some 
membranous surfaces 
5.3.2 Nouns ending in-a, form their plurals by changing 
the ending (-a) to ae, Exmpales listed below: 
Ala 
Alga 
Alae 
Algae 
A wing like structure ( in 
Anatomy) 
A plant which has no flowers 
and no true roots. 
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Ampulla Ampullae An enlarged or diluted Juglike 
ending of a tube or canal. 
Antenna 
Avorta 
Aphtha 
Antennae 
Avortae 
Aphthae 
The hairlike feeler of an 
insect 
The main artery of the body 
A small ulcer usually 
Chorda 
Cisterna 
Concha 
Crista 
occurring in groups in the 
mouth as white or red spots. 
Bulla 
Bursa 
Cercaria 
Bullae 
Bursae 
Cercariae 
A large blister containing 
serous fluid 
Small sac of fibrous tissue 
A final larval stage of any 
parasitic trematode 
Chordae A cord, tendon or nerve fiber 
Cisternae One of the enlarged spaces 
beneath the arachnoids that 
acts as reservoir 
Conchae Any part resembling a shell 
Cristae The sensory structure within 
the ampulla of a semi circular 
canal within the inner ear. 
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Fossa Fossae An arched or vault like 
structure 
Gingiva Gingivae A gum, the layer of dense 
connective tissue 
A small cavity or depression 
A thin layer membrane scale 
Thin membrane or layer of 
tissue 
Larvae Immature stage of hatching 
from the egg of animal group 
Linca Lincae A narrow streak 
Lacuna 
Lamella 
Lamina 
Lacunae 
Lamellae 
Laminae 
Larva 
Macula Maculae A small anatomical area 
distinguishable from surrounding 
tissue. 
Maxilla Maxillae Either of the pair of bones 
forming the upper jaw 
Metacercaria Metacercariae A mature form of 
cercaria larva of the fluke 
Papilla Papillae Any small nipple shaped 
protuberance 
Petechia Petechiae A small round flat dark red 
spot 
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Radia 
Rickettsia 
Radiae 
Sequela 
Stria 
Tenia 
Trabecula 
Valvula 
Vena 
Vertebra 
Vibrissa 
Strobila 
Struma 
The third stage larva of a 
parastete. 
Rickettsiae A group of very small 
nonmotile spherical parasitic 
organisms. 
Sequelae Any disorder or pathological 
condition that results from a 
preceding disease. 
Striae 
Teniae 
Valvulae 
Venae 
A streak, line or thin hand 
A flat ribbon like anatomical 
structure 
Trabeculae Any of the bands of tissue that 
passes from the outer part of 
an organ to its interior. 
A small valve. 
Vein. 
Vertebrae One of the 33 bones of which 
the back bone is composed. 
Vibrissae The stiff coarse, hair. 
Strobilae The entire change of segment 
Strumae Swelling of thyroid gland. 
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5.3.3. Nouns ending in-um form their plurals by changing 
the ending (Um) to-a: 
Antiserum Antisera 
Atrium 
Bacterium 
Brachium 
Centrum 
Celium 
A serum that contains 
antibodies. 
Addendum Addenda Upper part of gear tooth 
Atria 
Bacteria 
Brachia 
Centra 
Celia 
Cingulum Cingula 
Labium Labia 
Either of the two upper 
chambers of the heart. 
Micro organism. 
The part of the arm between 
the shoulder and the elbow. 
A solid rod shaped central 
portion of a vertebra. 
Hair like process large number 
of which are found on certain 
epithelial cells and on certain 
protozoa. 
A curved bundle of nerve 
fibres in each cerebral 
hemisphere 
A lip shaped structure 
Labrum Labra A liplike structure 
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Manubrium Manubria The upper section of the 
breast bone. 
Milium 
Ostium 
Rostrum 
Sacrum 
Septum 
Milia 
Ostia 
Rostellum Rostella 
Rostra 
Sacra 
Septa 
A white nodule in the skin 
An opening 
A mobile and retractable knob 
bearing hooks. 
A beak like projection 
A curved triangular element of 
the back bone consisting of 
five fused vertebrae 
A partition or dividing wall 
within an anatomical structure 
Sequestrum Sequestra A portion of dead bone 
Vinculum Vincula 
Ovum Ova 
A connecting bond of tissue 
The mature female sex cell 
Operculam Opercula Dense spherical structure 
within the cell. 
5.3.4 Nouns ending in-x, ex or ix form their plurals by 
changing the ending to-ices: 
Appendix Appendices The short thin blind ended 
tube 
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Calyx Calyces A cup-shaped part. 
Cortex Cortices The outer part of an organ 
Hallux Halluces A big toe 
Pollex Pollices The thumb 
Varix Varices A single varicose vein 
Matrix Matrices Source, origin of womb. 
5.3.5 Nouns in-is, with plural in-es: 
Hypothesis Hypotheses Speculation 
Oasis Oases An small area in a desert 
where water and plants are 
found 
Telangiectasis Telengiectases A localized collection 
of distended blood capillary 
vessels. 
Testis Testes Either of the pair of male sex 
organs that produces 
spermatozoa and secrete the 
male sex hormone. 
5.3.6 Nouns in-us, with plural in-a: 
Corpus Corpora Any mass of tissue that can be 
distinguished from its 
surrounding. 
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Genus Genera A category used in the 
classification of animals. 
Glomus Glomera A small communication 
between a tiny artery and vein 
in the skin of the limbs. 
Hilus Hila A hollow situated on the 
surface of an organ 
5.3.7 Nouns ending in-ma with plural in-ta: 
Ecchondroma Ecchondromata A benign cartilaginous 
tumour 
Enema Enemata A quantity of fluid infused 
into the rectum through a 
tube. 
Granuloma Granulomata A mass of granulation 
tissue produced in response to 
chronic infection. 
Osteochondroma Osteochondromata A bone tumour 
composed of cartilage forming 
cells. 
Scotoma Scotomata A small area of abnormally 
decreased or absent vision. 
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Xanthoma Xanthomata A yellowish swelling nodule 
or plaque in the skin. 
Stoma Stomata Mouth 
5.3.8 There are several other plurals which are formed 
differently. They are as follows: 
Coccyx Coccyges The lower most element of the 
backbone. 
Comedo Comedones Blackhead 
Epididymis Epididymides A highly convoluted tube, 
that connects the testis to the 
vas-deferens. 
Formes Formites Any object used by a person 
with a communicable disease. 
Foramen Foramina An opening. 
Ganglion Ganglia Any structure containing a 
collection of nerve cell. 
Mitochondrion Mitochondria A structure occuring in 
varying numbers in the 
cytoplasm of every cells. 
Paries Parietes The enveloping or 
surrounding part of an organ. 
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Pelvis Pelves The bony structure formed by 
the hip bones. 
Proglottis Proglottids One of the segments of a tape-
worm. 
Ruga Regae A fold or erase. 
Sudamen Sudamina A white blister caused by 
sweat collecting in the sweat 
ducts. 
Vas Vasa A vessel or duct. 
Viscera Visus The Organs within the body 
cavities, specially the organs 
of abdominal cavities. 
5.4 Common Words with Scientific Substitutes 
With regard to the scientific specialities it is also 
worth noting that some of the common words which are 
frequently used in general English have their specialized 
substitutes in the discipline of science. Commonly used 
words are known to the general readers where as their 
specialized synonyms are known only to the specialists of 
the concerned domain. Some of them are listed below: 
Words Scientific synonyms 
Abdomen Lapro 
Adulthood 
Bacterium(spherical) 
Baldness 
Bladder 
Blood 
Bone 
Brain 
Breast 
Heart 
Cancer 
Children 
Chin 
Circular 
Cold 
Cough 
Death 
Drug 
Ear 
Eye 
Fallopian tube 
Female 
Fever 
Finger 
Puberty 
Coccus 
Alopacia 
Vesico 
Haem, angi(o) 
Osteo 
Cerebr(o) encephal 
Mammary, mast 
Cardio 
Carcino 
Paed 
Mental 
Circinate 
Chill 
Sputum 
Necro 
Pharmae 
Oto 
Occulo, ophthalmo 
Salping(o) 
Ostero, gyn 
Pyrexia 
Digit, dactylo 
Gum 
Hair loss . 
Hard 
Intestine 
Itching 
Jaundice 
Joint 
Kidney 
Layer 
Lip 
Liver 
Lung 
Lower jaw 
Male sex organ 
Membrane 
Mouth 
Muscle 
Narrowing 
Neck 
Gingiva 
Alopecia 
Dura 
Enter(o), colon 
Pruritus 
Icterus 
Phalynx, arthro 
Ren, nephro 
Omentum 
Labi 
Hepat(o) 
Pneumon 
Mandible 
Phallus 
Fascia 
Oro, buccal 
My(o) 
Stenosis 
Cervical 
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Nerve 
Nose 
Old age 
Ovary 
Pain 
Palpitation 
Part 
Piles 
Pus 
Post-mortem 
Round 
Shiver 
Short sight 
Skin 
Small pox 
Soft 
Stomach 
Stone 
Swelling 
Neuro 
Nasal, rhin 
Geronto 
Ooph 
Dynia, Algia 
Tachycardia 
Limb 
Hemorrhoids 
Abscess 
Autopsy 
Discoid 
Rigor 
Myopia 
Derm 
Variola 
Delicate 
Gastro 
Lithiasis, Cal 
Oedema 
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Tear 
Teeth 
Tissue 
Tired 
Tongue 
Trump of tree 
Tumour 
Uterus 
Vagina 
Vein 
Vomiting 
Lacrime 
Dent 
Histo 
Fatigue 
Lingual 
Bole 
Oma 
Hyster(o) 
Kalpos 
Phlebo 
Regurgitation 
5.5 Evolution of Scientific Nomenclature 
5.5.1 The evolution of scientific nomenclature is 
quite startling. It manifests variety and multiplicity of its 
origin. Its nature and its numerous instances have already 
been discussed in chapter-1. One more aspect in this regard 
that needs to be illustrated is the association of discoverers 
with the discoveries. Scientists have evolved a very useful 
device to link their names with the names of discoveries. 
In other words new findings and discoveries are named 
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after the names of the scientists. Several examples of this 
kind are listed below. 
Theories Scientists 
Aharonov-Bohm effect (1959). Y. Aharonov and D. Bohm. 
They discovered that both the scalar and vector potentials 
should play a major role in quantum mechanics. 
Ampere's law: A.M. Ampere. 
The strength of the magnetic field at any point 
produced by a current. 
Archimedes's principle: Archimedes. 
When a thing is put into a liquid, e.g. a ship in the 
sea, the liquid presses upwards on it. 
Arrhenius-ostwald theory: S.Arrhenius and Woswald 
It is concerned with the discussion of acid and base 
equilibria 
Auger effect: Pierre Auger 
The spontaneous ejection of an electron from an 
excited singly charged positive ion to form a doubly 
charged ion. 
Avogador's hypothesis: Avogrado 
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Equal volumes of different gases at the same 
temperature and pressure contain the same number of 
molecules. 
Barbiturates: ST Barbara 
A group of drugs widely used for suppression of 
anxiety. 
Bayonet: Bayonne 
A blade that may be attached to the muzzle of a 
firearm. 
Berzelius: Berzelius 
Discovery of atomic composition. 
Bernoulli's principle Daniel Bernoulli 
Principle of conservation of energy applied to fluid 
flow 
Binet -simon scale test: Simon Binet 
A way of measuring a child's intelligence 
Bohratom - Niels Bohr: A model of atom 
Bosons SN Bose 
Particles that obey Bose Einstein statistics 
Braggs's law : Sir Lawrence Bragg 
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It is concerned with two parallel X-rays of 
wavelength 
Bronsted theory : J. N. Bronsted 
It defines acids and bases in terms of what they do 
to the solvent 
Browning Automatic Rifle: John Moses Browning 
A gas operated shoulder fired automatic rifle. 
Compton effect: Arthur Compton 
It is concerned with the increase in the wave length 
of electromagnetic radiation. 
Coulomb's law: Charles de Coulomb 
It is concerned with force between two electrically 
charged bodies 
Dalton's law of partial pressure: Dalton John 
In a mixture of gases the pressure of each gas is 
that which it would have if it filled all the space 
Einstein's equation : Einstein, Albert 
It is concerned with equation 
Gauss's theorem: Gauss, Karl Friedrich. 
It is concerned with probability theory 
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Heber- Bosch Process: Fritz Haber 
A method of the bulk production of ammonia from 
nitrogen and hydrogen 
Hubble constant: Hubble Edwin Powell 
The rate at which the velocity of expansion of the 
universe changes with distance 
Kepler,s law Kepler Johannese. 
It is concerned with astronomical observation and 
planetary orbit. 
Le Chatelier's principle: Le Chatelier, Henri Louis 
A chemical system will react to a disturbance of 
its equilibrium 
Lewis theory: G.N. Levis 
It is concerned with the definition of acids and bases 
Maxwell's demon: Postulated by Maxwell James Clerk. 
A hypothetical creature. 
Maxwell's equation: Maxwell James Clerk. 
It is concerned with the unification of electricity and 
magnetism. 
Newtonian mechanism: Newton 
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It is based on Newton's three laws of motion. 
Planck's constant: Planck 
It is concerned with the problem of body radiation 
Thales theorem: Thales 
He held that all things derive from water 
Thomson effect: Thomson William 
It is concerned with thermoelectric effect. 
Usanovich theory: M. Usanovich. 
It is a comprehensive theory of acid and bases. 
Zeeman effect Zeeman Pieter 
It is concerned with the splitting of the spectral lines 
of a substance. 
5.5.2 In addition, there are some recent scientific 
nomenclatures which have been evolved after the names of 
the scientists who have pioneered in their experiments and 
research and have made, hence, tremendous contribution to 
their concerned domains of research. Most of them have 
offered their invaluable services in teaching at A.M.U., 
Aligarh. 
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Theories 
Almella flava Agarwal: 
Anagyrus mirzai Agarwal: 
Anagyrus agarwali Fatima: 
Anagyrus alami Hayat: 
Anagyrus qadri Hayat: 
Anicetus ashmeadi Hayat: 
Anicetus howardi Hayat: 
Bathyalax atom: 
Cheiloneurus basiri Hayat: 
Scientists 
After the names of S.M. 
Alam and Agarwal 
After the names of Prof 
Baber Mirza and Man 
Mohan Agrawal 
After the name of Prof. 
Man Mohan Agarwal and 
Dr. Anis Fatima 
After the name of S.M. 
Mashhood Alam and 
Prof Mohd. Hayat. 
After the name of Prof. 
M. A.H. Qadri and 
Prof. Hayat 
After the name of W.H. 
Ashmead and Prof. 
Hayat. 
After the name of L.O. 
Howard and Prof. 
Hayat. 
After the name of S.M. 
Alam. 
After the name of M.A. 
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Basir Khan and Prof. 
Hayat. 
Chelonus Shafeei Haider: After the name of Dr. 
S.A. Shafee and Dr. 
Haider. 
Coccophagus Shafeei Hayat: After the name of Late 
Dr. S. Adam Shafee and 
Prof. Hayat. 
Comperella bifasciata Howard: After the name of L.O. 
Howar and H Compare 
Encarsia Shafeei Hayat : After the name of Dr. 
S. Adam Shafee and 
Prof. Hayat. 
Encarsia Isaaci Mani: After the name of M.S. 
Mani and Isaac. 
Eretmo Cerus Mashhoodi Hayat: After the name of Prof. 
S. Mashhood Alam and 
Prof. Hayat 
Homalotylus Ferrierci Hayat: After the names of 
C.H. Ferriere and Prof. 
Hayat. 
Leptanusia qadri Hayat: After the names of 
Prof. M.A.H. Qadri and 
Prof. Hayat. 
Lysiphlebia Mirzai Shujauddin: After the names of 
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Prof. Mirza and Prof 
Shujauddin. 
Micraspic Shafeei Afroze: After the name of 
Dr. S.A. Shafee. 
Syedella aligarheusis Shafee: After the names of Sir 
Syed Ahmad Khan and 
Dr. Adam Shafee. 
Tetrastichus arshadi Fatima: After the names of Dr. 
Arshad and Mrs Fatima 
Tetrastichus Israeli: After the name of Prof. 
Israeli. 
Xanthoencyrtus qudri Shafee : After the names of 
Prof. M.A. H Qadri and 
Dr. Shafee. 
Prochiloneurus hayati Shafee: After the names of 
Prof. Mohd Hayat and 
Prof. Shafee. 
Microterys mirzai Shafee: After the names of Prof 
Babar Mirza and Prof. 
Shafee. 
5.6 Use of Compounds in Scientific Writing: 
Compounds occur frequently in scientific English, 
solely because scientists tend to convert prolixity into 
precision and verbosity into exactness. The use of 
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excessive compounds, hence, marks a deliberate evasion of 
lengthy expression. It has emerged after meticulous 
scanning that the esoteric textbooks and journals of science 
and technology contain more compounds than those of non-
sciences. Indeed, the more technical and specialized the 
subject, the more frequent and more complicated the 
compounds become. A typical paragraph is cited below 
to determine the frequent occurrence of compounds in 
technical text. 
If the EGT [Exhaust gas temperature] reaches the 
trip point of the overload temperature switch (704 
to 718°) the sensing circuit in the over temperature 
control switch will de-energize the thermostat 
selector solenoid valve and the bleed air solenoid. 
This causes the load control value to close 
(removes the load) and switches the thermostat to 
the acceleration mode. When the EGT drops to a 
nominal 205° below the switch trip point over 
temperature control switch will reset, energizing 
the thermostat selector solenoid valve and the 
bleed air solenoid. This will cause the load control 
valve to open and switch the thermostat to the load 
control mode4 
4. Originally Quoted in Trimble, Louis, English for Science and Technol-
ogy, Op. cit. P. 135. 
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The above paragraph is full of scientificity and high 
technicality. This is an exclusive paragraph intelligible only 
to those technicians who know their subjects well and who 
have got the mastery of English language. The whole 
paragraph contains only relevant information and consists 
of only four sentences. It has begun and ended with 
conditional sentences. Present Tense has been used to 
show regularity and universality of the procedures. The 
technical words which may hamper readers, understanding 
are as follows: 
Thermostat = Instrument which keeps 
temperature at the same 
level. 
Circuit = Circular path followed by 
electricity 
Solenoid = A coil of wire round a tube, 
when a direct electricity 
passes through the coil, the 
coil acts as a magnet. 
Valve = Instrument which lets gases 
and liquids pass in one 
direction only. 
Acceleration = Going or becoming faster. 
The paragraph contains fifteen compounds. Three of 
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them are two word compounds such as trip point, sensing 
circuit and acceleration mode. Ten of them are three-word 
compounds such as: 
(1) exhaust gas temperature (2). Overload temperature 
switch (3) Over temperature control switch. (4) Bleed air 
solenoid load (5) Load control valve. (6) Switch trip point. 
(7) Load control mode. (8). Load control valve (occurred 
twice). (9) Bleed air solenoid. (10) Exhaust gas temperature 
Two of them are four word compounds such as 
'thermostat selector solenoid valve' has been used twice. 
Thus the paragraph contains 15 compounds in a paragraph 
of 102 words. Compounds that are used in scientific 
language are creative and experimental because scientists 
need intellectual efforts to formulate such compounds that 
may fully correspond to their findings. Thus the use of 
compounds in scientific texts has played an eminent role 
in compressing concepts into minimum length and proved 
as potent device to consolidate precision which is the 
hallmark of scientific English. The formulation of 
compounds does not yield to any common procedure but 
there are several ways to formulate scientific compounds 
such as: 
5.6.1 Longer-word Compounds: 
The longer word compounds are made of different 
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prefixes and suffixes. The recurrent use of such longer 
word-compounds in Medical Sciences mark an innovative 
and creative evolution of scientific nomenclature. Such 
words are used to incorporate findings into precision. There 
are no doubt that poor learners are baffled by such longer 
word-compounds because they are unable to discover 
several constituent-units but once they have succeeded in 
discerning the constituent units they can find it easier 
to understand their meanings. The pioneering analysis of 
such type as offered by F.U. Khan5(1990) has been the 
prime source for the present study. Numerous words 
followed by careful analysis of their constituent units are 
given below: 
ALPHAFETOPROTEIN: 
alpha = primary 
Feto = fetus 
Protein = Protein 
Definition: A protein formed in the liver of the fetus and 
present in the amniotic fluid in small amount. 
ANGIOCARDIOGRAPHY: 
angio = blood 
cardio = heart 
5. Khan, F.U., (1990) ESP Vocabulary and Medical Discourse, Lissan. 
Pulication, Delhi P. 128. 
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graphy = recording 
Definition : An X-ray examination of the chambers of 
the heart introducing a radio opaque in the 
heart. 
CHOLECYSTENTEROSTOMY: 
Cholecyst = gallbladder 
Enteros = small intestine 
Tomy = surgical incision 
Definition: A surgical procedure in which the 
gallbladder is joined to the small intestine 
ELECTROCARDIOPHONOGRAPHY: 
Electro = having to do with 
electricity 
Cardio = heart 
Phone = sound or voice 
Graph = An instrument that 
records... 
Definition: A technique for recording heart sound and 
murmurs, simultaneously with ECG. 
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ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
Electro = having to do with 
electicity. 
Encephala = brain 
Graph = an instrument that 
records. 
Definition: A technique for recording the electrical 
activity of brain. 
HEMANGIOENDOTHELIOSARCOMA: 
Hem = blood 
Angio = vessel 
Endothelio = pertaining to endothelium 
Sarcoma = a tumour often malignant 
Definition: A malignant tumour of the blood vessel 
with masses of endothelial cell. 
HYPOGAMMAGLOBULINEMIA: 
Hyp(o) = deficiency, lack, 
small size 
Gamma globulin = Any of a class of 
proteins present in 
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the blood plasma. 
Emia = A specific condition 
of blood. 
Definition: A deficiency of the protein gamma globins 
in the blood. 
HYPOFIBRINOGENEMIA: 
Hypo = deficiency 
Fibrinogen = A substance present 
in blood plasma that 
is Emia 
Emia = A specific condition 
of blood 
Definition: A deficiency of the clotting factor, 
fibrinogen in the blood which results in an 
increased tendency to bleed. 
HYTEROSAPLINGOOOPHORECTOMY: 
Hyter (o) = Pertaining to the 
uterus 
Saplingo = Uterine tube 
Oophor (o)= Ovary 
Ectomy = Excision 
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Definition: Excision of the uterus (alongwith), uterine 
tube and ovaries. 
OPHTHALMODYNAMOMETRY: 
Ophthalm (o) = Prefix denoting 
to the eye 
Dynam (o) = Force, power 
Metry = Measurement 
Definition: Measurement of blood pressure in the 
vessels of retina of the eye. 
OSTEOARTHROPATHY: 
Osteo = prefix denoting 
bone 
Arthro(O) = Joint 
Pathy = Pertaining to disease 
.Definition: Any disease of the bone and cartilage 
adjoining a joint. 
OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY: 
Oto = Prifix denoting the ear 
Rhino = nose 
Laryngo = Larynx and vocal 
cards 
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Logy = Field of study 
Definition: ENT disorder, the study of ear, nose and 
throat disease. 
PANHYSTERYECTOMY: 
Pan = Prefix denoting all 
Hyster(o) = Denoting the womb 
Ectomy = Surgical removal of 
any segment. 
Definition: The surgical removal of the entire womb. 
PANHYSTEROCOLPECTOMY: 
Protein = Protein 
Pan = All 
Hyster (o) = Womb 
Colp (o) = Vagina 
Ectomy = Excision 
Definition: Surgical removal, of the entire womb and 
the vagina. 
PANHYSTEROOOPHORECTOMY: 
Pan = All 
Hyster(o) = Womb 
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Oophor = Ovary 
Ectomy = Excision 
Definition : Surgical removal of the entire womb and 
both ovaries. 
PANHYSTEROSALPINGOOOPHORECTOMY: 
Pan = All 
Hystero = Womb 
Salpingo = Fallopian tube 
Oophor = Ovary 
Ectomy = Excision 
Definiation: Surgical removal of the entire womb, the 
ovaries and the fallopian tubes. 
PHYTOPHOTODERMATITIS: 
Phyto = Denoting plants 
Photo = Light 
Dermatitis = inflammation of the 
skin caused by an 
outside agent. 
Definition: An eruption of large blisters occurring after 
exposure to light in people who have been 
in contact with certain plants. 
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PNEUMOENCEPHALOGRAPHY: 
Pneumo = 
Encephalo = 
Graph 
The presence of air gas 
brain 
An instrument that 
records. 
Definition: A technique used in the X-ray diagnosis of 
disease within the skull. Air is introduced 
into the cavities of brain to displace the 
cerebrospinal fluid. 
PNEUMOPERICARDIUM: 
Pneumo = Presence of air gas 
Pericardium = The membrane surrounding 
the heart. 
Definition: The presence of air within the membranous 
sac surrounding the heart. 
POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE: 
Poly 
Tetra 
Fluoro 
Ethylene 
many, multiple 
Denoting four 
Compound of fluorine 
Liquid used to 
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prevent the cooling 
water of a motor car 
from freezing 
(HOCH2CH2OH) 
Definition: In tetrafluoroethylene (CF2;CF2 ) four 
fluorine atoms take the place of the 
hydrogen atoms of ethylene 
PNEUMOPERITONEUM: 
Peneumo = Presence of air gas 
Peritoneum = Serous membrane of 
the abdominal cavity. 
Definition: An air gas in the abdominal cavity usually due 
to perforation of the stomach or bowel. 
POLIOENCEPHALOMYELITIS: 
Polio = Gray matter of the 
nervous system 
Encephal(o) = Brain 
Myelitis = An inflammatory 
disease of the spinal 
cord. 
Definition: An virus infection of the central nervous 
system affecting the gray matter of the brain 
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and spinal cord. 
PROCTOCOLECTOMY: 
Procto = Prefix denoting the 
anus or rectum 
Col (o) = Colon (intestime) 
Ectomy = denoting surgical 
removal of a segment. 
Definition: A surgical operation in which the rectum 
and colon are removed. 
PANPROCTOCOLECTOMY: 
Pan = All 
Procto = anus or rectum 
Colo = Colon (intestine) 
Ectomy = excision 
Definition: The whole rectum and colon are removed. 
PSEUDOCRYPTORCHIDISM: 
Pseudo = Superficial resemblance 
to or false. 
Crypt = Concealed 
Orchi = Testicle 
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Definition: Apparent absence of the testicles. 
PSEUDOHERMAPHRODITISM: 
Hermaphrodite = 
Pseudo = Superficial resemblance, 
False 
An individual in 
which both male 
and female sex 
organs are present 
or in which sex 
organs contain both 
ovarian and testicular 
cells. 
Definition: A congenital abnormality in which the 
external genitalia of a male or a female 
resemble those of the opposite sex. 
SPHYGMOCARDIOGRAPH: 
Sphygmo 
Cardio 
Graph 
pulse 
heart 
an apparatus 
records. 
that 
Definition: An apparatus for producing a continuous 
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record of both the heart beat and the 
subsequent pulse in one of the blood vessel. 
STERNOCLEIDOMASTOID: 
Sterno = Denoting the sternum 
Cleido = Collar bone 
Mastoid = The mastoid process 
of the temporal bone 
Definition: A long muscle in the neck extending from 
the mastoid process to the sternum and 
clavicle. 
SYRINGOCYSTADENOMA: 
Syring(o) = A tube or long 
cavity specially the 
central canal of the 
spinal cord. 
Cyst = A swelling 
containing fluid 
Adenoma = A benign tumour of 
epithelial origin derived 
from grandular tissue 
Definition : A multiple benign tumor of the sweat 
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glands, which shows as small hard 
swellings in the skin. 
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE: 
Tetra = Prefix denoting four 
Chlor (o) = Chlorine or chlorides 
Ethylene = An inflammable gas 
used as an anesthetic 
administered by 
inhalation. 
Definition: An anthelmintic drug used in the treatment 
of hookworm disease. It is given by mouth. 
URETEROSIGMOIDOSTOMY: 
Ureter (o) = Prefix dominating 
the ureter 
Sigmoid = prefix denoting the 
sigmoid colon. 
Tomy = Excision 
Definition: The operation of implanting the ureters into 
the sigmoid colon. 
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UTEROSALPINGOGRAPHY: 
Utero = Womb 
Salping = Fallopian tube 
Graph (y) = Instrument that records 
Definition: Radiography of the interior of the womb 
and the fallopian tubes. 
ULTRAMICROSCOPE: 
Ultra = Beyond 
Micro = Small 
Scope = Observing, examining 
Definition: Microscope used for seeing small particles 
in liquid by means of a strong light coming 
in from the side and causing the particles 
to be seen as bright point. 
5.6.2 Compounds Consisting of Two Nouns: 
Such compounds are made of two nouns. They are 
simple and easier to grasp because there is no technical 
hitch in deciphering their meanings. A host of such 
scientific noun-compounds have been explored and are 
alphabetically presented below: 
Ammonium cholride Part of the atmosphere 
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Benzene ring 
Boundary layer 
Butterfly valve 
Candle power 
Cavity magnetron 
Chain reaction 
about 150 miles above 
the earth which reflects 
short ratio waves. 
The benzene molecule 
consists of a ring of 6 
carbon atoms with a 
hydrogen atom joined to 
each other. 
Layer of air nearest the 
wings of an aeroplane. 
Valve in the shape of 
butterfly 
Unit measure of the 
intensity of a source of 
light. 
It consists of a block of 
copper with 8 holes in it. 
Each hole is joined by a 
slot to the larger control 
hole. 
Continuous splitting of 
uranium. 
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Hydrogen bom 
Metal shaft 
Metal cutter 
Line water 
Oxygen tent 
Ozone hole 
Transmission line 
Wall thermostat 
5.6.3 Compounds consisting 
Air pressure device 
Aluminium alloy cylinder 
Bom made of hydrogen 
a shaft made of metal 
an instrument used to cut 
metal 
line dissolved in distilled 
water 
a tent put over a patient 
with pure oxygen to help 
him breathe 
hole in a layer of ozone 
high above the earth 
surface. 
Line for transmitting 
electricity 
A thermostat fixed on the 
wall 
of three Nouns: 
A device which signals 
the pressure of air 
An alloy cylinder made 
of aluminium 
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Calcium channel blocker A group of drugs that 
interfere with the entry 
of calcium into smooth 
muscle cells. 
Exhaust gas temperature 
Nozzle brick grinder 
Over load temperature switch 
Temperature produced by 
exhaust gas 
A grinder of nozzle brick 
a switch to control 
overload a switch to 
control overload 
temperature 
Protein energy malnutrition Malnutrition of protein 
energy 
Steel girder bridges Bridges made of steel 
girders 
Tissue plasminogen activator Activator of plasminogen 
tissue 
5.6.4 Compounds Consisting of Adjectives and Nouns: 
Adult respiratory distress syndrome Acute condition in 
which the breathing is 
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Dextrorotatory substance 
Fibre reinforced plastic 
Self contained automatic-
-controller device 
Ship based radar 
Photo-electric effect 
Thermionic converter 
rapid and laboured and 
oxygen deficit is hard to 
correct. 
If a beam of polarised 
light is based through a 
solution of a 
dextrorotatory substance 
the beam is twisted to the 
right side. 
Fibre plastic which is 
reinforced 
A device which 
controls something 
which is automatic and 
self contained 
Radar based on ship 
The loss of electrons 
from an insulated metal 
surface 
Apparatus for changing 
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heat directly into 
electrical power 
Transonic speeds region Speeds near the normal 
speed of sound 
5.6.5 Some compounds are made of several words, 
hence they become too lengthy to be understood. They 
illustrate different constructions and present different ways 
of solving the paraphrase problem. It is, of course, the 
type of compounds that technical writers should be 
discouraged to write because their frequent occurrence will 
inhibit proper learning and proper understanding. It 
becomes too difficult even for the specialists to explore 
the association and relationship that are inherent within 
such compounds. Several examples of such complex 
compounds as cited by Trimble6 (1985) are given below: 
Full swivel steerable non-retracting tail wheel overhaul: 
Thus we have the overhaul of an airplane tail wheel 
which has the characteristic of being non retractable, 
steerable and capable of making a complete swivel. 
6. T rimble, L. (1985). English for Science and Technology, OP. Cit. P. 33. 
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A Heterogeneous graphite moderated natural uranium 
Fuelled nuclear reactor: 
This compound becomes some what easier to read if 
a few punctuation symbols are used to clarify the problem 
of which word modifies which other word (or words) such 
as A heterogeneous, graphite-moderated, natural-uranium 
fuelled nuclear reactor.' 
A split damper inertially coupled passive gravity 
gradient satellite Attitude control system: 
This compound may hold the record for length. This 
contains eleven words and the indefinite article. This, too 
can be understood by punctuation: A split damper, 
inertially coupled, passive-gravity-gradient, satellite 
attitude control system.' 
Aisle-seat-speech interference level : 
It has been taken from an airplane manufacturing 
company report and refers to acoustic tests made to 
determine the level of interference with speech between an 
attendant and a passenger who is sitting in an aisle seat. 
But the problem is one of the ambiguity. On first reading 
one wonders if there is interference with speech taking 
place at an aisle seat or interference from speech issuing 
from an aisle seat. 
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To sum up, compound words occur more frequently 
in scientific texts than in other pieces of writing. Several 
examples of compound words as have been cited in this 
chapter are indicative of the fact that scientists in their 
attempts to be more precise tend to use compound words. 
Frequent use of compound words in scientific texts makes 
scientific writing stand out from other pieces of writing. 
It also needs to be mentioned here that these compound 
words serve the major purpose of the scientists as they can 
easily escape lengthy expression. These compounds make 
the scientists capable of incorporating details with 
reasonable precision . At the same time it is undeniably 
true that the scientist who are non-native users of English 
and have but inadequate competence in English are unable 
to decipher the meanings of these compounds. To over 
come this problem they must undergo regular and 
systematic practice on compounds so that they can easily 
comprehend the scientific texts which are laden with 
multiple level compounds. Some viable suggestions in this 
regard will be given in conclusion. 
CHAPTER-VI 
CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER-VI 
CONCLUSION 
6.1 EST, a sub-field of ESP, has now grown independently 
into a fast-moving discipline. It is linked with the changing 
social, academic and professional needs of the learners and 
hence it has given rise to the purpose oriented forms of language, 
which depend largely on a specialist subject matter. EST has 
thus emerged to cater to the immediate and specific needs of 
the students. 
The present study seeks to explore two aspects of EST, 
the theoretical and the empirical. Linked with the theoretical 
aspect of EST is the study of its theoretical framework. Hence 
the major issues pertinent to the theoretical framework of EST 
have been examined in earlier chapters. The first three chapters 
contain an elaborate discussion on the structural and discoursal 
aspects of EST which encompass syntactical, semantic, 
grammatical and lexical aspects of scientific English. 
The second aspect of EST is based on the empirical study 
of how scientific English is used in scientific journals and what 
distinct format the entire scientific community follows in 
writing scientific research articles. Therefore, 8 scientific 
research articles (refer to appendix) written by non-native users 
of English have been drawn from Natural and Medical Sciences 
to substantiate the empirical findings. 
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In fact, it is from Natural and Medical Sciences that the 
research articles have been selected for analysis, because the 
English language used therein is more understandable and 
analysable. 
Though there is little need to reiterate the whole findings 
in conclusion, it will be the right moment to recapitulate, in 
brief, the findings and some essential features that characterise 
scientific English used in scientific research articles written 
by non-native users of English. 
It has been found that the format of scientific research 
articles by non-native users of English is based on such distinct 
constituents which incorporate Introduction, Method, Result 
and Discussion sections. The format, also called, 'IMRD 
sections', is, infact, followed by the entire scientific community. 
The scientists , in order to remain objective and 
impersonal, choose passive forms in their scientific research 
articles because the important idea is not who did something 
but what was done. In addition, the scientists shun Active Voice 
because they feel that it will be too strong and it will not fit 
their professional needs. Therefore the overall ratio of Active 
Voice used in IMRD sections of 8 scientific research articles is 
only 140 (35.3%) where as the overall ratio of passive voice is 
256 (64.6%) of the total number of 396 running verbs. 
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Hedging, the expression of tentativeness has been found 
to be an important feature of scientific English. The scientists 
tend to use hedging device where exact reference or precise 
numerical is unobtainable or unnecessary in view of the needs 
of the audience. 
It has also been found that the native users of English 
can speak and write in English with absolute propriety and 
grammatical accuracy because they acquire language 
components innately and develop deep sense of using well-
suited terminologies. On the other hand the non-native users 
of scientific English have been found incapable of writing 
English with ease because they have neither rich vocabulary 
nor they innately acquire grammatical accuracy. So their skill 
for writing is inadequate. Owing to this, numerous mistakes 
and pitfalls have been found in scientific research articles 
written by non-native users of English. They are as follows: 
1. faulty parallelism 
2. mistakes in making proper agreement between subject 
and predicate. 
3. use of dangling participles and infinitives. 
4. overuse of noun clusters. 
5. mistakes in the use of active verbs with inanimate 
subjects. 
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6. excessive use of abbreviation and footnotes. 
Now it seems also indispensable to undertake the 
pedagogical aspect of EST curriculum so that the remedial 
measures could be suggested to the students of science in order 
to develop their language accuracy and communication skills. 
Hence it will be extremely useful to discuss how to improve 
language accuracy and communicative skills that the students 
of science really need in their academic as well as in their 
professional pursuits. Hence some innovative strategies are 
recommended below in order to enhance the communicative 
competence of the students. 
Communicative competence comprises grammatical accuracy, 
spelling, pronunciation, an appropriate choice of words and the 
ability to communicate well in every given situation. A 
considerable degree of competence in English will be an asset 
to the acquisition of scientific knowledge as well as to 
popularizing scientific findings. The native users of English 
innately learn the essence of the language so they know well 
how to communicate their needs. On the contrary, the non-native 
users of English have varied degree of proficiency. Some of 
them who are well exposed to English can speak and write 
with ease but many science students who have obtained their 
secondary level education from Hindi medium schools are 
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inefficient so they tolerate English as an inevitable nuisance in 
pursuit of their professional careers. They learn English only 
for obtaining a degree qualification in any of the science related 
profession. They are less motivated to the acquisition of English 
because they lay full concentration on their science subjects. 
More particularly when it comes to writing in English the 
learners are faced with overwhelming problems of vocabulary 
and grammatical accuracy. They exhibit their inability to write 
laboratory report, manual and to explain research procedure 
and result. However what is more discomforting is that 
classroom practice is neither oriented to the teaching of the 
basic skills nor it is based on the major facts of the 
communicative approach such as the choice of materials, 
teaching of vocabulary and the teaching of grammar. These 
variables had never been incorporated in syllabus. The teaching 
materials had never been made specific to the learners' needs 
whereas it will prove a better panacea for EST students if the 
teaching materials are modulated to suit their specific goals. In 
fact the students learn more effectively and rapidly if they have 
a reason for doing things. 
In fact, vocabulary teaching has always been taken up in 
haphazard manner and grammar is taught adopting conventional 
methods. Besides, what goes on in the name of English classes 
is making science students plod through the lessons. The method 
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of teaching is also not skill oriented. The teacher of English is 
more apt to summarize the lessons which is not conducive, at 
all, to the development of skills and communicative competence. 
Mere summarizing the lessons or lecture oriented method has 
proved less rewarding. So the teaching must be reassessed 
towards a more skill oriented strategies and the teacher of 
English should also be willing to renew their vision of teaching. 
6.1.1 So far as the teaching materials are concerned the 
inclusion of literature in language programs still remains 
an issue in the discussion on the second and foreign 
language teaching. At present it is a bone of contention 
between those who maintain that it should only be taught 
as a subject and others who advocate its use as a source 
for language learning. However in recent years doctors, 
biologists and physicists-turned writers have raised science 
and high-tech topics to the level of hot literary 
commodities termed as technothrillers.[ 
Technothrillers are fiction stories which are based 
on scientific facts and findings. The students of science 
in advanced countries have enthusiastically welcomed the 
introduction of technothrillers into EST course. The 
language activities derived from such materials have been 
enjoyed and valued as something very different from 
1. Brinton, D.M., Snow. M.A. (1989). Content Based Second 
Language Instruction. Bostor Heinle and Hein Publisher. 
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previous learning experiences. Technothrillers stand as 
invaluable materials not only for strengthening study skills 
but also for fostering the development of critical reading 
and thinking skills. 
It is hence recommended that besides literature 
oriented lessons, technothrillers should also be introduced 
for the students of science to sustain their interest and to 
promote their self confidence. As a matter of fact, science 
students take least interest in literature oriented materials 
such as stories plays and novels because they become more 
concerned with facts and findings owing to their copious 
reading of science books. They also feel that stories and 
plays are irrelevant and do not cater to their utmost social 
needs. So more science based materials should be 
introduced in academic curriculum for the teaching of 
English to the students of science. In this case they will 
be doubly benefitted because science based materials will 
increase their scientific knowledge as well as their 
language competence. In addition, the EST students will 
progressively experience success in dealing with these 
representational materials and hence will regard 
technothrillers as the stepping stones towards reading more 
linguistically, complex text in the foreign language. 
6.1.2 One of the major obstacles to the fast acquisition 
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of communication skills is the learner's poor vocabulary. 
The novice non-native users of English for their being less 
exposed to English language have poor vocabulary so they 
manifest their inability to decipher the writer's intended 
meaning in the given text. They cannot speak or write with 
ease. There is no doubt that the knowledge of substantial 
vocabulary assists the learner's proficiency in all the 
integrated skills but it is quite ironical that the vocabulary 
teaching which is a key to success in the development of 
language skills has always been given a short shrift in the 
class. It has been taken up in a haphazard manner. No 
attempt has ever been made to adopt effective strategies 
for vocabulary teaching. The development of vocabulary 
mostly relies on the learner's special interest. So only 
enthusiastic learners who have implicit motivation usually 
make extensive reading of novels in order to enrich their 
vocabulary. On the contrary less motivated students remain 
handicapped. The basic reason for the students' lack of 
motivation is that the vocabulary teaching has neither been 
a part of curriculum nor the preoccupation of the teacher. 
Therefore the focus should also be laid on vocabulary 
teaching which is quite significant for promoting 
communication skill. 
It is quite indisputable that EST has emerged to 
cater to the learners' specific needs but with a view to 
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developing extensive vocabulary of EST students both 
literary as well as scientific texts should be incorporated 
in the curriculum. As a matter of fact EST students for 
their frequent exposure to scientific language can 
understand scientific texts with ease but they feel ill at 
ease with day to day communication. So different strategies 
are recommended below in order to develop the extensive 
vocabulary of EST students. 
6.1.3 The ability to guess the meaning from context is 
clearly a valuable skill and one that plays a key role in 
textual exploitation in the class. It is undeniably true that 
students can not bring dictionary with them all the time. 
So ultimately the teacher should develop the students' habit 
to determine the meaning of an unknown word by means 
of contextual clues. The scientific and literary paragraphs 
laden with necessary vocabulary should be given to the 
science students in the class to guess the meanings of 
difficult words at one go, but close look will make them 
easier to understand. So the teacher should teach the 
students to puzzle out the meanings of difficult words in 
a given text. In other words, in teaching vocabulary items, 
context is more important and hence words should not be 
taught in isolation. The students should also be made aware 
of the fact that no word has implicit meaning but words 
get their full meanings from the context. 
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6.1.4 Another widely acknowledged way to build 
vocabulary is through the teaching of word-formation 
process sometimes called derivational morphology. A word 
is easily understood with reference to its derivational 
process. More so, many words when analyzed into their 
constituent parts yield their own definition. Such analysis 
of word formation is the model of generative vocabulary 
which is really a short cut for vocabulary development. 
Certain basic principles for the teaching of generative 
vocabulary are as follows: 
I Learning to look analytically at word form. 
II Recognizing the underlying stem through the 
knowledge of affixation. 
III Discovering the meaning of the whole by analyzing 
the parts. 
VI Discovering the meaning of strange words by 
establishing meaningful association. 
So the learner can at least get the import of the 
difficult words if the study of root-affix elements is 
undertaken. First the teacher should take initiative to 
analyze and dissect the combination of these elements in 
the class. Then the students should be given numerous 
words for practice. Thus a systematic study of their roots 
and their etymology would enable the learner to make 
practical association between the root and the added words 
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and hence enrich the learner's range of vocabulary. 
6.1.5 In addition, a systematic way of developing 
vocabulary includes words in a variety of ways and 
presenting them through various types of tasks and games. 
There are several ways of putting words in groups: 
collocation, word network, synonyms and antonyms. 
Collocation is an interesting feature of language. In English 
certain words go together and it does not make sense to 
collocate or put together certain other words. In other 
word, collocation is a frequent co-occurrence of certain 
words such as distant relative, remote area, strong tea etc. 
Hyponymy: The teacher should teach the students 
how to group together words which belong to some parent 
words or which fall under some specific domain such as: 
Stationary: pen, pencil, ink paper 
The teacher should express this sense relation by 
saying that stationary is the super-ordinate word and pen, 
pencil and ink are hyponyms of stationary. 
To collect words of some specific domain also 
builds up an extensive vocabulary such as the words that 
describe all kinds of people or the words that are related 
to medical specialists such as: 
egoist = self seeker 
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egotist = self admirer 
altruist = generous, benevolent 
introvert = self centred, reclusive 
extrovert = extremely sociable 
ambivert = neither extreme 
Medical Specialist: A gynaecologist, an obstetrician, a 
paediatrician, an opthalmologist, 
an orthopaedist a cardiologist, a 
neurologist etc. 
If such vocabulary listing of various streams is 
undertaken in the class it will yield successful result and 
equip the learners with the words of varied streams. 
The frequent occurrence of long words in scientific 
texts is a major problem for the students of science. They 
cannost understand the meanings of such formidable words. 
To overcome this problem, the teacher should simplify the 
long words by breaking them into prefixes, suffixes and 
roots. There is no doubt that medical lexicons are relatively 
long but their length as has been seen in chapter 5.6.1 is 
no bar to their understanding if their constituents are 
analyzed separately. Once these constituents have been 
mastered they become self explanatory and hence there is 
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no difficulty in discovering the meanings of such long 
words. 
6.1.6 Compounds, however, are a more difficult 
problem. It is often useful to cull the students' individualized 
assignments for compounds that can be presented to the 
class as a whole for analysis and discussion. A 
compounding exercise that helps students improve the 
reading skill should be given to the students in the class 
itself. The teacher should give the students lists of words 
from their own fields and let them make, for example, 
several two-word and several three-word compounds. The 
teacher can also point out the difference between head 
word and modifiers. In addition, the science students may 
also be made to realize that many common words in general 
English as has been discussed in chapter 5.6.2 have 
specialized meanings in their particular scientific or 
technical fields. 
6.2 The skill for written communication which is 
so crucial to master has always been neglected in the 
academic curriculum. No systematic practice for writing is 
given to the science students in the class where as the 
tremendous success in the exam as well as in popularizing 
research findings worldwide depend mostly on the fair 
command in written communication, but both the teachers 
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and the students lack motivation for writing skill. On the 
one hand teachers are less trained to monitor tactfully the 
students' writing assignment in the class and on the other 
hand the students also find writing practice so strenuous 
that they become regularly irregular in the class when they 
are given writing practice. As a result of this a large 
number of science students remain handicapped in written 
communication. Such students send their research articles 
for publication in reputed journals and magazines of 
science but language inadequacy becomes a major barrier 
to their acceptance. Hence it is essential to discuss some 
viable strategies in order to improve the writing skill of 
the students in general and the students of science in 
particular. 
Writing is of varied nature and varied style but here 
has been touched upon only those varieties which the 
students of science are really faced with. 
Technical and scientific written communication includes 
writing of scientific research articles, critiques, laboratory 
reports, manuals, explaining the result of research, describing 
procedures and objects and developing paragraphs. In addition 
to this, technical writers communicate visually with graphs, 
tables, and drawings. 
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To develop competence in any of the aforesaid areas 
depends mostly on students' regular practice in the process 
of writing because the competence in writing will not 
increase overnight but it requires regular and systematic 
practice. 
6.2.1 So for as the process of writing is concerned, 
the teacher should unfold the necessary stages that the 
students are supposed to undergo. The first stage is 
concerned with preliminary draft in which the learners are 
supposed to accommodate as many points as possible. The 
students may generate ideas by interacting with peers and 
with resource persons in their concerned fields. The teacher 
may announce a familiar topic in the class telling the 
students to develop ideas. The students in this pre-writing 
would not be possessed by language accuracy least they 
should interrupt the spontaneous overflow of ideas. 
However in the second draft grammatical accuracy, use of 
appropriate words, substitution of sentences and the 
organization of words and sentences may be undertaken 
with utmost care. Though the written script which is 
produced in the class room cannot be incubated but the 
research articles may certainly be incubated. As a matter 
of fact if the research articles are examined few days after 
their completion, the mistakes will easily be detected and 
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hence they may be rectified with ease. In such incubating 
technique the writer becomes critical of his own research 
article. The points to be looked into in a written 
communication are grammatical and syntactic accuracy, 
formation of well knitted sentences and logical organization 
of sentences. In addition, the students of science should 
also be taught that the facts of the matter should truly be 
represented by the choice of words, for example if one is 
writing a manual for a machine that has sharp whirling part 
under a protective cover. This dangerous part could slice 
off a users fingers. When one tends to explain how to 
clean the part one should inform the reader of the danger 
in manner that prompts him to act cautiously. It will be 
inappropriate to write "A hazard exists if contact is made 
with this part while it is whirling". This sentence is not 
urgent or specific enough to help a user preventing injury. 
Instead one should write. "Warning", Turn of all power 
before you remove the cover, the blade underneath could 
slice off your fingers". 
6.3. An essential part of the teaching of any 
language is the teaching of its grammar. Grammar is the 
term of great antiquity which includes a total mechanism 
that a language possesses or which determines the rules 
that the learners use while speaking or writing a language. 
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Hence the knowledge of grammar will enable the learners 
to use English appropriately and distinguish between well 
formed and ill formed sentences. 
Etymologically the word grammar is related to the 
word glamour but it has now become the most 
unglamourous thing in the world because the formal method 
of teaching grammar is adopted at every level. The teachers 
of English regardless of levels, apply the same monotonous 
methods of teaching grammar again and again. It has 
become highly uninspiring and boring. So the method of 
teaching grammar has to undergo an inevitable reappraisal 
and new strategies have to be evolved. There is no doubt 
that the teachers of English must teach the formal 
knowledge of grammar but the repetition of the same 
methods and materials must be avoided at the higher level. 
Formal grammar must be taught at tertiary level but at the 
higher level some new methods of teaching of grammar 
must be evolved. Here I would like to recommend some 
innovative methods that have emerged from my own 
practical experience of teaching grammar at higher level. 
I Generative grammar should be taught to the 
students of science at higher level so that they can 
produce infinite number of sentences. Grammatical 
explanation should be accompanied by numerous 
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illustrations in order to simplify its entire 
mechanism. 
II The teacher can also select passages from the text 
which can be analyzed to illustrate certain 
grammatical principles. He has to decide in advance 
which part of the grammar the learners need to 
master. 
Analyzing the paragraph the teacher can state the 
rules of sentence formation and illustrate how these rules 
have been observed in the paragraph. In this way what the 
students have learned formally about grammar at tertiary level 
will be reinforced and hence they can achieve more grammatical 
accuracy. 
Editing is also an important means for checking 
grammatical inaccuracy. The students should be given to 
write a paragraph on the spot. Thus the students should 
be made aware of the mistakes they have committed in their 
scripts. Here the teacher should teach prescriptive grammar 
to the students approving all those sentences which observe 
the grammatical rules and disapproving those sentences 
which breach the grammatical rules in some way or the 
other. In addition to this, the descriptive grammar should 
also be taught to the students. Here the teacher can state 
the facts of language as they exist and record sentences 
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as they are spoken or written systematically by a large 
number of speakers. 
To sum up, the pedagogical suggestions that have 
been given above with regard to the development of 
vocabulary, writing skill, course materials and grammatical 
accuracy are essential for promoting the communicative 
competence of the students of science. It has thus been 
suggested that the skill of writing, vocabulary of the 
students of science will increase substantially if they are 
taught and monitored tactfully by the teacher in the class 
itself. The use of technothriller as the course materials will 
substantiate the motivation of the students of science and 
technology. Meticulous insight into grammar may also be 
instilled if the students of science are motivated to examine 
the grammatical devices very carefully in the given 
paragraph. Hence a considerable degree of competence in 
English will be obtained if the remedial measures offered above 
are followed with utmost care. 
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journal of Central Micronalary (1978), 107, "-W Printed ut Greet Britain 
Effect of Incubation Media on the Recovery of 
Escherichia coli KI2 Heated at 52 °C 
By MASOOD AHMAD, BRAHM S. SRIVASTAVA AND 
S. CAGARWALA 
Calm! Dtv% Research Institute, Lucknow, India 
(Recenrdll January 1978) 
The exposure of exponentially frown Escherichia coli Kl2 to 52 °C for 30 mm in Tris/Mc1-
3u(Tcr resulted in a considerable loss of viability when plated on tryptone ajar When suin 
ncarea"oacierftuj^r£jjflJ af57 C lor 3 h in tryptone broth before plating on lr>ptone agar, 
there was a lignincaiittncreasc in viabiuty Thus, heat damage was, repaired in tryptone 
broth but not on tryptone agar Recover) »as greater in tryptJUrWWIh than in synthetic 
medium In tryptone broth, recA orpolA muuais also recovered but a let mutant did not. 
j Asarcjul:ofheatmc,thesenjjpntyc/bacKrutoultravJol!rradiation(j v) , to mitomycin 
p and to p/sting on hith salt medium wis echanced. After incubation for 2 h in tryptone 
^roth at 31*€, the bVcttri'a. rtgiinrd'Ttot rcsisfagcc"~to u v. and mitomycin C and tolerance 
D high salt mediumrKccoverv of viability t g m t y ^ N A and protein synthesis, whereas 
"ecovery of u.v. resistance dtdnotrcfluirc proteiasynthesis. Heating for 30 min inhibited 
the release of acid-soluble nHeraJTrom ONA in all strains ot'£. coli used. 
I.NT10DUCTION 
Injury to bacteria caused by exposure to high temperatures and their subsequent recovery 
sbeensrudied in Staphylococcus euma. Streptococcusfaecalis, Bacillus suStitis, Salmonella 
'yprmwrium and Pscvaomonas fiuortsctns (larxiolo & Ordal, 1966; Gark, Witter 4 Ordal, 
\%i\ Bluhm & Ordal, 1969; Rosenthot 4 Iindolo, 1970; Tomlins & Ordal, 1971; Miller 4 
Drdal, 1972; Gray, Witter 4 Ordal, 1973). The beat injuries^axcjieen characterized as 
age to the cell membrane, degradation of nbosomal RNAand alteration in enzyme 
cuvity. Heat treatment of Escherichia colt at 52 *C apparently.induces single-strand breaks 
in the DNA and post-treatment incubation in phosphate bunerieaas to the rejoining of 
khese breaks and an increase in colony-forming ability (Bridges, AslrwTOl-Smith 4 Munsoo, 
11969; Mukberjee 4 Bharuchaijee, 1970, Woodcock & Grigg. 1972). Bridges el al. (1969) 
iemonstojed that mutations in certain loci, which render E. coli sensitive to radiation, also 
Jrnnanceirs sensitivity to hear Toe » w l reported here was undertaken in an attempt to 
tmderstand the nature of heat legions in £ ri/t Kl2, the requirements for r*j3iery and_tbe 
nvolvemenl ofjCiouijeenVlic ioci. Recovery u, defined as an incrcrsc in the viability 
pf heated bactena by incuba'tion in recovery mcdibm before plating on tryptone agar, 
-otnpared with immediate plating on tryptone agar 
Bacltrui These «irc listed in Tabk I 
AOrf-a The minimal glucose/salts pajiu-n (\CM) cortairiej.(jx:t litre) K,HTO, 3HA 7 g; K.H.PO,, 
• t; (NH^SO„ 1 g; MgSO, 7HA 0-1 j , soduu atHWfflTTHH g; MnSO, .md Fe,(SO.>., each 0 1 IEI 
f,>01 M soluftoos; ar.d iteiaifl, 1 mg. D-Glucotr [SO ml of a 10 % (w/v) solutiort *as stenlLod separateW 
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and then mixed with the sails. Themedium wamippkmenicd with required amino acids <> -M) //(• ml ' Tb: 
thymine requirement of E. (M )onT*BF9TFZn\\-1. Tryplooc broth (RM) cgn|aJacd (per lurer (r>r'or«: 
(Choid), 10 g; >east extract paste (Ceutron Research Laboratories. Pvt. Ltd; India), 5 g: and NaCl, 5 g. 
Bacteria weriyjjwaxs plated on tryptor* broth containing 1-5 '/, (w/v) ajar (BDK). The high vill medium 
consbted oTtnpiane agar containing 1% (w/v) NaCl, on which E. ro/jeroj's with no detectable loss of 
viability. *" 
Buffers. All dilution* were made in0-01 M-MgSO, solution. Bacteria were heat-trcited in Tris /Ms" buffer 
(o-oi M. pHii-ojr ,fc- • —" 
Heat treatment. Washed bacteria from an exponentially growing culture 0 * It* to 5x IO* \uhle umt< 
ml"') »cre suspended io buffer in a test tube ar>d placed in a water bath at 52 C. The teroprraiure in the 
tube roseurGiibin 0-5 'C of the final temperature in" mm. Aha heat treatment, simples M C T Ciluied and 
immecTiJrriy plated to assay colony-forming ability -«*»MUO*4 
Posi-i/eanXFfalneubaiipn. Heated and unhealed bacterial suspensions (0-5 ml) weredil'jted 10-fo!d into 
MM or RM and shaken for 2 h at 37 !C. At intervals, samples were dihjjed and purleo\ Where stated, chlor-
amphenicol (Cam; 100//g ml~') or rifampkin (Rif; 10/g ml'M^Wnfocied to the reco\er> medium (these 
were gifts from Ma\ A Baler, India, and Professor G. C. Lancini, rtrpecTrlels). Before plating, the bacteria 
wjrewj jhed io remove the drugs. Neither antibiotic reduced the viability of unhealed bacteria a; the 
concentrations u<ed. * T * ' u t J 
Exposure to ulirmiolet raJxiiion iu.i.) and mi/o/ryrui C. Unhealed bacteria, heated bacteria and healed 
bacteria held in recover, medium for 2 h with and without chloramphenicol were compared for u \ and 
mitomycin C sensitivity. To measure u.v. sensimit), bacteria "we're p7aTcdTnffffffnc"8caLr and the plates 
»erc exposed io 254 nm and incubaied at 37 'C. laaJutKwfwTrcubation wertncxforTned ir. complete 
dalVneslslo avoid nhotoreactivation. Semiiiviiv io mnormon C(Calbiochcm) *j^Ktffl\{1tvLbN plannp ihe 
bacteria on tor'^ne agar contaming the drug .'I 0 5 /g ml"'. Mitomycin CTt trirs1 conccnTration had no 
erTect on the \ iability of unhealed bacteria. 
DSA degradation. Bacteria were radioactivcly labelled by growing them in minimal medium supplemented 
wiih their required frowth factdRfflft fQ\ pHJthvTnidine ml"' (sp. act. <S500 mC i mmol"'; Bhabha Atomic 
Research Centre, India). Labelled bacteria wereheated for 30 min it 52 *C and incubated with shaking in 
RM. Samples (0-2 ml) wtrrrcrncved at regular iniervah, fi<ed for 30 nun in I mJch/7(c7T>; (« A) trichloro-
acetic acid and the aciTT^nsoluble fraction* were cgllccted on Millipore fillers (pore sire. 0 45 /im). Tne 
radioactivity ua.< measured h a liquid sdntilb "ion counter. 
RESULTS 
Survival of heated bacteria 
The survival of bacteria when plated directly on to tryptone agar immediate!} after heating 
i^hgjjjjn in Fig. I. 'The mutants recA, lex and polA were mort sensitive to heat than the 
wild type. Mutants uvrA and recB were as resistant as the parent strain (data net shown). 
The wild type and the recA mutant were more sensitive when grown in MM than when 
grown in RM. The viability ofpclA. and to a large extent lex, was not affected by the growth 
Liquid holding recover} in RM and MM 
The bactcriauer^j^jed for 30 min at 52 CC and then shaken for 2 h in MM or RM 
Colony-forming*aSiIity was assayed at intervals during this period by plating samples on 
tryptone agar. The viabilit^w unhealed bacteria under the same conditions y ^ ^ o 
assayed (Fig. 2). Reco^gWttfriaflue150^ by the composition of both the pre- and post-
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treatment media. Recovery is the ratio of the viable numbers of Heated and unhealed 
bacteria at 2 h. 
The results shown in Fig. 2(a, c) are for bacteria grown in MM and RM, respectively, 
and shaken in MM after heat treatment When grown in MM before heat treatment, the 
wild type and recA strajni_simas&4lpcovery durjnj; the 2 h incubation, whereas lex and polA 
rnyjants did not fFig. /?•'. wnengrowWWrocTore treatment, the colony-forming ability 
olr?cTa?o^rteclincd, whereas with the wild type loss of viability occurred for 3 h (Fig. 
2c); again, polA cclls^jd not recover. ^mmmmm 
The results shown m 7-'igV2(6, d) are for bacteria grown in MM and RM, respectively, 
and shaken in RM after heat treatment. Except for the lex mutant, all thestrainyggp^cred 
significantly. The apparent extent of recovery after 2 h for the «ild type, recA, polA and /<\r 
sTFaTnfwis 3, 7, 10 and 1, respectively (Fig. 2d). However, the lex mutant faikd to recover 
and the increase in viable counts of the lex mutant was probably due to the multiplication 
of survivors since under identical conditions the increase in the number of unhealed bacteria 
was the same. 
When bacteria grown and treated as in Fig. 2(d) uej;enot shaken but simply held in 
tryptone broth, the same results w^je^obained. ThusTEoIding in tryptone broth for 2 h 
after heat treatment jggje^sed survival compared with immediate plating on tryptone agar. 
Tryptone broth can therefore be referred to as recovery medium. 
L'.v. and mitonycin C sensitivity and salt tolerance 
The parent strain, Anl 157, washeated for 30 min. Half the culture was exposed to u.v., 
mitomycin C or plated on hignsSlt medium and the colony-forming ffrrrtr*lVcre counted. 
The other half was suspended in recovery medium for 2 h and then exposed toru~v., mito-
mycin C or high"salt medium. Parallel coDtrcls of unheated bacteria were also carried out 
Table 2. Effect of metabolic inhibitors on the liquid holding recovery oj hfafedABi 13 / 
Viable units ml'1 on lifTercm pining media: 
Incubation 
medium 
RM 
RM 
KM+Rif 
RM + Cam 
RM 
RM 
RM + Rif 
RM+Cam 
Time 
(min) 
0 
120 
120 
120 
0 
120 
120 
J 20 
RM 
2-OyiV 
1-4 x 10* 
i ;x io« 
I-OxlO3 
4-JxlO» 
6-5 xlO* 
4-5x10' 
i :xio» 
RM + 
N»CI (2 ;o 
2-2: 10' 
hO 
hO 
so 
3-5 x JO4 
l-2xl0« 
2-2 x 10* 
2-5X104 
RM +mito-
mycin C 
2 0 x ) 0 r 
NTJ 
NT) 
NX) 
3-5 x ] 0 4 
4-0x IC4 
30x10' 
3-3x10* 
ND, not dooe; Cam, chloramphenicoJ; Rif, rifampidh. 
Heated bacteria were more sensitive to u.v. than unheated bacteria, but regained normal 
u.v. resistance during*the 2 h incubation in recovery medium (Fig. 3). Similarly, heated 
bacteria were more sensitive to mitomycin C and to plating on high salt medium, but 
incubationTrJTecovery medium resulted in normal mitomycin C resistance and high salt 
tolerance (Table 2). 
Effect of chloramphenicol and rifampicin on recovery 
The presence of chloramphenicol in the recovery medium during 2 h incubation of heated 
bacteria inhibited the recovery of viability. However, some recovery di<i occur even in the 
Bacteria 
Unhealed AB!157 
Healed ABI 157 
(30 min, 52 * 0 
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Fig 5 Scheme for heal icuoos ind (heir mode of rcco\ cry. 
1970), which is an allele of pal A. This might explain why ihe 'cautious' recombiiution-
deficient strain of Bridges el al. (1969) vias"sensitive to heat killing. 
Survival was enhanced when the heated bacteria were held in tryptonc broth as conirurcd 
to direct plating on tryptonc agar. The effect of 'liquiThoIding' on the recovery of un-
irradiated E. coli in MM is wcl| documented (Roberts & Aldous, 1949; Gancsan & Smith, 
19~?>5) Contrary to the rcs'ults'with (Tv , the liquid holding rccovcryof healed bacteria was 
poor in MM compared with recovery in RM. 
Recover) of viability was considerably inhibited by nfampicin and chloramphenicol, 
suggesting a possible role lorKNAand protein s\ nthesis in recovery. Salmonella lyphmmriuin 
also required both for recover)' from thermal injury (Tomlins & Ordal, 1971), although 
othjrbacteria do not require protein synthesis (Clark el al., 1968; Miller & Ordal, 1972; 
GrayV/"SZri973). 
DNA degradation wgsinhibited by heat treatment, probably due to inhibition of 
DNAases. Chapmann & Pollard (1969) reported inhibition of DNA degradation when E. coli 
was heated at temperatures greater than 45 CC prior to y-irradiation. Heated bacteria were 
more sensitive to u.v. and to plating on high salt medium, and during liquid holding normal 
u.v. resistance and salt tolerance wtjjyjg^ined. These data suggest inactivation of radiation 
repair enzjmes and damage to ihTcell membrane by heat and their subsequent recovery. 
The recovery of normal u.v. resistance in the presence of chloramphenicol (Fig. 3) suggests 
that de novo synthesis of repair enzymes wa^iotrequired and under favourable conflfHoTis, 
provided by tryptonc broth, renarurationonEerepair enzymes might be involved. Chlor-
amphenicol ujMyJjd^the recovery of mitomycin C resistance and salt tolerance (Table 2) 
which suggests that repair of the cell membrane requires de now protein s>nthesis. Thus, 
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Fig. 3 V\ tcasttntiy of imin AH IS7 c Bacteria heated at 52 'C for 30 mm before exposure (o 
u \ • unhealed bacteria opened t o u t , • healed bactcna eapovd to u \ after ihal.iri, in 
recovery medium for 2 h. A, healed b u w i exposed lo u v i/ier shaking in recovery medium 
containing chloramphenicol. 
Fig 4 DNA degradation in heated { , 52 *C for 30 mm) and unhealed ( ) bacteria during 
post treatment incubation in iccovery medium C *^d type. # , Itx, &, recA, 0 , polA 
presence of chloramphenicol (Table 2, Fig 2d). Chloramphenicol interfered to a large 
extent with the recovery of salt tolerance and muomjeint- resistance (Tabic 2), but had no 
effect on the recovery of u v resistance (Fig 3). 
Rjfampicin totally inhibited the repair of heated bacteria in recovery medium The degrcR 
of inhibition of saJt tolerance Has the same as that by chloramphenicol. 
17A.4. degradation 
The initial radioactivity in the acid-insoluble fractions of heated and unhealed bacteria 
was less than 100% and varied from strain to strain, e g. for unhealed »ild type, recA, lex 
and polA bacteria, the values-ucre 90, 65.80 and S2 %, respectively, and the corresponding 
values for heated bacteria \ere 9$, 70, 80 and 75°,. So, for convenience, the initial counts 
were normalized to 100% and the rest of the results Vjjreralculated according!) DNA 
dcffSoaTton was significantly inhibited in heated bactenaoTeach strain (Fig 4) 
DISCUSSION 
Bridges el al (1969) found that 'recUess' and 'cautious' recombination-deficient strains 
of E coli B were sensitive to mild heating whereas the exr (lex) mutation had little or no 
effect except when combined with a Ion or her mutation The heat sensitivity of polA* and 
polA strains wasjdentical (Sedgwick <£. Bridges, 1972) and the abhors explained this as 
being due to "the lack, of endonucleolytic incision attmty Part of our data on the apparent 
involvement of lj.own loci on heat sensmytjvdgjiot agree with these results We found that 
besides the recA strain,polA and lex strains were also sensitive to heat whereas tie cautious' 
strain recS was as resistant as the wild rjpe The 'cautious' recombination-deficient strain 
used by Bridges el al (1969) was later shown to have a resA mutation (Kato & Kondo, 
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Rtco\ery of heatedEscherichia coli 
the failure to achieve normal mitomycin C resistance in the presence of chloramphenicol 
could be due fo increased perrrcabiliry of mitomycin C. The reco\ery of normal u.v. resist-
ance in the presence of chloramphenicol (Fig. 3) but inhibition of recovery of viable bacteria 
in recovery medium (Fig. 2d) suggest that the two phenomena may be independent of each 
other. v ~™ -
The repair of certain heat lesions occurred during liquid holding and not on agar plates 
of the same medium composition, wesuegest that lesions in protein and membrane are. 
repaired in the liquid medium but inhibited on agar plates. A similar result was reportedby 
ffoTffls & Aldous (1949) w ho tested the inhibitory effect of agar on recov cry of~u~v.-irradiated 
E coli. Recovery wa'.obtaineo in liquid medium but uas inhibited on agar medium and they 
attributed this efle'cTto a typical diffusion which was not possible on the solid medium. 
*Ae propose the following explanation for the heat lesions and their mode of reco\er> in 
E. ro/nn|. I). Short periods of heat treatment (low dose) cause local opening of DN A at 
various points (Inman, 1966) The* specific region? ire aitSckco' by DNAase(s) (Goldmark 
& Linn, 1970; Sedgw ick & Bridges, 1972j!??Bfflng in niched DNA. A few breaks are repaired 
by DNA polymerase 1 and hgase (Town. Smith &. Kaplan, 1971, 1972; Snvasiava, 1974), 
while the remaining breaks require functional lex and rec A genes. Thus, at low doses only 
the le> sns in DNA are important and are repairable (Woodcock & Grigg, 1972), but after 
longer periods of heating, damage to RNA and protein becomes effective. This involves 
inactivatian of repair enzymes and DN-\ase(s), anTSamage to the cell membrane. Recovery 
at higher doses vvojiid_c^ entualiv require the synthesis of membrant and activation and/or 
de now synthesis of enzymes Posffleacnent incubation in tryptone broth, but not on 
trypione agar, brings about resumption of enzyme activities and cell membrane recovery, 
as shown by the increase in u.v. and mitomycin C resistance and high salt tolerance. 
We are grateful to Dr Nirya Nand for facilities to carry out this work. One of us (M A ) 
is indebted to C.S.I.R., New Delhi, for the Junior Research Fellowship, CD.R.I. com-
munication no. 2207. 
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WAJIHULLAH and JAM a, A. ANSARI 
Section of Parasitology. Department of Zoology, Aligarh Muslim' j'niversity. 
Aligarh, U.P. 203001. India 
Hislopathological study of Diplotriaena tricuspis (Fedtschenko, 
1874) (Filariidae, Nematode!) infection in pigeons 
Badania histopatologiczne nad przebicgiem inwazji Diplotriaena tricuspis 
(Fedtschenko. 1874) (Filariidae, Neinotoda) u golcbi 
Abstract 
WAJIMILLAH. AN.UKI J./\. 1985. Histopathologic*! study of Diploiriuenu trirusph 
(ledlschcnko. 187-t) (rilirujur, Nrnuitaih) infection in piycons. Aria jKtn.wil. pot.. 
30. 53-56. 
The present >iudy was carried out to asfcriain the hiilopatholoyieal changes 
caused by die dcvclopmcnijl stages of Dipbirkiam uicuxph in experimentally 
inTcctcd paeons. l-'oiirih-s!,iv:c l.m.ic caused septal rupture and inira-alvcolar 
haemorrhage. Adult worms, *hich were most frequently found in the peritoneum, 
were alio located in tl>e pleural cavity and subcutaneous tissues, in extreme C.IM.-* 
lhc> were also found embedded in the muscles, \i\cr. lungs and hcirl. Histolog-
ical examination ic\ea)cd lieJ\y infiltration of polymorph* and mononuclear cells 
around the worm. 
It has been recognized that histozoic and coclozoic pataMlcs, in order to 
icquire compatibility and smooth establishment, tend to alter and/or interfere 
with the normal physiology of the host. In response to infection, the host's 
defence mechanism, involving the inflammatory cells, £ries to restrict the 
activities of the paiasitc. During this process appreciable changes may occur 
in the parasite and the host in order to adjust wirhin the environment. 
Little is known about the host-pnrasite interaction, particularly in ct'ses 
where filarial' \vorms are involved. T j ^ j ^ d v d ^ U w"h 'he histopatholoii-
ical changes in the laboratory-bred pigeons following experimentally-induced 
Diplotriaena tricuspis infect'^" 
Material and met r ics 
The laboratory-bred pigeons (Culumba livia) wirte erprjlovcd in the present study. They 
*|erjLdivided into four batches, each batch consisting or 5 pigeons. Infcct.\e-si.ii.c lar\ae of 
D. ttkuspis ncre obtained from experimentally inWeled laboratory-reared gras.vhoppcrs. Dif-
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fcrcn! cio>a of infecu'vc larvae ranging from 50-100, suspended in a small amount of norm.il 
s.iiine. vgfc g^en orally to various batches with the help of .1 pipette. Infected pigeons vvcr.e, 
sacrificed p5ru!™ically over a period of 72 h to 150 da\s after infection to ascertain nod 
ex.miine the >tanis and condition of the larvae and adult worms, together with the organs 
alfened by the parasite. Jnfccted organs such as muscles, liver, lungs and heart jver* removed 
and fixed in Bouin's lluid. Infected organs xvcreseciioned ami processed histologically by using 
par.Jlin microtechnique, and stained witntiaemaloxxlin and co>in for histopathologic! 
examination. »oBi» 
Results 
ible I presents the results of varying do^es of infective-stage larvae 
..jJininiiiercd orally in the pigeons and [he consequent pathological conditions 
arising thereof. The infecusc larvae administered orally in pigeons finally 
nmr,ik\i lo the lungs uhere third moulting occurred between 5-6 days During 
the"period of migration and moulting they caused septal rupture and intrn-
Tablc I 
'\on!i> of r.:!ciluu) in pigcns which WCIC gix^n x'ar^ng orjl doses of mfcvtixc-sl.tuc 
lirvae cf D. irh:uf-u 
'h 
; 
1 
I 
O 
i n 
of 
.IC 
i r U a r c->Uj!c 
.:tiniMiis(c:cd 
5(1 
65 
S'O 
100 
I.ixc adult 
rev.ox cr 
f..) 
20 
22 
28 
30 
xx or r.i-i 
vxl 
1 
I'athological Iciions 
Septal ruptuic and 
inlra-alveolar haemorrhage 
in l i m p b> foi irth-stajx 
laivjc 
Heavy cellular infi ltration 
around the worm cm-
Ivddcd in hxer. heart and 
muscles 
aheolar haemorriiage in the lungs (Plate I: I). After the final moult, 
which ocean cd between 22-24 days, adolescent worms plaited migrating to 
the peritoneum, subcutaneous tissues and muscles. Af(6r acquiring patency 
after about 125 days, most of the adult wonris vverc found in the peri-
toneum, but certahiuonnsHerc^lso found partially embedded in the striated 
muscles, !iuv, Jungs and heart (Plate J: 2), a condition" usually not observed 
in the natural ho&t. AcriJoilurcs ginginianus. Polymorphs and lymphoid-
macrjph.ige cells were predominant cell types surrounding the worm in the 
affected organs such as liver, heart and striated muscles (Plate II: 3. 4. 5). 
Both the se.ves of pigeons accented the infection of Diplotr'uwna in'ai.spis 
weii .md there was virtually no ""difference in the percentage of birds becom-
ing r/atent. Remarkably good recovery rate. 20-30% (25% on an average) 
of worms, on autopsy, wn^frifind 150 days after infection (Table I).'Corn 
paratiVely marked pathological lesions and intense cellular response wen 
noted in pigeons given higher dose of larvae. 
re 
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Discussion 
The mfective-stage larvae of D. triaispis show a migration;,from digestive 
tract to lungs where they undergo third moult. Before >andrafter third 
mou ting they cause septal rupture and intra-alveolar haemorrhage. Similar 
obse valions h'fve ^een made by earlier workers in case of Ascaris suum 
and Bnigia pulmtigi infections where migrating iarvae in similar conditions 
c^uffi septal rupture and intra-aheolar haemorrhage in experimental hosts 
(TATTS 1965, AH ct a I. 1974). 
The worms living in the host body,- whether live or dead, appear to 
K lease certain metabolites which cause an intense cellular and mi moral 
responses in the body. As a re>.ult of tissue reaction, the activities of 
live adult worms are restricted in the peritoneal cavity. Consequently 
certain worms were found embedded in the liver, heart and muscles. Histo-
logical examination ol tnc organs reveals intense cellular infiltration aiound 
ihe worm. Polymorphs and Kmphoid-maerophage cells are predominant cell 
i\|vs surrounding ihe worm. Similar observations havebeen reported by 
HIIUKAM 1966, MOHAN 1973,- WUNLK and Souusify 1976 and KUAIOON' 
:"I al. 1979 in cotton rat, muitimamnute rats and white rats experimentally 
infected with Liioinosoides cu/'uiii and Sctaria cetvl adult worm. ASH i973 
recovered lirugia pa/uwgi, B. malayi and B. paid from the heart of experi-
mentally infected Afcriones iin$ukitbius. ,. -
However, there is no evidence of calcification and fibrosis of the" worms 
and tissues in the present experiment as earlier observed by UFKTKAM 1966, 
WI-JNTR and SouisuY 1976 and KHATOON ct al. 19^ 79 ilf "Litomo.soi</ci-<oUon 
ixit or multimammatc^Tut", and "rai-Scfaria cent' systems. It may IK due to 
the fact that calcification and fibrosis might not be occurring at this early 
stage of infection. * . ~-
On the basis of above observations, it may be concluded that Diplo-
tri'iaw iricmpis, a parasite of mynah, djpesjiol cause any marked patho-
logical condition in the pigeons, and trie worms d_o_ not show any- indi-
cation of complete rejection bylhe host. They survive and deposjt their 
eggs in the air sacs and which find their way out of air sacs -into the 
lumen of the intestine, whence they escape with thc-ft*#(5S.'' 
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ANTHELMINTIC STUDIES ON SET ARIA CERVI: 
HISTOCHEMICAL ALTERATIONS IN 
GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATASE, ADENOSINE 
TRIPHOSPHATASE AND MALIC DEHYDROGENASE 
HuMAIRA KllATOOX, W A J I U C L L A U , A . B A Q W and J . A . A.NSAHI 
' *" ' ' 
Section of Pariiitolofy, Department of Zoology, Aligorh Mu-lim Unheri i ty , 
' Alis»rb-2020UI (U.P.) , ludi» 
(ilecrnr.1 Sr|.lruil»-r 1. 1 S*t»2> 
Tin' rffict uf tli' ni.t)*liii!ntii» i)n 11.) l e i liuniminf rilrulr (l)h(.), inrami>>>lr .mil lc \u-
<inM>lr (Hi t lie run iimlli ui l iwl) uf SrlutU rmi \>ii»ilfiiiiii|>[ fulfil lilt I in hr lui.a II N . (.Imux'-d. 
j.liu>|>li.ilurr, inulir Jt li) Jrtif rn ^e, nittl mloi.i.iiifH^jTTin!(Nwrrar7""v^^^iiiHitj to lie riiiriiiiilly 
lm.i]i/r(J iu llie tuij.-lr, >ul.rvt>ilr, fil'/iUiir /»#/•) uf inn*t\ri, oe»i»|»li.i,:ii*, iwr»ti«e, ! ouiiiLif-y 
\»ull\ of Nupiliu iiml ulrri, ilr\ rlnj.uij; riulirwi*. cliuriK unit iitierufiljrije jt.irinitizitij; u:itre.ittil 
tu l i t fu l rult. 'I Uc iflniUrt <ti l!ie»c r t i i w o r , Wrfr fuitnd tu lie Uf[itrt laMy tlrrreiinr-i iti t h e 
\»t.rlii> ji.iriiMlwin^ ilnijl-lrrtl<-*l r.iU. <*MB^*M» 
Cltl(-i i-r-6- | i! iu>|)l iata>r ( C - d - l ' l l c r ) , a d e n o s i n e I r> [• lio-J) li n t U-c ( A T I ' . I M ) 
and tii.ilu <l< li)<lrogciiux are important ctizvmcs of paras/lie nematode.-. Tin; 
biological significance of then1 enzymes ii) tin- fuucliuual intcgrilv of tin- w-n ins 
nn- licrn estal'lishid bound doubt. The nortnul nclivilieti of these en-/) men 
ha\ c lii-t-n reported In be interrupted l»y the use of certain anthelmintics such 
n> (lalii.i/niiinr, suramin ami Icvamisulc (Unfiling el ill., 1901; Vnu den Hnsschc, 
197-; Amwiret al., VJ'S). l Ioue\<r, it u not clear \» bother (lie obsorscd bio-
chemical <ir h'sloclieinical chiin^t-b arc the primary cause or result from the 
functional dam igc produced by tin1 drugs. 
The present paper J^ l^> \ i ih ihr lii»loclicmiciil alterations in C-6-l'aso. 
ATP.isc nud malic dehydrogenase in Sriaria corn' following treatment with 
dictli) Icarbauwuine citrate (DEC). tctramisolc or levninisolc. The chemo-
therapcutic efficacy of these drug, has oaHJor been proved against Svtaria 
cervi (Baqui and -\usari. 1976). 
Material.* mid methods 
Twenty laboratory-bred white rats (Rattus itorvegicus), woighiug 100— 
125 g, ^ JittiMi5*-'^ - Live Srtaiia ccrri w onus, collected from the freshly slaughter-
ed buffaloes at the local abattoir, woKtransplantcd iutrnpcritoueally into 
white rats (KUatoou and Batjni, 1981). The infected rats were divided iuto 
four groups. Groupt I, II nud I I I wej^tmated with levauiUole, tetramisolc 
aud J l iC, respectively, from the second day following iufectiou. Levamisoly 
and tetramisole vereeiveri orally; at the dosage ot la nig/kg/ciay, vberens 
DEC at the dosage of 100 rag/kg/c'ay, on 5 consecutive days. Group IV served 
as untreated control. Rat* of all the four groups vjjjejy^jy^icd on the 6th 
day IJICU the trcflUncut was over. Treated and untreated worms, recovered 
or. autup-.y, were (h&IL'" various fixatives and processed histochcniirally («r 
the ioeitlizutiVii of G-u-Pase, ATPasc and malic dehydrogenase according to 
the methods of Pearse (1960). 
Results 
All the drills used in the present cxperiiiienMeer^fmyid to be effective 
uutl sluiced iuliiliitory effect in respect of these enzymes (C-6-Pasc, ATPasc 
arfd malic (lch')ilriigetiase) ofSeturia corn', jfowev er, trtramisoh' aud lcv3uiisolc 
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<'i')fa£#""l to '"' "'"re effective tliau DKC. Figs 1-6 sjiuw I lie localization <»f 
t h e e etifc) mi'* in the untreated control wunus^mrtTuTiuhiliilory effects of 
the JrugH in respect of th<;.ic en/.ytucs. 
Fig. 5. Section of the control voriu. ATPn-c urtitily in tlie MibcuticJc, ciu-clc I.IIU, midline 
lud utrrinc \>JII. x 100 
Fif. 6. Section of a vtorm (bowing decreased ATPue activity ia the tubcuticle, musculature, 
ond uterine xill following DEC treatment. X400 
r. Malic debydrogcuase activity was locali/.cdja tbe subcuticlc, the fibrillar 
part of the muscles, oesophagus, boundary walls of uteri and vagina (Fig. 3). 
Tbe enzymo activity wasreduced ia the worms treated with levamisolo (Fig. 4). 
ATPase activity wasfound to be normally localized in the subcuticlc, 
muscle tails, chords, boundary walls of the vagina and uteri, dcvclopiug em-
bryos and microfilariae (Fig. 5). The activity of this enzyme was found to be 
decreased in all these organs of the worms (Fig. 6)"Tollowing DEC treatment. 
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Di'sCUis'ou 
Enrlicr studies have shown that tetramisole, levamisole aad DEC cause 
adverse effects on the adult worms and microfilariae of Setaria cervl, which 
arc charae'erked by the complete disappearance of microfilariae, and im-
mobility, c iriy degeneration and irrt\ ersib'e paralysis of the worm (Baqui and 
\i:sari, V) 6; Khutoou and Baqui, 1981). 
Evid. nee is available vLien indicates that several antiparasitic drugs 
t.vert their primary action by interfering with the normal metabolic activities 
ofpnrasite , especially with some phase of the glycolytic ami/or oxidative 
metabolism of parasites (Van den Bosscbt, 1976). 
Ai_ti\c antlx hniutic compounds have jjcen_ reported to interfere with 
the ciirbdli) drutc metabolism Jt different lc\cls, especially \tith the ulj<-r>r|iliuii 
uf carbohydrates and their intracellular utili/uliou (Von Brand, 1966). Accord-
ing to Win Brand (1900), interference \tith the carbohydrate im-lubuliMii by 
antiparasitic drugs Uuot surprising in view of the enormous importance of 
carbohydrate* iu the metabolism of the para>iles. In litro studi.-S uf Anwar 
el nl. (1971!) have r<\ ealed that glueuSe uptake and glycogen synthesis are eini-
•iiler.i! ly deeieii eil in l.!t»mo»oitlrs carinii and Srlaria cvrvi following treat-
inent with litamisolc and DKC. However, Walter (1979), Waller and Sehul/.-
Kiv (19110) .mil Kluitimn el al. (1982) have reported a decrease in lactate, 
nialale and Miecinaie dehydrogenase activities in Dirnfilurin inunitis. Oncho-
cerca voli-ulIIi am] Seturiii ccvi following trcatinrut with' .lurainiu, DKC, 
ti'tr.ntiiiMilc and levamiM>lc. In our iti\cr-ligatiuu* the activities of the three 
examined enzymes h n v j j j ^ i found to be decreased iu treated worm*. 
Vou liiaud (1966) lias contended that many anthelmintics ate not 
specific in the sense that they just irdnjju a single e«/.yuic system but alta--k 
a mi mber of other components alto. A wrani hut similar line of reiiMiniug eau 
( beemployed to prove the corresponding mechanism iu the case of the anthel-
mintic activities of DEC, levamisole and tetrnmitolc against Svluriu ccrvi. 
The earlier investigations j ^ cjeiralcd that the drugs also mhihit the acid 
ami alkaline phosphatase and cholincttcrase activities of Scfaria ctrvi, a fil.iriid 
of buffaloes (Khatoon and Baqui, 1982; Baqui and Khaloon, 1982). 
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HELMINTH0LOG1A, 19: 135-140, 1982 
Larval development of Diplotrixena tricuspis (Fedtschenko, 1874) 
(Filaroidea, DipIotriaenidae)in grasshoppers 
WAJIHUXAH. J. A. AN1ARI 
Dcfjrimcni ot Zoolog}; ScUion of Pjrai.'/o/ogy, A/jsyr/i Muslim C'nivc/Miy, 
Al.tj'h.(U P) India 
R..ci»cJ June 12, 1981 
Smi'iury 
riurlii>jl development of Diji/jiojcnj uiciupu ulccs 18—22 djj-s 
lot *implclc il<_kc'ii|imc.il unJf r ilic optimal tciii|ict jtnri. u( ii i 1 'C in 
different speucs of lirauhnppcn irai:d in IIK Iiborjiory 1 I'll and vcojnd 
r-iltuKcuncd in the fat bod) i^JrfSTopiicn Moil of llic Lite second and 
ihud »IJ7CIJIVJC H CLC f HIIKI u cm-ipti-lalcd forms Willi nuirt thin one 
linii i»flc:» rk'iKcdffWmj;lc rapt L Is About 2/jrd of loUl body length of 
in/citivc Hate l.ifvn i> 'vr--upicJ by llic Jt,!.induljrcv>phagiu, while intestine 
it iciuctcd to i lilllc ipjcc (22 tun) A maximun of 140 infcctnc n.ij;c 
1 JI\ JC were recovered I com a nr<Jc gi asshopper, winch u in.uncO \"ublc fur 
i months. 
Key words Diploin'acna irx-uspis: Fihrwiic*; development: jrras-
InirvJuclion 
The fihiiHi worm, Diplotrucna Incurs (KcdtvchcnlM), 1874) Stursl, 1915. is a cos.nopoliun 
parasite inhabiting ihe pentonejl cavuy of tx:Cc Thick shelled cjja detmhed by female worms pass 
tlirough the respiratory tract md arc sallowed and eliminaicd in ihc droppings of ihe host Incidence of 
infection in our country u so high that approximately 90 % ot the mynahs (Acndotncrcs fi/iginianuj) 
Dipfotrijcna iriempu revenbt ih»t most of 
^)jiil rt its muriifinWv or bmln^ Y i> no' 
wercjouivd to harbour (hu parasite. The existing literature on 
the >-"rir, done pertains to its s.-o-iialics. and a detailed acoo u
A\a7ar>i. " ^ 
In view of the above facts the present woiVtushccn undertaken ;o follow the development of larval 
stagesl>{ this filinal worm in different intennedu'e hots. 
Material and methods 
Various specks of grasshoppers, namely Euprepocoemis aJacris, Hcteraoii robust*, Oxya ujtricafa, 
Phiieoba infunuo, Ocdiieus abruprus, Aclopus a/finis. Acrid* exult*la, Spaihojlcraum pracuufcrvn, 
Atractoroorpha acoulalt, TrilopWdia annufau and Chrotogoaus tracbyptenu were used in the expert-
menis. All species were reared in the laboratory. • • • • 
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Adult worms o( Diplotriaena tricuspg were collected is physiological saline from freshly killed birds, 
Acrido'Jicrcs gjnginizmm and maintained at 37 *C Eggs from the anterior pan oHemale genital tracts 
were collected a«l transferred to the tap water. Suspensions of eggs were mixed with'wheat flour and then 
spread on washed blades of grass placed on moisi Glier paper in a peflfflsh. 
Batches of adult griishoppers of different ipeajy^restjrjed in separate cages for 36 hours prior 
to exposing ihera to the wheat flour miied with egg*. Infected graishopperjwere dissected periodically to 
trice the developing stafja of the larvae. All developmental stages were studied and photographed 
unstained. Some larvae werecleaned in 70 % glycerine alcohol. 
Fig. 1—3. Larvae of Diphtriicnt trievspis 
Fig. 1. Early first stage Urva (36 hours) 
Fig. 2. U l e first stage larva (7 days) 
Fig. 3. Early second stige Urva (9 days) 
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Raul is 
The eggs (52 x 34 ura) hatched in (he jut and developed in the (at body of grasshoppers. Three 
successive (uses in the development of D/pJeruerTSt uiaupis wereobserved. One molt occurred between 
each stage and finally the infective or third stage was reached. fllve'Bp'rrrlnt up to the infective stage was 
noijd to be uklng place smoothly in ill the 11 spWeTfppmhoppert tried. * * • 
' The newly hutched brvaemev.t'red or* as average 219 x 14 UA. Nerve ringatttO urn, excretory pore 
at 85 urn and genital primordiura ai 170 uai from the. anterior end; esophagus 103 uvn, intestine 84 (mi, 
rectum and uil 14 um in she; posteriorly directed spines were present at 4 to 6 urn from anteriot end as 
well u on the uil 
Measuresicnu of different organs in first, second and third stage larvyjireKivenin Table 1. In late 
Grst stage anterior esophagus, posterior esophagus, intestine, rectum and rectal plugwere recognizable. 
Table 1 
Average measurements (Is pun) of Dlphlriacaj irkuspis larvae 
u( (llfferepl yh**ci uf lix\r development 
Particular 
Lcnglh 
Breadth 
Nerve ring 
Excretory pore 
Anterior cso.'rugui 
Posterior csoptugin 
Intestine 
Rectum 
Tail 
U t r In 
l ing* 
larva 
280 
28 
28 
75 
54 
73 
105 
28 
20 
Kariy 2nd 
stage 
l»r»» 
539 
41 
48 
76 
62 
228 
187 
42 
20 
U t r 2nd 
»l«tt 
Imrti 
674 
47 
60 
74 .' 
71 
505 
33 
41 
24 
IMrd 
llilfC 
l>rva 
819 
71 
69 
86 
76 
652 
22 
37 
32 
With first ccdysis, anal plug wasremojed although another plug started protruding out from (he 
next day up to the second tr.olL Subsequent development in early second stage larva consisted of 
elaboration of organ system. The oral opening wjmyjounded by a delicate ring. The esopliagus was. 
observed with irregular outline and* the rectum wascomggjd of expanded ecus with large nuclei. When it 
became more advanced glandular esophagus showed a very rapid increase that pushed the intestine to 
occupy a confined space. 
Following the second molt in the third stage larva glandular esophagus byarm; so large that it 
occupied 2/3rd of the total length of body, while the intestine confining to a little space anterior to the 
rectum. 
Second and third stage larvae also observed in capsules, measured 280 X 230 urn in size. Third stage 
larva-was tnuisvcrsely^ymjgd. A pair of arnpbids was observed in ibe cephalic extremity. The oral 
opening was surrounded by a raised cuticular ring, bearing it pur of minute tooth like structure projected 
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Figs 4—6. Larwe o( Dfiotri.icna tricuspis 
Fig. 4. Laic second stage Una showinr;compressed intestine (12 da)«) 
Fig. S.Third stage Una [18 days) 
Kig. 6. Enapsula'cd third'stagc larva 
inio the stoma. The infective stage larva; complete their development in 18 to 22 days. A maximum of 
140 infective larvae were recovered from a single grasshopper and survived for about 3 months in them. 
Discussion 
The morphological differentiatioD of Diphliacnt tricuspis is not dissimilar to that of Dip/otriaena 
traaslucidus Anderson, 1957, D. bargusuuca Slcrjabin, 1917 and D. tridens Molin, 1858 as earlier 
observed by Anderson (1957,1962) usdBain and V»ucher (1973). ., 
^Tnere is a noticeable difference in the molting tima of Diplotrueni tticuspit in different species of 
gmshoppen. >"»*£» 7—9 and 13—15 ityt, respectively, in EuprepocnsmkulMcrit, Htteruaii rvbuiU, 
Oxyj intricila, PWncobainruraita, OedaJeus abrupmt, Aelopuf i/finls andSpathoslernuni pridni/erum 
Avaaomorpha crenuha. Trilophidis mnuhu and Ch/oiogonus mchyplcrai. Anderson (1962) 
reported first and second molt on 9 to 11 and 14 to 16 d;ysal30to33 *C which is similar as described in ' 
Acrida exultara, Alraciomorpha creou/aia, TriJophidis anjiu/ata and Chrologonus trachypterus while it 
differs in res" of the species. B a in and Vaucner (1973) observed first a/id second molt on 7th and 16th 
day, respectively, at 29 *C (or D. tridcni also base a little difference with present observations. 
Grov th of glandular esophagus is it) full agreement with those reported by A ndeuon (1962) inD. 
bargusinica andBain and Vaucher (1973)'inD. irifeni. . i 
The sitt of the infective stage larva of Dipkcutai iricutpis in present study pleasure* 819x71 |un 
which is comparable with that of D. bargusima (652 x 52 ura) and O. tridens (650 x 77 urn) as earlier 
reported by Anderson (1962) and Bain and Vaucher (1973). 
Encapsulation by second and third stage brvae a^c^gtnas earlier reported by A nde r son (1962) for 
P. bar^usinici and Scureau (1973) (or Diplotriaemdae which seems a cumiivon phenomenon in the 
family Dipioiriaenidae. 
It may be concluded from ihc present stud) that grasshoppers act as the intermediate host in nature 
fur Oiplutriacnj spp , as earlier reported by 6!fcrtnt »oilcis. 
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Appendix-5 
Resistance and susceptibility of prey nematodes 
to predation and strike rate of the predators, 
Mononchus aquaticus, 
Dorylaimus stagnalis and Aquatides thornei 
A n w a r L. BILGRAMI 
Vilimi uf Nriimliiliigy, Drlxiititwiil <i] '/oology, Aligarli Muslim Unirrntty, Aliffenh-'iO'JOO'J, luihn 
Accc,) cd for publication 10 June I'J'H 
Summary — The stnkc rite of the predators, Mononchus aquaticus, Dorylaanus stagnalis and Aquatides thornei and the dcgrr<-
of resistance and susceptibility of Acrobelowes sp^Cephahbus sp Rhaoditis sp Panagrellus rtd:-wus, Tylenchorhyn^hus mashhoodi, 
tloplolaimut ind-cifs. Heluoiylenchus tndicus, Scutdlonema sp , Hemicychophora sp , Henucnccneinoides mang'/crae, Hir^clinuin-
iiiello oryzen-, I.ongidorus sp , PanAonyuiorus cun, Paratnchoitoms sp . Xiphineiint amencanum and 'he second stage jmul'ks o' 
Meloidog\i.e incognita, I Ittemdtra nunhi and Anguinn tntui u. predation was mcasuicd ind quantified using methods ol iiilgi.nni 
and Jair.iipun (l9K9u) M aquaticus was the mosi^  successful predator v.iuTrna\imum stnkc rate (SK - upto 100'.•) on various 
species of nematodes. All saprophagous nematodes were highl) susceptible to predation (1'S > 90 ".•) except Khabdius sp uhiih 
showed some degree of behavioural resistance in theTorm of active body undulations. HtlicatyUnchus tndicus resisted piedation 
by chemical means, i.e toxic/unfavourable secretions. X amencanum, P. cun, Longidurus sp., and Paramchodoms sp aic provided 
with physical characteristics (cf cuticle) which provided partial resistance against predation Hvptolaimus tndicus, Scuttllor.cinu sp , 
Hi wicycliopho^a sp and H mang-ferae were totally resistant to predation b> D stagnalis and A ihnrnti, their individuals were 
neither injured nor killed by the two predators 
Resume — Resistance et sensibihte a lu predation de nernatodes-protcs; taux d'agressivite des piedateursMononchus 
aquat icus , Dory la imus stagnalis ef Aquatides thornei — !_i incthode dc llilgr.imi el Jairaipun (I0H9< : a pcrmis de imsuru 
et dc quantifier le lauxd'agressivite des pred.iteurs Alum-ru/iiuaquancus, Dorylaimus ttagnaltsc-i. Aquatides ih >rnei.vri\i que k dsgre 
dc resisianc • ou dc scnstbililc des nematodes Acmbeloides spp , Cephatobus spp., Rhabduis spp , Panagrcllu redivivus, lyleii^iicr-
hyn*.hus mashhoodi, UoploUitmus inaictts, llchcatvUnchits imlum, Siutcllonemit ,p , IUmicycliophora s| , 1 Icmicrutou-uu idc< 
ma lis; tjcrac, I lirsihinannietla aryzac. I ongidonis sp., Paralongtdonts cun, Parctrnhudonts sp., Xtphmeit i americanun, ct des 
luvcniles de dcuxicmc st.ide de Mel ndogyne incognita, ileltrodcra mo'hi it Anguina tnlici M. aquatuiK s'e t mom re le pred.ueui 
le plus pcrformanl avec un taux d'agnsMviic (SR) maximum (jusqu'a 100 '") cm era differentia especes d< nematodes I ous lc\ 
nematodes saprophages soul Ires scnsihles a la predation (PS > 90 "n) sauf Rhabdili' sp. qui a un lorr.portcm nt dc resistance (trace 
a des ondu'ations rapidcs du corp' Heltcoiylenchus tndicus res.ste a la predation au moyen de substances , hitniques (suhsiaiices 
toxiques ou nan favorables) A' amtneanum, / ' curt, IjsngiJon.s sp , el Parain^hodoms sp ont des caracteri* uqucs physiques lieis 
a la cuticulc qui leur confercnt unc resistance pantcllc contrc la predation Hoplolaimits tndicus, Scutellonema sp , rleinicycliophor.i 
sp ct H mangiferae sont totalcmcnt resistants a la predation par D stagnalis ct A thornei, lenrs individus ne sont en effct jamais 
blesses ou tucs par ccs deux prcdateurs 
Key-words : Mononchus, Dorylaimus, Aquatides, prey nematodes, resistance, predation 
The predatory nematodes (jgssj^ ss different mechan-
isms to overpower their prey and to feed upon them 
Similarly, the prey nematodes alsojjave, characteristics, 
hereditory or acquired, to defend" themselves from 
p r e d i o n (Bilgrami, 1990 a, b; Jairajpuri & Bilgrami, 
l990^The anti-predation adaptations.are in the form of 
physical, chemical ancf behavioural character-
istics (Esser, 1963, 1987; Esser & Sobers, 1964; Bilgrami 
& Jairajpuri, 1989a). Esser (1963) provided a list of 
resistant or susceptible prey" nematodes to predation by 
different monqnehs jmtTjiorylaims. Grootaert et a!. 
(1977) measured susceptibility and resistance of rylcn-
chid, arcolaimid, enoplid and dorylaimid nematodes to 
predation while Small and Grootaert (1983)jl6scnbcd 
their anti-predation adaptations. Very recently Bilgrami 
and Jairaipun (1989a) have defined resistance and 
susceptibility of prey nematodes and strike rate of the 
predators and proposed methods to determine and 
quantify them using Mononchoides longicaudaius and 
M. fomdens as predators against a variety of free-living, 
ecto- and endo-parasitic nematodes. The prcscnt^x-
periinents way conducted to detcrminellie degree cf 
resistance ancTsusccptibility of different trophic groups 
viz., saprophagous, ecto- and endoparasitic and pre-
daceous nematodes to predation and the sinkc rate of 
the predators, Mononchus aquaticus. Dorylaimus stanno-
us and Aquatides thornei. 
Materials and mcthodes 
The prcdaccous nematodes viz., Mononchus aqnoti-
cui (MononchidlTrDorv/aiwui slagnalu (Dorylaiminn,' 
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2. Materials and methods 
2.1 Sample tolleaioi 
A loial of 12 water samDleswjrr^collected from 
.Varora ( U P ) o\cr a period of I year (between 
March I9S9 and March 1990). usually m monthly 
intervals Narora ^Jocaied at latitude 28' .0' 30" 
and longitude 78: 24' 15". Samp'cijujjjyjplVi.ted in 
sierilc Fl-V< follies and approx 10" cm under the 
•kjikT surlase llu lime between the s.imple colla-
tion and cvtMUion did not cx>.cc.l 4 li 
2 2 Preparation of lonientrated water extracts- the 
XAD-exiraction method 
Fur the concentration of organic constituents, a 
sample of 16 lo 20 Inerj of m er v. aicr wfticollecled 
Before concentration, the w jter samplesjwrcfrllered 
thAHjfh luo membrane filler* (pore %nt %~u,m and 
O-IS (jm. Millipore Waters. US AI The adsorption of 
organic cinsticuents on the XAD resin* lo^j^med 
out j> described by Wilcox and WilluniMin (I9S6). 
XAD~J and XAD-S ^ J J ^ obtained from Sena 
(Heidclherp. German)) Tlie ad).orhixJ,urg;uiic mate-
rial wjsjjjea^eluied with 20 nil iicctoiie (Qualigcns, 
India)" This eluate wj^yjooratcd to dmios. and 
reuinsiiiulcd in DMSO (Merck. India) such lh.il I ml 
extract wxs equivalent lo 10 I original waicr. These 
samples wjjfj^icr-stcnlised through 0.45 /im and 
stored al -20°C unnl icsnng wascomplcled, 
2 J Uijiiul-lt(,uu! eklrat twit 
Org.inochlorine jnd organophnsphorus pesticides 
werc^xiracicd by Ihc liquid-liquid extraction method 
as described by Singh el al. (1987). Ten liters of the 
lest water samples were^ijjDjoujl^JmJ.en ihnce, 
each time using 50 rnlrThcxane (HPLC-Grade, 
Qualigcns. India) and a 1 liter water sample. Thus. 
150 ml hexane extract contained all the organochlo-
rine pesticides. Organophosphorus pesticides were 
exiractcd from the same water sample which had 
already bcenjyajacted with hexane. In this water 
sample. *50mlch!oroform (HPLC-Grade. Merck, 
India) wasjfjdjjd three times, and then 150 ml 
chloroform extract waS,fiCUfflgd which contained 
orcanophosphorus pesticides. The extracted organic 
phase was evaporated al 40°C under reduced pres-
sure ancHftade up the voli'mc of extract to I nil 
These samples were filtered through a 0.45 jim 
membrane filler before they were used for pcsiicide 
analysis. HPLC and mutagenicity testing. 
: V HPLC anal) sis of pesticides 
For HPLC analysis, all 'he standard pesticides 
were obtained by counesy of Dr. GAS. Ansan 
lf imersiiy of TC\J». Galscsiim. USA). Sta^ard 
pesticides \j.ere prepared according 'o ihe method of 
Singh ei arnWS/J'jiid stored al -20'C These 
samples were filtered through 0.45 /ira filters before 
u.ve. The effiHWereiJjen analysed through a HPLC 
s\stein (Waters. Milford. MA) Model 600 contiining 
a UV detector. The material wa^jjjpmatogruphed 
on a reverse-phase p BondapaT column. Appropriate 
\olunies of die .samples were injected inio die eolr 
umn. anj retention limes were^Sasured al 254 nm 
widi the mobile phase of 8(r20 aceionurile/waier 
2 ? Bat tcrial strains 
The characteristics of the bacterial strains used in 
this >ludy invjjsicd in Table I. The Ames strains (a 
lind gifl W W . U.N. Ames. Department of Hm-
chemistry, Univervm of California. CA. USA I were 
maintained as fro/en slocks and ji&wn as dewntvo 
I'yAIaroii and Ames (I9K.U Each strain was tested 
on the- basis of associated genciic markers, raising u 
from J single colon). 
2.A Media 
The media for the Ames tester strains were cs»eii-
lull) the same as described by Maron and Ames 
(1983). Nutrient broth contained (per liter): peptone 
5 g. beef extract 1.5 g. ycasi extract 1.5 g. sodium 
chloride 5 g (all from HI Media. India). The bacterial 
strainr. of Escherichia cali K-12 were obtained from 
J.B. Bachrrun ( E cnli Genetic Stock(5nire. Depart-
ment of Biology, Yale University. New Hau-n. 
USA). The) were, always plated on nutrient broth 
containing 1.5* (w/x) agar (HI Media). 
S9 fraction vyas_preparcd from the li\cr\ of Aroc-
lorR-i254-induccTBSlbC mice. S9 mix was freshly 
prepared for each experiment according to iftemethod 
of Maron and Ames (I9S3). 
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/J.. I. anl.l. iki I. «•*/•> 
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Iiullti / » M . \ /ii.fAf. r JW*. A» 
V v t . | 4 , / . l/i, / . tm/Vi 
Sir'. A% 
! / » • / . fclSft. / v . . C O . k../ VSO. 
l.i 7W. amH.'.V .«u / J . •>/.' / . 
11/ < MiAIIN. \ If 
l*>IAI uni U. 1. i.V.. U . ' « . 
/Wirt - '?. *<• / w 1 , l.U 
i /» / ." / / .< . r ; - . ' / i ' - « U J V > 
ll/-.< . « / . / . 1*. / 
Socree 
Ame> B N 
Anv- U \ 
s-ne. 0 \ 
* n v - . B N 
B-jtvu... J H 
IU-lv.i.1 J11 
HxlVU 1 J I I 
lljrtsjn. J I I 
lljriurw ; )i 
? 7. Ann < rr.iiluj;ciii(il\ Irving 0 
The wncubalion lest »aj performed as dc-
icriltcd Iv Mnron and Ame?u?S3). FHC do>cs of 
;ach wai T extract were plated in duplicate with 0.1 
jnl Kicir IJJ culture The mixture uaj vonexed and 
ncuhaied for 30 min at }TC. TheFM ml molten 
Wi agar »ai added and I)K- mi\lure VJJIJ plaied on 
jlucose suppWhenicd minimal mediu.*^ie plaies 
';ere jncubaied at ?7°C for 4S,h. 20 /A) of S9 liver 
hornogenate mix per plait jvjtsnrjjled. The restoant 
colonies we/c counted vviiJ) the help of a cotooy 
counier. The sample solvent DMSO served as tega-
tive control, while methyl methanesulphaoaie 
(MMS), sening as ihe positi\e control, uas also run 
simultaneously. 
- 4'. Treatment o( C 
i ciuruied \\ titer 
oli Ki: H/'/I XAO-,-...-.-
Thc SOS dcfiviiie irt.A. leiA and /^ •/^  niuunt> 
of E.coli K-12 as well a\ i\0^enic »ild-l\pc \uain> 
werejyne.sied b} ce/iiriiupaiion from evponemiiih 
growing culiure (1-3 X 10* \iable counts/ml). The 
pellets so obiained ^ayu.spended in 0.0J M M.cSO. 
solution and trejied will) 500 ml-equixalents nor ml, 
culture of lest sample*. Samples x^je^iyihdrjtta jt 
regular intervals, suilably dikjyjf and pbied to a«a\ 
colony-forming ability. Plaies ££Ii± inrubj*eJ 
overnight at 37'C. Solveni control wa> JKO nsn 
siimiluineously. 
3. RI-MJUS 
The average conccntraiions of organivhliirine a«J 
orgjnophiKphorus pesticides .ire .shnun in Ta'v'e 2 
r jh i c l 
KTMUIXJI |V\IH*IU.II liwil iif (LII^J k i \n ujirt BI \^n<rj (i.lurs 
ar? in pphl 
IVvlKlUCx 
Or^unncltlurlnc 
Aldnn 
.. I I I I C 
ODD I TOH) 
D D T 
Dwkfnn 
bmkivulfjn 
Knunn 
LlAdOAT 
: . 4 - D 
On;iini>pho].phonjs 
Dirnclhojlc 
Mc:hv Iporaihion 
('i^m-iilijlumv 
ow.s 
1 Ak 
N.D 
1 Aft 
0 4 1 
N.D 
0.61 
K.D 
n l » 
o:o 
0.41 
N D_ noc dclecicd. 
TtK pcilicidck were tmijcicd from the viaicr umpte> b> liqui ;• 
liquid eiinjilKW pWfOure a> doinrvd in Miiicruli wJ method* 
Tlw cpnccniralcd c»lruii vteiiMinalytcd llvotirh HrtC UMnc i 
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TJMC 3 
R<\cTki<» o' 5. nphnr.unum tester wlr^ ub in Ihe pretence of XAD-cm-entraied »4ler umples 
Si/xm 59 Fraction Control H U Z N W reicruna (ml-cquiwleau/pijict 
10 JO 100 250 
T A « 7 J 
TAV8 
TVIOO 
TAIO: 
83+. 26 1U±24.7 
V3± 15 199114.1 
401 5.6 9 6 : I 2 J O 
30± 40 112:17.6 
1501 120 110:14 1 
: i i i ) : 6 207 = 3:1 
350 ± 10 0 565: AJ 
351 12.1.1 550: 57 J 
211125.4 
22*1 42 
139 : 26.1 
4MI:I4 I 
2021106 
2221 48 7 
2211 48 8 
270121.2 
2*1 ± 9 I 
2491 16.2 
5651212 6771 17 6 
IX z 
94 -
152 = 205 2201299 2771 106 110: 
220=106 3 U i 84 ."51I2S 214; 
26" : 14 < 3S11 9 4 402 1113 2MI ; 
4 0 2 : 2 2 ! 467 * 9 8 616:32 k 3M : 
7(. 
5f 
I -
2I.« 
4 7 0 : H 
The numt>rr> lepicxnl hi.njwe revcrunb in lenm of mean 1 $0 The data inCxMC the HJlulical mean of Ihree independent cxpc--ieni> 
warred i>ui in duplicate ' 
AMvtujtm-.. S9 h\cr miuiKonul friikxi - , in the shrfike of S9. ». in the proenec of S9 
HPLC arulysis of samples b> liquid-liquid eitrac-
lion procedure mdicijled the presence of some pesti-
cides such v£ DDT, o-BHC. aldnn. dieldrin and 
2.-1-D ui conceniraiions of I 36. 1.3$. 0.98. 0.41 and 
0 03 ppb. respectively The organcphosphorus pesti-
cides, duneihoate and meihyl parathion, werede-
teeted JI lev civ of 0 20 and 0 -1I pph, revrsectiveTy^ iri 
the water vjmplev 
Tabic 3 vhovv^ v ihe number of hivtidme revcrums 
upon trcjimenl of ihe 5 i^Jiimiiritnii loter strains, 
with XAD-eonccniraied water vjmplev. The water 
vjinplcs exhibited a vijjnific.ini level of mutafcnicil) 
1266 net rcveri'antv) with the TAI02 strain at a dove 
of lot) ml-cquivalents/platc. The reversion property 
uhic-h d/.vpljjod an incrciviitj! (rend up (o a dove of 
100 nil-cqui\ alent.v/platc declined sharply at a con-
-centration of 250 ml-cquivalehiv /plate. A similar 
type of declining trend^vavako observed with -c-ainv 
TA97a. TA98 and TA100. The vtraini ^ j ^ be 
sequenced in order of their rcvponvivcnesP-wn.* and 
wuhnui metabolic activation as follows; 
TA102 > TA100 > TA98 > TA97a 
The mutagenic aen\ ity wayjyjj^jjjj enhanced in 
the prevence of S9 fraction (Table 3). 
Table £showv the revervion of the 5 n-
phmumum levter vtramv with Iiquid-lujuid evirated 
water samples Thcvjnmjc^ vhowed the m.i\iriuin 
level of muiapcnicnv (160 net reveriaiiiv). war- the 
TA102 strain at the doW level of 75(1 mUvjaiv " 
alenu/plulc. TAI()0L aNo responded sijmficaml) 
with u ciwislstcni iiicrvn.se up to a don' ol 750 
ml-cquivalcnu/pUe (66 net revertanis): however, 
both strains showed a sharp decline beyond the dove 
T J N C 4 
RctrfMiin of S i\pl tmuriuia t'-vlcr vtrjin* in the pnr>ciwe of Ikjuid-lfcjuiJ cvimtcd uolcr Minplo 
Suouiv S9 Friction Control Hultdtnc* RVTtUMv(mI<v|uivalcntv/pUttc) 
100 200 500 750 IIXX) 
T A 9 7 J 
TA9S 
TM00 
TAI02 
89 1 11 0 105 ± 56 124 : 28.2 147 159.3 1511.18.3 
401 14 ( 
50 1 11 0 
171 1 .1.5 
1751 5 6 
31611.14 
326 1 28.5 
901 6.1 
.1.11 51 
1191 49 
201114 9 
32V ±14 J 
3401100 
9 4 ; 6 J 
86 ±11.2 
2 1 3 : I I J 
296 ; 14 0 
375:56 7 
351 : 17.6 
I09±I0.7 
135117.2 
2.10115.5 
.1141 7.7 
4161 M.I 
.181122.6 
72± 56 
84 i 20 I 
237 ±17 6 
3I9± 14.8 
476 ±19.0 
385 ± 23.3 
17,1 + 25 1 
lOOliai 105 ± ro 113: 24& 14.1 ±380 156±33.9 1651 23 3 
381 28 
27 ± 2 9 
222 1 24 5 
3201212 
.186:35 3 
368±3IS 
TV number* irprr<«ni hutidim rrverunu n. lernn of mean ± SD The Aiu induaie ihc tuiutica! mean ol Ihree independent evpcnnvni> 
o-ned out in duplicate 
\Nne\ianonv S° liver microwmjl frjction. - . in the jhsenct of S9. - . in the pretence of iV 
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Z R<U,J> ,1 ai /A/-<o-iwi Rntoich 367IW6) 1S7-M 
of 750 ml-ci]ui\alcr.is/plj'c. These samples also 
vitsolave 1 a lit.cir-dose response at levels thai were 
not exossivclv lovic lo strains TA97a and T.A98. 
These $ rains couMbc listed in order of induced 
mutagen -sis as follows: 
TA102; TAIOO > T A 9 7 a > T A 9 8 
Conu iry io ihe XAD-concentrales. ihe liquid-
liquid e tract-d samples d.i»ala>ed a low level of 
mutagenicity in ihe presence of S9 fraction. More-
over Table -1 clearl) mdioics thai >;rain TAIOO 
r,.-porded maximally arTdose of 7<0 ml-cquiv-
aicnts/pUte in the presence of S9 fraction, cmi'Mrs 
io the response exhibited b> TAI02. Smins TAI02. 
TAIOO and TA97a d^pjpvedjjinear doe-respon>e 
relation>hip with the test samples as.lonp as the do<e 
•was within ihe tolerance limit of ihe strains. 
The order of muugemcirv of liquid-liquid ex-
tracted water sample in the presence of SS fr.iction 
with tester strains was as follows: 
TAIOO>TA 102 >TA97a>TA98 
3 I Sun ii ill of E mil K-12 strains mi maunem 
null )/)<• XAD-amnnlrulrJ HJ/«T sample 
The survival patient of n-iA. lf\A and JUIIA 
mutants of £. <n(i in the presence of XAD-con-
I TlKUHOUKSI 
Fig i Survival of £ call K-12 urauu rxpoted lo XAD-con. 
crmraicd uuer umpje* for various iin* intervals. Vntical twr 
jtprciciut Ihf viniijoc «moo{ \hrtt inoVpenoVnl typenmciM 
V'W-l)pel«). rrcA(O) {rvUOfc/*«M' U ) , pAC U ). 
centrated watr" saiiirte is shown in Fig I. The 
damage brought about in die cell in the presence of 
concentrated wauq.wu^j'ound to be remarkably high. 
All ihe mutants invariably exhibited a decline in, 
their colony-forming units <CFtJ) compared to their 
wild-type counterparts. Tlie lc\A mutant -Aas found 
to he ihe most sensitive strain The pnl\ liroianTil^o 
exhibited a significant decline in it\ Cf-L' as com-
pared to us isogenic wilJ-t. pe siruin 
4. Discussion 
A number of analytic J methods have been exten-
sively used to identif) organic contaminants in pol--
luTcTwater (Van S'ehring ei al . I9&6: Bettjw ski and 
1OMT7588). 
Test samples obtained from the river Ganga were 
analysed lor cenain pesticides by HPLC (Table 2) 
The analysis of the test samples revealed llut u\e 
JcveU of almost all the orpanocnlonn? (oc) and 
organopliosplionis (up) pesticides dctccjcjj ,n the wa-
ter were above the maximum permissible limits for 
the water (WHO. 19X4) Kicli.ird el al ( l i m > 
tccurded the level of UDti at I.S pph in the unlil-
lored surface water from the Skunk Riser (Iowa. 
USA) While Ajiarwal ci al (I'M") tenoned DOT 
concentraiioiis ranging between t).(W and 3 42 / i g / l 
in waicr from the River Yamuna near Delhi (India) 
The survey on the use of the different pesticides 
confirms the predominant use (if org.inochlorinc pes-
ticides, accounting fur over V7rt of the iot.il insecti-
cides and pesticides, and thus the agricultural runoff 
is expected to contribute a heavy load of these 
pW'ciocs (ISGE. 1990). 
Our results indicated an increase in the number of 
revenant colonics with one or more Ames tester 
strains in the presence of test samples. Moreover, the 
lest samples cjihibii^l a significant level of muta-
genicity with TC5sTTAI00 and TA97a strains (Ta-
bles 3 and 4). Sakamoto and Hayalsu (1990) also 
reported riserine pollutants responding lo the TA98 
drain m ihe presence of S9 ma. Our earlier study on 
the mutagenicity of Ganges water at other sites also 
supports the present findings to a large extent (Re-
hana et al.. 1995). 
We have,, found a higher level of mutagenic re-
sponse^viieri the water samples vvere_extracted with 
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XAD-resins, as compared 10 those obtained with 
liquid-liquid extraction procedure (Tablet 3 and 4). 
Adsorption on XAD resins could Iv \ery specific for 
the Uo'.ntion of mutagenic substances from water 
sample. (Yaina»aki and *mes. 1977; Vjniainen and 
Lumauinen. 1986). Among the 400 pesticides prepa-
rations studied for mutagenic acuut). half of them 
wcrelound_lu be mutagenic in one or more test 
sfsiem?TKunniij. I9S-H. Another »iudy specifically 
indu-aicd the mutagenicity of meihyl pjrjthion, a 
constiiut.il pesticide in our xampjes in the Sjlmonella 
testing sssiem with or uithout S<« mil (Waters e( el. 
I9S0I 
It is noteworthy that e\cn in the jbsence of S9 
fraction u>uaJH all the tester siraic responded sig-
nificant!;, but the addition of microsomal fraction 
further enhanced tne mutagenicity of the XAD-con-
s.JuujtcJ ssjter samples (Tjble .>)-The enhanced 
jcthiTs ol the >uniples in the picvtwi ol S9 suggests 
thai the orgjmc extract conujged some polJuunK 
».htise metabolites were luire potent mutagens 
Hie surMs.il pjitem of m\. lr\A and JMIIA 
iiutjiiis oi £ ,,.// in the presence of XAD water 
lonccntratcs i* shown IP Fig I The damage brought 
jhtKi! in these DVA-repair-delecme muijiils in the 
prcsukc ol •.iiiiiciuralcd water wjs found m he 
sijitnlk jnih nigh Tlu- role or tln.se genes is well 
doviimnued in ihe error prone repair in K toll 
inTTuccd b> \.irmus .lyiiits (WjlLii. WXM llouilugiK 
ei ..I ( I'i.sdl lu,'C deiih'iisir.ncd ths aliilil) of drink-
in; water concentrates to induce the SOS a'sponsC 
hx means cf DN'A damage in E mil cells. Some 
workers h.'ic also j^scd this test for (he detection of 
DNA djrrjjie in the presence of se\eral pesticides 
(Kim.il jr.J Ralph. I"SJ Kanul anj Ralph. IVK6) 
*" Our results jre lonxistenl with the idea llul the 
i si wjter samples could be remarkably gcnolonic. 
Morcoxcr. the data are also suggcslixe of the indtic-
ti m of SOS reruir in the £. cult ceil by th'e test 
s. mplcs. and thus bring about the mutation in the 
riictcrial D.N'A The genomic elTect of ihe lest 
s. mplcs would obxioutlx pose the risk of neoplastic 
transformation in the hurruns consuming Ganges 
waier due to its si-cio-rcligious importance The pres-
ence of pesticides beyond permissible limits would 
most probatlx comnhuie in this enhanced genoioxic-
ity of Qanga wateratong with other chemical jwllu-
tants (present xxork: Reruna el »L IV95). 
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Anthelmintic studies : Effect of mebendazole on the enzyme 
histochemistry of adult Setaria cervi 
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AE,TRACT 
The efficacy of mebendaiole xv^sjesisd againsi m—Seiurij ceriiiyswm, with paniiular 
rtur.-ii.-; 10 the cr.zymc histoch.'irunTy of ilie worm. The drug Mijj/vcn orally to the r-U 
at the til-it of 200 mg.'l.jj body weight ftom day 2 0! inf cti-n lor_> Jays. Umrcaiid and 
treairJ fiii were autopated ai.U ilu' worms rccovercd(jir^washfd in physiological saline and 
dui.llcJ'ffRWF^ections of (he iinfixeJ inat.-ricl actoSuOJied in dilfercm media required 
fcr ik.c localisation of ijurji.', »uccnTaW Htfl('l!^!!jWR. 1 ylycerofhoiplute dehydrogenase, 
g!uur.utcdeh)diog.na»c andito.'itric dclisdrcgeruiM. The activity of the enz> m i ^ ^ S ^ 
lomraicd with tliat (if uiitreaied control. The il-fly )-y*t^'X)''. inorialiiy of aoull v^ SrmV 
xit'. tj (urcntly no clfcci on its mi«.ro!'iljri.ie. fhe Veiled worms drmonMiaicd a notable 
ih'.oun in the ciujine \>>icm with the curpiinn of g'utanuie dcliyJWJe'Sasc. 
McJx 
CITCC'I'M-
inciudim. 
(IV74) 
C< rca rjl 
<•/../. (19" 
ciil.il ae 
Hcrnberc • 
ftlarviJal 
The 
scicemn 
c<.rri >)-t 
ni l ll>C C 
WO.'M. 
'('.i/olc hmJjj;n repotted 10 tx-
ii'jtiiiit a variety vl' nematode*, 
filarial worms. Although Duke 
ui;d it iiicil'cctivc against OncLo-
vluT in chimpanzee, Dcnham 
X) found it to lie JI potent lilari-
:nt nt.ainst frugla /xilniiipi. 
1 til. (UJ79) olvjcrvcdjt^mjcro^ 
properties ;ignTn1»fT^ «7<./r»/<i7/i<t 
nen comtMiH'U with levmubolc. 
Pt ,-j^ U.dj: q-rvjrts the preliminary 
this drug tigainst nl-Sflana 
m and possible mode of action 
luymo histochemistry of the 
NUTERKIS AND METHODS 
Th:.'i\ laboratory-bred white rats. 
wc^ £Kiug~^ 0 •*- i g. weijiL-mcd. Adult 
i'ri/./T7T:'rw wo. ms, coTTiTctcJ from the 
skushlercd buffaloes, wyjp transplanted 
via hpi.o omy into white rats (3 female, 
and 2 r.nlc womb). The rats wijrr;.*aiivi-
ded into batches. 13atch 1 consisted 
of 10 rnu a id Msed as untreated control, 
bal.-his 2 inriTcompiiscd 15 and 5 rat's, 
rYe>eri a:" Iress : 'Research Associate, 'Pool 
O.icr. 'i\c$< rch Aisoci.-.ie, "Reader, Section of 
Ha'jsitobgy, )epaririicnt of Zoology. ^ 
respectively, and scru-d a> test batches. 
Mebendazole <Cjjv tiivm orally at the 
dose of 200 mg/k^iotly weight/day to 
batch 2 t.lis from day 2 of transplantation 
daily for 5 day*. The rats from this batch, 
in a group of 5. were sacrificed after 
second, third and fiftll {rfie?l.l"l7^ftcr the 
final dose (fifth dose) the r:i|s \\yre left 
untreated for a week. Five control nts 
v^aj^ukipsicd along with treated rats 
(alter the last dose). Wot ins lecovcrecl 
deadoralne on autopsy, jn both the 
tuatcd ami untreated poup.s, we^cjvj^hed 
i'oiiveciai\ely in physiological saTncanil 
the!) in distilled water, nr.U unfixed frozen 
sections ,ycrc pbjaincd. Esterase and. 
succinate ucriydTo|cn?sc ^crc Jpca|i7cd by 
lndovvT'JCUaic and~'Kitro'-"v methods, 
rewcjiply, as_rj)6d.ifcd by Pcnrst- (1960). 
Cbtwh-lorma/nn Kchnjcwyj^cmploycd 
for the localization dl a-.ul\ccrophosphatc_ 
dchydroeuiase. isocitrfc "ciehydrogenasc 
aiuT jlulamate dehydrogenase (Pearsc, 
I960) Incubation period varied from 
24—IS hr. To kill the enzyme activity 
control scciions were immersed in boiling 
water before incUBatlon. ' " 
Tht drug was cjven to the batch 3 
ra!; after the microfilariae appeared in the 
blood circulation. Microfilaria! count was 
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iccordcd and compared with that of the 
/•(.milling untreated control rats of 
br.ch I. 
RESULTS 
Microfilaria • wsgtfcd In tbc peri-
pheral blood circulation after 8±2 days. 
1'hc drug was ineffective against micro-
filj,;:ie of T tnria ceni. In untreated 
• enrol the mi. rofilarial count fluctuated 
tviAccn S an i 12/tnin3 and 6 and S/nim5 
.:i the treated i roup. Ho.uver, the drug 
r\med delete ious effect on adult worms. 
.TTT.Illy" rate' :cmg 25 and 35% after 2-3 
c!L S.-> After: doses only l'J% live worms 
V-ifnffif" ered in degenerated forms. Live 
ffflj LIS.-were .ery inactive and showed 
l^o-s movement 
Treated worms showed reduced enzyme 
.u! >:ncs. In cvnlroTuornisa-i'lyccrophos-
l>' \ dJn<lio;\'n.isc activity vvasjoe.ili/ed 
11— N 113- in ihcccinti.ictilc part oTitic muscles, 
di v.loping cii.hr)os and microfilariae. 
Ho i-ul'iy walls of uterus and vagina also 
^^e,n}ed this t.i/yine but in a very low 
cn!\..ntr>iioii(I:ig. I). A notable reduction 
in the cii/yinc activity in all (he above parti 
u.is ruled in treated rats (Fit'. 2). No mark-
ed' ilunrr in the gluiama.e dehydrogenase 
activity "in the worms fallowing drug 
(rc.uucnt \vasobscrvcd. Uoth the treated 
alid untrcaTetTworms demonstrated enzyme 
K-caii/aiion in the muscles, developing 
<-n:v>r>os, microfilariae, and boundary 
walls of iitcrus and vagina (Figs 3, 4). 
isoeitric dcliydiogcnase activity vps nor-
mally locajjyd in the subcuticlc, develop-
ing tlllUfyos, microfilariae, intestine and 
boundary waJJs of genital organs (Fig. 5). 
Partial activity vyas also notcdi'n the cuti-
cle, lateral chordJ*aTT8%iuscu!ature. The • 
cnzvmc activity in these orgatis in the 
treated worms was relatively less. Esterase 
activity, localized in the subcuticlc, 
intestine, boundary wall of genital organs 
and developing embryos, decreased in 
drug-treated worms only in thesUDcuticlt 
(Fig. 6). Succinate dehydrogenase activity 
decreased in the muscles in treated worms. 
Bounlflry walls of genital organs and 
developing embryos" did" not' show,'any -
alteration (Fig',. \ ' ' - u " *"« 
DISCUSSION 
Mebendazole, a broad spectrum anthel-
mintic, is effective against Asrarfs suwn 
and Syngamus trachea (Borgers ct al., 
1975), whipworms and hookworms 
(Chavarria e( of., 1973; Hutchinson ct at., 
1975) and Brugia pahangi (Dcnhzn eta!., 
1978). Jt is also efficient against the 
microfilariae of Brugia puhnngi, Br.einlia 
scrgentl and Dipetalonema persums aione 
or in combination with levamisole 
(Dcnham et ol.. 197S; Mak, 19S1; 
Bernberg el al., 1979). 
The j|mg,Jpfr been reported to be 
rather slovv acting, possibly interfering 
•Aith or inhibiting the glucose uptake of 
exogenous glucose into the nematode. 
The consequent decreased utilisation of 
endogenous carbohydiate reserves w ould 
eventually lead to an inadequate energy 
supply, anefflSftl in the death of the uu;i-
sue (Van den llossdic, 1972). According 
to Coles (1977) the drug rather allcctj the 
cellular integrity of the worm, hro1 prmi.uy 
site of drug action being the organelles 
involved in the secretory mechanism of 
the intestinal cells (Mergers ct al., 1975; 
Kohlcrand Bachmann, 19801 
In Jhc present experiment the drug 
reducessuccinatc dclivdrbgcnasc. a gly-
ocTOpTfflSpifflWchv.drogcnase and esterase 
nctiviiirj in Seinrla ceni. These arc 
mctabolically active enzymes, and reduc-
tion in these enzymes eventually leads to 
reduced metabolic activity of the IWfflW* 
Unlike its action against the microfilariae 
of Brugia, Breinlia and Dipclolonaiia, 
mebendazole .appears to have no effect on 
the microfilaiWW*.SV/0/7a ccrvi. Diffe-
rence in the susceptibility towards 
mebendazole could be attributed to a 
different .-pharmacokinetic behaviour of 
the drug. 
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IN'IROLH'CIION 
Miv.infil.iii.1 is .in important entity in the life cycle of filanal nimaiodis 
Caiicr.illy the presence of mietofilaiia in the pcriphei.il blood circulation is 
taken .is ;i tool foi the routine diagnosis of filan.isis. A \.isi literature csists 
concerning the morphology and histology of the inicmfil.u'ia ol <JiiTcTcTTt 
fil.in.il nem.ilodcs Their morphological .ind histologic.u fc.iitiiesji,i\e been 
widely employed with variable success in diffcrcnli.il diagnosis of uTuTtsisify 
several investigators. Hut.-strangely enough, reports on the histoclicniie.il 
studj^of the microfilaria and its use as a diagnostic tool in the identification of 
the species arc .scanty. Keeping this thing in view, the present investigation on 
the histochemical enzyme pattern of the microfilaria of i'cturiti uru has bcci) 
undertaken. * " • • • 
MA'I ER1AL AND METHODS 
Five laboratory-bred white y l f i ^ c j c used in the present experiment. 
Autochtonous transplant of the sclaritd worms, collected from freshly 
Xiughiercd buffaloes, was |f].idc into white rats according to Ansan (1964). 
rinck blood films were made from the tail-end of microfilarta-positive rats 
Dned films were then dcrtacmoglobir.ized jn cold Ringer's solution for i-j 
nmutcs; fixedTn'i'uffcred-sucrosc formalin (pH 7 2) for 10-15 minutes at 4°C; 
rinsed 11 gum-sucrose solution; and sloredinthc same medium overnight. 
* AeKnoHlrdgrincntf. We are grateful to Profcstor N. H Khan, Chairman, Department of 
Zoology. Aligarh Muslin. University, Aligarh, for providing neccssiiry laboraiory facilities and lo 
(he C.S.I K. for financijl assistance. 
SJfdcs'werc washed with saline. Glucosc-6-phosphatasc, aldolase and malic 
dehydrogenase were localized in the microfilaria according to the methods of 
Pcarsc (I960). 
RESULTS 
Enzymatic activities in different regions of the microfilaria are given in 
Glucose-6-phosphatase (G-6-P) activity was nnifd in the cephalic cells, 
nerve ring. Innenkdrper, G-cells, excretory pore, anal pore and muscle cells. 
Slightly diffuse reaction was also present all over the body (Figs. 1 and 2). 
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F.NZYME PA nr.RK OF MICROFILARIA OF S\ CGRVl 
Fiji 2. (Iluciivc h.phmph.ilave :ICIIMI> in llic piMcrior cnj of Ihc microfil.iria i>l .V «r\t. 
Miilic dehydrogenase activity w^jjg^cd in the nerve ring, excretory pouch, 
anal pore, muscle cells and strong activity throughout the body length (Fig. 3). 
Aldolase activity was mainly localized in the cephalic cells, excretory pore 
and pouch/anal pore and O-cells (Fig. 4). 
DISCUSSION 
Histochemical enzyme patterns and their function have been extensively 
studied in a variety of nematodes (adult worms) includingSetaria cem (Rcz-
nifc, 1971: Makiand Yanagisawa, 1980; Khatoon and Baqui, 1981). However, 
their localization and function in the microfilaria (a larval stage of the filnriid) 
have been scarcely studied. Earlier studies have shown thai the microfilaria of 
Sviaria cen'i and l.iiomosoides carina is a mctabolically active stage, wncrcin 
' 0: uptake and active glycogen synthesis have been demonstrated in vino 
(Rath'iur et al., 19S0). Hence the presence of glucose-6-phi^pliatasc in (lie 
cephalic cells, nerve ring, G-cclls and other regions of the microfilaria of S. 
cen i shows that these organs S£jvc as storage and/or activity sites. According 
to Pear.se (1960) glucose-6-phosphatase is present in the organs capable of 
converting glycogen into glucose. 
Distribution of polysaccharides in the sheaths and Innenkorpcr of the 
microfilariae of Wuchereria buncrofii and Brugia malayi has been demon-
strated by Choudhury et al. (1956) and Murthy et al. (19S0). According to 
Simpson and [.aurence (1972) sheaths of B. puiei. B. pahangi, L. Loa and IK 
bancrofti microfilariae contained polyanionic materials while RNA staining 
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I'm T Mam. iklndtowiu* 
..cliul) mi l icnncror i l j ruptS cfni . 
I if J AMnl.iv.-artiMly in ihc miuofi l jn.1 nf 5 i c u 
\v,\s found in the excretory vesicle, anal pore and G-cclk 
Kcdington c( ;il (197.ii) ;md Torwcdow ;md Huff (1976) have histochemi-
c.illy studied the acid .phosphatase acti\ ity in the microfilariae of lirugia nuilayi 
.ind wiiclwrcrid Ixincrofii and have reported the relative distribution and 
localization of this cnz)me in these microfilariae. According to their reports 
excretory and anal pores were the prominent site;, of acid phosphatase activity 
in (he miaofilaria of Bruyia, whereas stmnj; activity w:t< qh^erw1\ throughout 
the l^ ody length, including excretory and anal pores, in the microfilaria of 
Wuchtreria luincroflL Omar and Schulz-Kcy (1978) have histochcinically 
demonstrated the acid phosphatase activity in the anal pore and vesicle and all 
ONX-rrSe body of the first, second and third-stage larvae of Onchocerca vol-
vulus. 
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